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Improving the formability and crashworthiness of wrought magnesium alloys are
the two biggest challenges in current magnesium technology. Magnesium is the best
material candidate for enabling required improvements in fuel economy of combustion
engines and increases in ranges of electric vehicles.
In hexagonal closed-packed (HCP) structures, e ects of grain size/morphology and
crystallographic texture are particularly important. Prior research has established
a general understanding of the dependences of strength and strain anisotropy on
grain morphology and texture. Unfortunately, deformation, recrystallization, and
grain growth strategies that control the microstructures and textures of cubic metals
and alloys have not generally worked for HCPs. For example, in Magnesium, the
deformation texture induced by primary forming operations (rolling, extrusion, etc.) is
not randomized by recrystallization and may strengthen during grain growth. A strong
texture reduces formability during secondary forming (stamping, bending, hemming

etc.) Thus, the inability to randomize texture has impeded the implementation of
magnesium alloys in engineering applications. When rare earth solutes are added
to magnesium alloys, distinct new textures are derived. However, rare earth texture
derivation remains insu ciently explained. Currently, it is hypothesized that unknown
mechanisms of alloy processing are at work, arising from the e ects of grain boundary
intrinsic defect structures on microstructural evolution.
This dissertation is a comprehensive attempt to identify formal methodologies of
analyzing the behavior of grain boundaries in magnesium. We focus particularly on
twin boundaries and asymmetric tilt grain boundaries using molecular dynamics. We
begin by exploring twin nucleation in magnesium single crystals, elucidating e ects of
heterogeneities on twin nucleation and their relationships with concurrent slip. These
10-12 twins. Subsequent
e orts highlighted the necessity of imperfections to nucleate
studies encountered the importance of deformation faceting on the high mobility
10- of
12 and stabilization of observed twin mode boundaries. Implementation of interfacial
defect theory was necessary to decipher the complex mechanisms observed which
govern the development of defects in grain boundaries, disconnection pile-up, facet
nucleation, interfacial disclination nucleation, disconnection movements, disconnection
transformation across interfacial disclinations, cross-faceting, and byproducts of
interactions between lattice dislocations and grain boundaries.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

General Objectives
Magnesium (Mg) is undergoing increasingly extensive investigations for its potential

as primary candidate in the lightweighting initiative in the automotive and aerospace
industries. This material has a remarkable strength-to-weight ratio, but its room
temperature formability is insu cient for cost-e ective use. Therefore, intensive
studies are now being undertaken into characterization of the microstructural plasticity
properties of Mg alloys with the objective of improving their ductility. This work
seeks to elucidate the plastic behavior of Mg with particular attention to the e ects
of grain boundaries on dislocation and disconnection motion. Twin boundaries are a
subset of the symmetric tilt grain boundaries (STGBs) and their nucleation, growth,
and interactions with dislocations are of primary interest in this work.

1.2

Intellectual Merit
Plastic deformation is much more complex in HCP metals than in their cubic

counterparts. Currently, authors generally attribute this greater complexity to 1) the
easier activation and propagation of deformation twinning, and 2) the more versatile
modality of slip dislocations gliding on di erent types of lattice planes. Despite serious
1

and seminal e orts to incorporate multimode twinning and slip in mesoscale models
[Tome et al., 2001, Lebensohn and Tome, 1993, Tome et al., 2010, Beyerlein and
Tome, 2008, Proust et al., 2009, 2007, Inal and Mishra, 2012], let alone macroscale
models [Cazacu and Barlat, 2004, Cazacu et al., 2006], the anisotropy and damage
sensitivities in HCP polycrystals are still far from being reliably predicted. This has
created a serious impediment to the economy and energy plans worldwide. Currently,
Mg and titanium (Ti) are the best alloy candidates for lightweighting. However,
these alloys, Mg in particular, have not been well optimized yet for a cost-e ective
manufacturing of wrought components [Barnett et al., 2009, El Kadiri and Oppedal].
At its heart, the challenge is a fundamental one. It naturally amounts to a gap in
understanding the mechanisms governing plasticity in HCP polycrystals.
Substantial proof-of-concepts and preliminary endeavors have demonstrated that
the fundamental gap resides in the lack, or rather poor understanding of complex
mechanisms related to slip twin, twin twin, slip GB, and twin GB interactions, all of
which operate at the atomistic scale [El Kadiri et al., 2013a,c, El Kadiri and Oppedal,
2010, El Kadiri and Oppedal, 2010]. Moreover, before one can even address these
interactions, the atomic structures of 1) twin boundaries and 2) grain boundaries,
with which slip and twinning dislocations will interact, must yet be studied and
clearly identi ed. In fact, the GB atomic order/disorder strongly alters its ability
to create, annihilate, transmit, and immobilize defects, so its e ects on slip and
twinning propagation are prominent. This is a signi cant extra-layer of fundamental
gaps, which requires very special knowledge and considerable e orts and methods.
2

This constitutes the focus subject of this dissertation. Unfortunately, we know very
little about the atomic structures of GBs in HCP metals, let alone their interactions
between slip and twinning dislocations. This knowledge gap persists despite the fact
that these interactions have proven signi cant and critical to the plasticity of cubics
[Dingley and Pond, 1979, King and Chen, 1984, Van Swygenhoven et al., 2001, Koning
et al., 2002, Yamakov et al., 2003a,b, Hasnaoui et al., 2004, Spearot et al., 2005,
Dewald and Curtin, 2007, Jin et al., 2008].

1.3

Speci c Research Objectives
This PhD dissertation represents a fundamental endeavor aimed to enable funda
-

mental science related to the plastic forming of Mg by studying the role of intrinsic
defect structures in 1) the nucleation of twin embryos, 2) relative activity and interactions of slip and twinning in single crystals, 3) the faceted structures of HCP grain
boundaries, and 4) how these structures a ect their interactions with slip and twinning
dislocations. This fundamental science is enabled by deciphering these mechanisms as
well as proposing new methodologies in relevant aspects of interfacial defect theory
and group theory. The task of deciphering these mechanisms and methodologies was
broken into four main challenges. Each was regarded as a General Aim, comprising a
few Speci c Tasks:
Research Aim I: The plastic anisotropy of single crystal Mg
Task 1.1: Determine the relationships between critical resolved shear
stress, deformation modes, and crystallographic orientation.
3

Task 1.2: Identify twin nucleation processes in Mg single crystals.
Task 1.3: Identify twin twin interactions in Mg single crystals.
Research Aim II: Relations between1 0 1 2 and 1 0 1 1 twins and ATGBs
Task 2.1: Characterize the structure and energy of the basal-prismatic
(BP) boundary
Task 2.2: Determine the e ects of BP grain boundary disconnections
on 1 0 1 2 twin nucleation.
Task 2.3: Characterize the structure and energy of the basal pyramidal
(BPy) boundary.
Research Aim III: Faceting behavior of
1 2 1 0 axis twins
Task 3.1: Determine trichromatic pattern reactions for the
1012
twin.
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Task 3.2: Determine trichromatic pattern reactions for the
twin.
Task 3.3: Elucidate the e ect of faceting on embryonic twin nucleation
and growth.
Research Aim IV: Tilt boundary dislocation interactions
Task 4.1: Characterize the evolution of the atomic structure of-asym
metric tilt grain boundaries (ATGBs) receiving lattice dislocations.
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Task 4.2: Characterize the evolution of the atomic structure of
- sym
metric tilt grain boundaries (STGBs) receiving lattice dislocations.
Task 4.3: Characterize 1 0 1 2 twin absorption of lattice disloca
tions.
By atomic structure, we refer to the defect structure of the interface in terms of
mis t or interfacial dislocations, disconnections, steps, other line defects, and their
Burgers vectors, core width, line orientation, location, spacing, number of distinct
sets, and pseudo-periodic distance [Wang and Beyerlein, 2012, Wang et al., 2010a,
Han et al., 2012, Wang et al., 2011, Kang et al., 2012a,b, Beyerlein et al., 2012, Sutton
and Ballu , 1995, 1996, Sutton et al., 1996, Ballu and Sutton, 1996, Pond and
Hirth, 1994, Pond et al., 2007].

1.4

Means and Methods
It was necessary to determine methods able to successfully perform these tasks and

create these metal sciences, as well as a special theoretical knowledge that analyzes
the results generated by these methods. The research for this dissertation made use
of the following research tools:
1. Molecular Dynamics (MD) is clearly the most quali ed technique to create
analyzable data on the atomic structure of GBs in the relaxed state [Wang
and Beyerlein, 2012, Kang et al., 2012a,b, Wang et al., 2011, Liu et al., 2011].
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It is also most suitable for the creation of analyzable scenarios simulating the
interactions between slip, twins, and GBs.
2. Bicrystallography [Pond, 1984, 1983] is the main theoretical tool that must be
pro ciently deployed in the analysis of MD results. We dedicated substantial
preliminary e orts to be pro cient in the interfacial defect theory (IDT) fathered
and pioneered by RC Pond [Pond and Hirth, 1994, Pond et al., 2007, Pond,
1984, 1983, Pond and Vlachavas, 1983, Pond and Celotto, 2003, Pond, 1984,
Pond et al., 1987], including group theory [Shubnikov et al., 1974].

1.5

Limitations
A few points should be emphasized regarding the limitations of this work:

1. The importance of studying interactions of slip and twinning dislocations with
mixed GBs is undeniable [Hirsch and Al-Samman, 2013, King et al., 2011,
Miyada-Naborikawa et al., 1985]. They are of practical interest and remain
important to future TEM analyses. However, the scope of this work is too
complex to reach this topic. From a pragmatic standpoint, one cannot start
studying mixed GBs before the completion of Aim IV.
2. The dissertation does not study slip slip interactions, which are important for
some of the main Broader Impacts of this dissertation. Many researchers in
the eld are in fact studying those issues. For instance Niewczas and Capolun
gos groups [Izadbakhsh et al., 2012, Bhattacharya and Niewczas, 2011,-Bhat
tacharyya et al., 2009, Fumiaki Hiura et al., 2012], are using TEM and dislocation
6

dynamics, respectively. Lavrentevs team [Lavrentev, 1980, Lavrentev et al.,
1978, Lavrentev and Pokhil, 1975b,a, Lavrentev et al., 1979a,b] had also studied
slip slip interactions in the 1970s via TEM on single crystals.
3. It was not reasonable to benchmark this PhD philosophy for more than one
HCP metal. We focused on Mg, which is critical to lightweighting on one hand,
and has been, on the other hand, subject of extensive crystal plasticity studies
by El Kadiri s research group [El Kadiri and Oppedal, 2010, Oppedal et al.,
2012, 2013, El Kadiri et al., 2013c]. This allowed in-depth focus and elucidation,
while the novel metal sciences can be still extended to other HCPs.

1.6

Broader Impacts

1.6.1

Broader impacts on crystal plasticity and dislocation dynamics

Many seminal crystal plasticity models developed in the last two decades [Tome
et al., 2001, Lebensohn and Tome, 1993, Tome et al., 2010, Beyerlein and Tome, 2008,
Inal and Mishra, 2012, El Kadiri and Oppedal, Yoo, 1998, 1981, Remy, 1977, Mahajan
and Chin, 1973, Eisenlohr et al., 2008, Wang et al., 2010a, Bieler et al., 2005] have
incorporated both slip and twinning. However, most of both mean- eld and full- eld
models failed to predict the mechanical behavior of HCP metals in conditions where
neither slip nor twinning are favored with respect to each other [El Kadiri and Oppedal,
2010]. In fact, when modeling anisotropy, researchers tted model parameters to only
the two extreme cases, i.e., maximized or minimized twinning activity, presuming that
the same parameters will interpolate the correct behavior under any other transitional
7

stress condition or more complex stress state, loading path, and loading history. It has
now been demonstrated [El Kadiri and Oppedal, 2010, Oppedal et al., 2013] that this
presumption is inaccurate for predicting the stress strain behaviors obtained under
intermediate loading orientations between predominant slip and profuse twinning
[McCabe et al., 2009, 2006, Paton and Backofen, 1970]. Tomlinson et al. [2012]
demonstrated the same kind of failure for an Mg alloy subjected to multi-axial loading.
Even under monotonic loading, current approaches cannot predict anisotropy and
asymmetry without mispredicting intermediate texture intensities and twin volume
fractions.The shortfall of these current approaches to crystal plasticity modeling
derives from three main fundamental gaps:
First, crystal plasticity models did not capture the e ect of slip-twin interactions,
most importantly, the e ect of dislocation transmutation by twinning on the latent
hardening in the twins. In fact, upon twin propagation, twin lamellae tend to
incorporate slip dislocations preexisting in the parent matrix. Upon their incorporation,
however, these matrix dislocations must change their plane and Burgers vectors as
the twinning dislocations accommodating twin propagation pass through them and
shear them. Therefore, the twins engulf transformed dislocations with an unusual
nature and character to the natural deformation process a ecting the twins. This
process is called dislocation transmutation [El Kadiri and Oppedal, 2010], and it is
illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Transmutation massively transforms matrix dislocations to sessile dislocations
and occasionally to glissile dislocations, but which may be ones that undergo a
8

Figure 1.1:A schematic illustration of the dislocation transmutation mechanism and
the resulting latent hardening.
Upon propagation, the twin engulfs matrix dislocations (in red), which then change
their planes and Burgers vectors, thereby spawning disconnections (green), and
transmuted dislocations in the twin (in dark blue). Transmuted dislocations can be
either sessile or glissile. Sometimes, the matrix dislocation is completely absorbed
by the interface (bottom green dislocation). The transmuted dislocations generated
earlier in twin growth (in light blue) will interact with the slip dislocations naturally
occurring in the twin (in yellow), and an abnormally high latent hardening arises.
Crystal plasticity models never captured this type of latent hardening despite that it
renders the twins drastically harder than the matrix.
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low Schmid factor. Both of these highly immobile dislocations interact with slip
dislocations in the twins to induce therein an extremely high latent hardening (known
as Basinski et al. [1997] s mechanism). Consequently, in between the limiting cases
of predominate twinning and predominant slip, this transmutation-induced latent
hardening takes various degrees of amplitude that causes a non-linear impact on
anisotropy from one loading orientation to the other. One thus may understand why
current models are still incapable of predicting this complex anisotropic behavior; the
fundamentals of slip-twin interactions must rst be understood. This fundamental
gap has hindered the progress of continuum mechanics based concepts to model the
behavior of non-cubic metals, which thus still dawdles in an infant stage. Recent
work has attempted to incorporate of dislocation transmutation in crystal plasticity
[El Kadiri and Oppedal, 2010, Oppedal et al., 2012]. However, these models used
simplistic approaches, which were based on very speculative assumptions voided
from interfacial defect considerations. This dissertation will determine the interfacial
reactions and nature of transmuted dislocations depending on the atomic structure of
the symmetric tilt boundary (Type I twins). This information is critical to dislocation
dynamics technique, which is used to quantify the evolution of latent hardening
parameters forest dislocations of di erent nature. Crystal plasticity directly uses these
parameters in constitutive formulations
Secondly, crystal plasticity models did not capture the e ect of slip GB and
twin GB interactions on plasticity. First and foremost, the GB energy and character,
dictated by the nature and distribution of grain boundary dislocations (GBDs)
10

accommodating the interface misorientation, fundamentally upset the nucleation and
propagation of both slip and twinning. On one hand, twin nucleation is extremely
sensitive to local stress eld dictated by local atomistic con gurations at GBs. Thus,
GBs signi cantly alter the competition between slip and twinning. On the other
hand, the atomic order at the GB strongly alters the ability to annihilate, transmit,
and immobilize defects, so its e ects on slip and twin propagation, and thus on
plasticity, are prominent. Furthermore, for twin GB interactions, the forward local
stress distributions around the twin, just like those around a crack [Christian and
Mahajan, 1995], are upset by the GB atomic structure to induce a backstress level
that depends on the character and misorientation angle of that GB. None of these
e ects has been deciphered for HCP metals, and consequently, are still not considered
in full eld or statistically-based micromechanical crystal plasticity models.
Finally, crystal plasticity models poorly captured the way various twinning modes
(not just systems of a given twin mode) interact to in uence plasticity and existing
dislocation structures [Appel et al., 1993, Yoo, 1998, 1981, Remy, 1977, Mahajan and
Chin, 1973, Eisenlohr et al., 2008, Wang et al., 2010c, Bieler et al., 2005]. In addition
to multimode slip, it is known that Mg deforms by1 0 1 2 twinning for c-axis
tension, and 1 0 1 1 for c-axis compression. Zr concomitantly deforms 1by
012
and 11-21 for c-axis tension, and
1 1 2 2 for c-axis compression, while Ti deforms
concurrently by 1 0 1 2 and 1 1 2 1 for c-axis tension and1 0 1 1 and 1 1 2 2
for c-axis compression [Christian and Mahajan, 1995]. Albeit this PhD dissertation
only studies Mg, it creates a metal science that can be extended to HCP materials
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of commercial use. It has recently been shown that interactions between di erent
twins could profoundly a ect the nucleation and propagation rates of these twins
as well as double transmutation caused by double twinning [El Kadiri and Oppedal,
2010, Oppedal et al., 2012]. Furthermore, according to decades-old observations, the
strain carried by a twin entirely crossing a parent grain shall be accommodated either
by slip, twin transmission, a kink (ortho-kink), or a crack in a limiting case [Yoo,
1981, Rosenbaum, 1961, Rosi et al., 1956, Gilman, 1954, Holden, 1952, Pratt and
Pugh, 1952, 1953]. In many cases, slip dominates, so the dislocation densities in the
matrix shall comprise dislocations from this mechanism. Whether using full- eld
or mean- eld frameworks, current crystal plasticity models did not incorporate in
hardening models these accommodation dislocations, which a ect plasticity in yet
unknown ways.

1.6.2

Broader Impacts on other

elds of science

During the last ve to seven years, despite the intensive research using physicallyinformed crystal plasticity modeling, the lack of capturing the e ect of intrinsic defect
structure of GBs on the mobility of slip and twinning have led to a marked inability
of addressing many subjects, which are signi cant to the structural plasticity of HCP
polycrystals. Here, we list the following subjects that the proposed will impact:
1. Detwinning and retwinning [Wu et al., 2010, Wu and Zhu, 2008, Clausen et al.,
2008, Brown et al., 2007, Levesque et al., 2010, Shiekhelsouk et al., 2009]
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2. Cyclic loading and fatigue [Jordon et al., 2011], and Multi-axial loading [Noda
et al., 2003, Zhao et al., 2009, Yan et al., 2004, Abu-Farha and Khraisheh, 2007,
Xiaoming et al., 2003]
3. Strain-rate sensitivity [Chun and Davies, 2010, Watanabe et al., 2001, Hwang
et al., 2001, Mukai et al., 2000]
4. Damage and the general low ductility of HCP structures [Koike, 2005, Koike
et al., 2010, Mussi et al., 2006]
5. Shear localization [Barnett et al., 2005, 2004, Barnett, 2007a,b]
6. E ect of solutes/particles on strengthening of slip and twinning, and anisotropy
[Yasi et al., 2010, 2009, Somekawa et al., 2009]
7. Pseudo-elasticity [Reed-Hill et al., 1965, Laheurte et al., 2005, Caceres et al.,
2003, Li and Enoki, 2007]
8. Radiation damage and dislocation channeling [Saada and Washburn, 1962, Foreman and Sharp, 1969, Wechsler, 1973, Luft, 1991, Smidt Jr, 1970, Higashiguchi
et al., 1979, Farrell et al., 2004]
9. Transformation and twinning induced plasticity (TRIP and TWIP e ects)
[Bouaziz et al., 2008, Bouaziz and Guelton, 2001, Jin and Lee, 2009, Barbier et al.,
2009, Jacques et al., 2001, Girault et al., 2001, Wang et al., 2004, Frommeyer
et al., 2003, Pereloma et al., 2008]
10. Phase transformation at high/shock strain rate conditions [Bingert et al., 2010,
Bronkhorst et al., 2006, 2011]
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11. Behavior under nano and micro indentations [Poletika et al., 2010, Salem et al.,
2006, Somekawa and Schuh, 2012, Zambaldi et al., 2012, Chamos et al., 2010,
RAUCH, 2012, Zhou et al., 2008]
12. Irradiation growth [Tome et al., 1996, Carpenter et al., 1988, Holt and Causey,
1987]
13. Crystal growth for nanostructures and nano multilayered materials [Penn and
Ban eld, 1998, Cottrell and Bilby, 1951, Frank, 1949, Moravec et al., 1989]

1.6.3

Impact on engineering

Recent e orts have attempted to incorporate Mg alloys as lightweight components
for mass reduction in automotive, aircraft, and biomedical applications. However, there
are still major problems that stymie cost e ective production of these alloys. They
mainly reside in misunderstanding the source of anisotropy and damage sensitivities of
these alloys, which hinders controllability of their manufacturing processes [Takuda and
Hatta, 1998, Takuda et al., 1998, Murty, 1989, Charquet and Perez, 1993, Chen and
Chiu, 2005, Chen et al., 2003, Yamada, 1996, Ogawa et al., 1996, Doege and Droder,
2001, Lee et al., 2002, Yoshihara et al., 2003]. This dissertation makes substantial
strides in identifying the mechanisms of plasticity in HCP structures, which 1) drive
anisotropy/asymmetry and 2) act as a precursor to damage initiation. This will
enable new materials design strategies for improved HCP alloys/microstructures,
which mitigate anisotropy and damage.
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1.7

Layout of the dissertation
The material of this dissertation is laid out in eight research chapters followed by

a summary. In addition, several appendices containing supplementary material for a
number of the chapters is included after the references.
The material of Chapter 2 was developed as a precursor to Chapter 3 and represents
a fundamentally new method of identifying and characterizing twinning in molecular
dynamics simulations of hcp materials. This method is capable of identifying all
unique twin variants in a simulation and characterizing twin growth and volume
fractions. This enabled the analysis presented in Chapter 3, which addresses the tasks
of Research Aim I. Chapter 3 studies single crystal Mg using thirteen MD simulations
loading in uniaxial tension along di erent crystallographic directions. Results are
characterized by active deformation mode and slip and twinning are compared and
contrasted for the cases of homogeneous nucleation, and nucleation from a pre-existing
void.
Chapter 4 begins coverage of the material addressing Research Aim II. This
chapter focuses on a single MD simulation of a Mg bicrystal in uniaxial tension. The
basal-prismatic boundary is thoroughly characterized and it s deformation is analyzed,
including the nucleation of 1a0 1 2 twin facet by a newly discovered process. This
uncovered a fundamental relation between certain classes of twins and asymmetric
tilt grain boundaries.
In order to develop understanding of this new phenomenon, new tools based
on interfacial defect theory were needed. The next three chapters are devoted to
15

development of the mechanics of faceted boundary dynamics. Chapter 5 generalizes
the mathematical decomposition of the unimodular deformation gradient into simple
shear and rotational components. This type of decomposition is useful because it
relates directly to the plastic deformation experienced by a material with a moving
asymmetric tilt boundary. Chapter 6 introduces the means to characterize facet
nucleation, growth, and cross-faceting, whereby disconnections move from one facet
onto another. Finally, Chapter 7 provides proof of a new theorem demonstrating that
a large class of cross-faceting situations are feasible and can promote glissile boundary
migration in faceted twin boundaries. Development of these tools enabled Chapter
8, which explores all viable faceting relationships
1 0 1for
2 , 1 0 1 1 , and 1 0 1 3
twins. This material completes the tasks of Research Aims II and III.
Chapter 9 builds o of the foundations of interfacial defect theory and faceting
dynamics to explore dislocation interactions with a variety of signi cant symmetric
and asymmetric tilt grain boundaries in Mg. The tasks of Research Aim IV are
addressed in this chapter.
Finally, the last chapter summarizes the results of all of this research and sets
goals for future work which will enhance even further the objectives and broader
impacts of this work.
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CHAPTER 2
AUTOMATED ANALYSIS OF TWINS IN HEXAGONAL CLOSE-PACKED
METALS USING MOLECULAR DYNAMICS

2.1

Summary
Motivated by a need to characterize twinning and slip twin interactions in- hexag

onal close-packed metals, we have developed a novel method that facilitates analyses
of twin activities in molecular dynamics simulations. The basal plane vector method
described herein calculates the basal plane orientation for each atom based on bond
angles and rst nearest neighbors to accurately identify crystallographic orientations.
This method is able to unambiguously identify twin embryos and twin variants,
calculate twin volume fractions and analyze grain evolution.

2.2

Introduction
Deformation in hexagonal close-packed (hcp) materials is driven by complex-mech

anisms related to slip twin interactions which are still not clearly understood under
current conventional dislocation theories [Christian and Mahajan, 1995]. Molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations are an invaluable tool to elucidate the nanoscale material
response to applied stresses, especially when experimentally observing nanoscale
defor
mation phenomena is di cult. Twinning is a progressive burst of partial dislocations
17

that reorients the hcp structure into a crystallographic orientation di ering from
the parent structure by mirror symmetry [El Kadiri and Oppedal, 2010]. Twinning
in hcp metals is complicated by the variety of di erent twin systems, which may
or may not obey Schmid s law [Barrett et al., 2012a]. For instance,
1 0 1 2 twins
have six variants that uniquely reorient the parent lattice and initiate complex
hard
ening mechanisms associated with grain re nement and dislocation transmutation
[El Kadiri and Oppedal, 2010] and [Oppedal et al., 2013]. To fully analyze the texture
of a twinned material, all twin variants must rst be properly identi ed and then
quanti ed upon further deformation. In the literature, numerous methods have been
used for both qualitative and quantitative analysis of atomistic data with respect to
inelastic deformation events, but none of these methods are capable of adequately
distinguishing twins from the parent structure.

2.3

Methodology
To compare the new methods with existing analysis methods, molecular dynamics

simulations (LAMMPS [Plimpton, 1995]) were used to deform single-crystal magnesium under uniaxial tension with the Sun et al. embedded-atom method potential
[Sun et al., 2006]. Periodic boundary conditions were used in all dimensions along
with a zero-stress condition in the non-loading direction, similar to previous work
[Barrett et al., 2012a] and [Tschopp et al., 2007]. Simulations were performed at
temperatures ranging from 100 to 300 K and strain rates of7 and
10 10 8 s 1 with
a 20 nm minimum length in all dimensions >
( 360,000 atoms). A 2 nm void (160
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atoms) was added to encourage heterogeneous twin nucleation. After zero-pressure
equilibration, a uniaxial tensile load was applied to the c-axis, which produces the
largest shear stress for tension twinning. The stress-volume per-atom metric was
computed using the method outlined by Thompson et al. [2009], and visualization
was performed using OVITO [Stukowski, 2010]. The resulting deformation, including
slip and twinning dislocations, was characterized using several local analysis methods
presented below.

2.4

Results
1 0 1 2 twins nucleated at the peak applied stress (5 GPa) in all simulations.

Figure 2.1 shows these twins and compares common analysis methods qualitatively to
two new methods developed to identify twins using a cross-section that contains several
dislocations and twins following heterogeneous nucleation from the void. Figure 2.2
shows the same data from a three-dimensional perspective where the di erent analysis
methods were used to isolate regions of interest. Graphical schematics are provided
in both gures to enable easy identi cation of twins and dislocation planes. The slip
vector [Zimmerman et al., 2001] quanti es partial dislocation vectors and detects slip
dislocation dissociation into twinning dislocations. However, as seen in both Figure
2.1and Figure 2.2, shu ing e ects inherent in most twinning modes in hcp metals
cause neighboring atoms in the twinned region to have very di erent displacements.
The Ackland analysis [Ackland and Jones, 2006] classi es the local structure for
each atom (hcp, face-centered cubic (fcc), body-centered cubic (bcc), isohedral or
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unknown) based on the rst neighbor bond angle function. Thus, hcp regions of all
orientations, including twins and parents, are not isolated from one another, making
any comparison or distinction between parents and twins by this method impossible.
However, the Ackland analysis can detect regions in the process of undergoing slip
as fcc due to Shockley partial dislocations rearranging the hcp stacking sequence.
The centrosymmetry parameter [Kelchner et al., 1998] quanti es the disorder of the
local structure around each atom based on the symmetry of the rst neighbor bond
distances. Qualitatively, in this case, the centrosymmetry parameter provides similar
information as Ackland s method with the exception that it also provides the degree
of deviation from symmetry for non-symmetric local environments. The per-atom
stress-volume tensor [Thompson et al., 2009] can be used for visualizing the magnitude
of stress concentrations and thermal stress e ects during deformation. Here, the
maximum principle stress is used to show that the viral per-atom stress tensor cannot
e ectively identify whether or not a region is undergoing plastic deformation, since
plastic deformation elsewhere in the simulation cell may lead to stress relaxation in the
region in question. Also, the per-atom stress-volume varies due to thermal vibrations.
Hence, continuum deformation metrics such as Zimmerman et al. [2001] s may be
more useful than the per-atom tensor in predicting deformation characteristics; it is
not known how these would capture the e ects of twinning, though. The potential
energy per atom is a more useful metric than the stress, since it is able to detect
higher energy structures at boundaries between di erent regions and at stacking faults.
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However, it does not predict these structures as accurately as the centrosymmetry
parameter or Ackland s method.

Figure 2.1:Qualitative visualization by various analysis methods of a cross-section
of atomistic data from uniaxial deformation of single crystal magnesium
with a 2-nm void.
The graphical schematic illustrates notable features: stacking faults (green), grain
boundaries (black), twins (yellow, blue), the void (red), and the parent material (light
green). Some methods detect grain boundaries, some detect dislocations, but only
the methods introduced herein are capable of detecting the twinned regions.

The inability of these common methods to adequately identify twinning events
and the time-intensive process of manually identifying and classifying twinning events
motivated the development of a new analysis method for this purpose. The basal plane
vector (BPV) method determines the direction of the normal to the basal plane for
each atom. Therefore, this analysis method is speci cally for HCP crystal structures,
which have a unique basal plane, and is not appropriate for FCC or BCC structures
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Figure 2.2: Twins and dislocations as visualized in three dimensions.
The graphical schematic shows stacking faults (green), grain boundaries (grey), twins
(yellow, blue), the void (red), and the parent material (light green). We used a manual
threshold to isolate deformation feature for the various methods.

unlike those methods previously discussed. Since every twin system and twin variant
has a unique misorientation from the original structure, the BPV method is capable
of uniquely identifying the parent and all variants of twins. The BPV cluster analysis
(BPV-CA) assigns each atom to a cluster based on this distinct orientation and that
of its nearest neighbors.
The complete algorithm for the BPV is outlined in Appendix A. A bond angle
function, identical to that used by Ackland, calculates angles from rst neighbor
vectors that are subsequently used to identify the basal plane from straight ( 170-180)
bond angles (SBA). In ideal HCP structures, there are three SBAs, all of which lie in
the basal plane. Therefore, when two or three SBAs are identi ed, the basal plane
normal is calculated as the mean of the cross products of the corresponding vectors
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spanning the basal plane. When four or more SBAs are identi ed, they cannot all
be in the basal plane. In this case, the attest plane spanned by three of the bond
angles is chosen as the basal plane and the normal is calculated in the same way as
above. When less than two SBAs are identi ed, the cross product corresponding to
all the bond angles is calculated and the basal plane normal is selected as the mean
of the two which are most closely aligned. Since only atoms with a very deformed
local structure or a grain boundary return less than two SBAs, it is often preferable
to label these as having an unknown orientation.
The BPV-CA is calculated from the results of the BPV analysis based on de nitions
by Frank for higher-symmetry structures [Frank, 1951]. Atoms are identi ed as
belonging to the same cluster if a path starting from the one atom and going through
its nearest neighbors and then to their neighbors, and so on, may be constructed in
which the BPV never deviates more than some small threshold angle. This method
is useful for summarizing and reducing the dimensionality of results from the BPV
analysis. Moreover, the BPV-CA can distinguish between unique twins having the
same orientation which nucleated in separate regions of the simulation cell.
From a qualitative perspective, only the BPV and BPV-CA methods distinguish
the twinned region from the parent lattice (Figures 2.1 and 2.2). The BPV-CA also
uniquely distinguishes between the two twin variants. Since large MD simulations
may contain hundreds of unique grains, this can represent an enormous increase
in e ciency when studying behavior of individual grains or grain boundaries, since
the region of interest can be easily isolated from the rest of the data. Moreover, it
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also allows the discovery of twin embryos which might otherwise be unnoticed. In
previous work, we have observed some such embryos of1 1 2 1 twins which grew to
a maximum size of 100 atoms before detwinning [Barrett et al., 2012a].
A brief summary of the quantitative results of a characteristic simulation using
BPV and BPV-CA methods are indicated in Table 2.1, which shows the percentages of
atoms assigned to unknown clusters/orientations and twins. Here
BP V denotes the
misorientation angle from the original lattice orientation
x0 denotes
and
the number
of SBAs per atom. Recall that at least two SBAs are necessary for BPV analysis
to accurately identify the basal plane; almost all atoms meet this criterion
x0 1). (
As shown in Table 1, the analysis methods identify nearly all atoms as being part
of the parent during equilibration and elastic deformation. Twins nucleated at a
strain of 0.06
. After less than 1% plastic strain (=0.07), the local structure of 96% of
atoms has been reoriented and the BPV-CA method classi ed 92% as belonging to
particular twin variants. The BPV-CA also classi es 4% of the atoms as unknown,
due to dislocations or twin boundaries. Interestingly, BPV-CA indicates that the twin
consumes nearly the entire lattice after less than 1% plastic strain, leaving the parent
volume fraction at only 3.6%.
The BPV analysis method can also be used to quantify the evolution of twinning
and provide new insight into nanoscale mechanical phenomena. The misorientation
of each atom relative to the original orientation was calculated for several strains
8
s
in a simulation with a 10

1

strain-rate (Figure 3). Heating the lattice to 300 K

causes the original structure to deviate slightly from 0, but the average orientation
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Table 2.1:Results of basal plane vector and basal plane vector cluster analysis
pa
rameters for a simulation undergoing uniaxial c-axis tension at 300 K and
107 s 1 strain-rate.
Strain

Unidenti able
Structure
(x0 < 2)

Reoriented
Unknown
local lattice Cluster
(BP V > 5 ) (BP V CA = 0)

Twin
(BP V

0
0.05
0.06
0.07

0.02%
0.03%
0.02%
0.17%

0.09%
0.09%
0.11%
96.40%

0%
0%
0%
92.35%

0.09%
0.08%
0.08%
3.92%

Clusters
CA > 1)

is still closely aligned with the original orientation (upper inset, Figure 2.3). With
increasing plastic strain, the frequency of misorientations near 90 increases
1 0 1 2 as
twins nucleate and propagate within the lattice; the area under the curve (lower inset,
Figure 2.3) represents the volume fraction1of
0 1 2 twins. Therefore, the evolution
of the twin volume fraction (TVF) as a function of strain can be easily quanti ed with
the BPV method (Figure 2.4). Following the initial nucleation event at 5.9% strain,
the TVF increases in a regime of fast growth, followed by a regime of slower growth.
This change in growth rate of the TVF can be attributed to both the impingement of
twins upon one another as well as the interactions of twinning stress elds through
the periodic boundaries. Quantifying twin propagation through the TVF evolution
can be used to inform macroscale models, such as self-consistent and nite element
models of HCP structures. The BPV is unique in that no current method is capable of
calculating the TVF for MD simulations, which allows a much more thorough analysis
of deformation in HCP materials.
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Figure 2.3:The volume fraction-misorientation function for several strains -as calcu
lated by the Basal Plane Vector.
Initially the entire lattice deviates slightly from a perfect orientation due to thermal
vibrations of the local lattice structure (inset, upper left). As the lattice is strained,
1 0 1 2 tensile twinning occurs, reorienting the lattice by 90 (inset, lower right).
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Figure 2.4:The evolution of the twin volume fractions versus the parent as calculated
by Cluster analysis.
(a) The (11 0 2) tension twin variant (blue) nucleates at the peak stress and propagates
dramatically. A second (0
1 1 2) tension twin variant (green) nucleates at a higher
strain but propagates less due to stress relaxations. (b) A cross-section at 5.9% strain
showing only the (11 0 2) twin variant and stacking faults (yellow). c) A cross-section
at 6.0% strain showing both twin variants. (d) A cross-section at 6.5% shows the
continued evolution of the parent and two twins.
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Grain boundaries in polycrystalline structures profoundly a ect twin nucleation
[Wang et al., 2010a, Beyerlein and Tome, 2010] and the BPV-CA can automate
the process of quantifying twin and grain boundary misorientations as a function of
strain. Twin variants can also be identi ed in an automated manner, rather than
time-intensive manual identi cation. In this way, operator error is reduced and small
twin embryos, which might otherwise be missed, are easily identi ed. For example,
Figure 4 shows the evolution of the volume fraction of two
1 0 1 2 twin variants
with increasing plastic strain (also shown in cross-sections in Figure 2.4b-d). The
cluster analysis can also calculate more general polycrystalline information, (e.g.,
average grain size, orientation distribution, etc.), which are generally di cult to
extract from MD data. The ability to quantify grains and twin variants using the
BPV-CA method enables direct comparison between nanocrystalline MD studies (e.g.,
[Kim et al., 2010]) and other simulation methods studying polycrystalline deformation,
(e.g., Visco-Plastic Self Consistent models [Tome et al., 2001], Electron Backscatter
Di raction [Beyerlein and Tome, 2010], etc.) by comparing the evolution of the twin
volume fraction and the e ect of grain boundary character on twin nucleation.

2.5

Summary
The Basal Plane Vector and Cluster Analysis methods enable a more e cient,

accurate, and thorough analyses of deformation in HCP structures by identifying twin
embryos and individual grains in an automated fashion, which no current analysis
method can do. This enables a higher resolution of plasticity at the nanoscale that
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would otherwise have been di cult to resolve manually. The quantitative capability of
the Basal Plane Vector analysis permits a greater degree of comparison and interaction
between molecular dynamics and higher scale results. Use of the methods presented
here, along with existing analysis methods, allows for an unprecedented view of the
active deformation mechanisms in molecular dynamics simulations of HCP structures.
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CHAPTER 3
BREAKDOWN OF THE SCHMID LAW IN HOMOGENEOUS AND
HETEROGENEOUS NUCLEATION EVENTS OF SLIP AND
TWINNING IN MAGNESIUM

3.1

Abstract
During the past two decades, twinning and slip in hexagonal close-packed structures

have been extensively studied using molecular dynamics. However, the simulation
methods and corresponding results have rendered di erent conclusions regarding the
active twin modes and their mechanisms for nucleation and growth. The nucleation
mechanisms for twinning in hexagonal close-packed polycrystalline materials are known
to depend strongly on grain boundary orientations, but little is known of the exact
mechanisms that occur. The variability in the experimental behavior of single crystals
reported in early literature may result from the extreme sensitivity of twinning and
slip to heterogeneities in the crystals and their complex dislocation cores. Therefore,
both the boundary conditions and loading directions are likely to have profound e ects
on the mechanisms of deformation captured by molecular dynamics simulations. In an
e ort to rationalize the inconsistencies reported in literature and guide future molecular
dynamics studies, we have performed a comprehensive molecular dynamics study on
magnesium that encompasses e ects of crystal orientation, boundary conditions, initial
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defects, and interatomic potentials. The general trends of the results support theories
which advocate heterogeneous nucleation for both twinning and slip. In fact, the
behavior of perfect crystals with periodic boundary conditions deviated substantially
from previous experimental observations. Additionally, strong non-Schmid e ects
were identi ed and consistently correlated to non-Schmid stresses. Deviations from
Schmid s law were strikingly reduced by introducing defects such as free surfaces and
voids, but twinning was still in uenced by non-Schmid stresses. Twin-twin interactions
led to secondary twinning and nanovoids, which encouraged stress localization and
damage.

3.2

Introduction
Twinning [Johnsen, 1914, Niggli, 1929, Bilby and Crocker, 1965], originally called

Neumann lines in -iron [Neumann, 1849], is a progressive burst of partial dislocations
capable of restoring the stacking sequence in a region having a di erent crystallographic
orientation. This region, called the twin, must adopt a perfect mirror image of the
matrix. In hexagonal close-packed structures (HCP), with the exception
1121
of
twins, contributions of shu es [Kiho, 1954, 1958] are necessary to achieve this mirror
image and fully restore the stacking sequence. Twin partials glide less readily in cubic
materials than in HCP structures, wherein none of the close-packed directions can lie
purely on pyramidal planes. Hence, to accommodate
c-axis strain, HCP structures
require dislocation gliding in the non-basal directions which has a higher energy
barrier. According to general consensus, the easiest non-basal dislocation to activate
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is the pyramidalc + a [Price, 1961a, Lavrentev et al., 1968, Lavrentev and Pokhil,
1975b, Lavrentev et al., 1978], but it is still so di cult to activate that certain twin
partials, notably those with Burgers vectors along1011
the directions, can twice
as easily accommodate either an expansion or even a reduction ofc-axis.
the
These
disparities in critical stresses of the deformation modes are mitigated with increasing
temperature and/or decreasing strain rates.
Twinning sharply reorients the parent crystal, transmutes parent dislocations
[El Kadiri and Oppedal, 2010], and dynamically re nes the parent grains. Upon
stress reversal, detwinning reverses all these processes. Both twinning and detwinning
have a profound e ect on hardening mechanisms, phenomena which still perplex
materials scientists and mechanical engineers.
1012 twinning is universally observed
as the most signi cant twin mode as it correlates with the most pronounced e ect on
hardening, anisotropy, and asymmetry. This twin causes a maximum rotation of the
parent with regard to the Schmid factor (SF) creating a nearly perpendicular lattice
(87 rotation). The e ect of this rotation reaches dramatic magnitudes in magnesium
(Mg), where this twin can consume the entire parent before even a few-percent strain
(7%). That is, under suitable monotonic loading directions, a sharply textured Mg
material can deform through an in ecting stress-strain curve with an increasing
hardening-rate regime never observed in cubic materials. As dynamic recrystallization
(DRX) in Mg tends to systematically develop sharp textures, twinning thrives upon
low temperature plastic deformation of Mg products, such as sheets and extrudates,
inducing wrinkling and fracture upon forming and bending. Twin-twin and slip-twin
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interactions have persistently been the most substantial impediments to industrial
exploitation of lightweight Mg alloys since the 1970s, yet understanding of these
impediments is still at an undeveloped level.
Three schools of thought in modern literature generally dominate twin nucleation
theories, a summary of which can be found in Christian and Mahajan [1995]. The rst
theory advocates that pre-existing embryos from growth accidents cannot be avoided
in practice [Christian, 2002, Price, 1961b]. This theory originated from observations of
large scatter in the twinning stress and the stress sensitivity to the crystal orientation
[Oliver, 1952, Allen et al., 1956, Cox et al., 1957, Christian, 2002]. The e ect of the
loading direction on slip-twin interaction can be appreciated in the behavior of Mg
single crystals, for instance, as reported in the classical works of Kelley and Hosford
[1968b,a]. These authors showed a surprising behavior of non-basal slip and twins,
which nucleated in samples designed to favor only a single deformation mode based
on assumptions from Schmid s law. Their conclusions resulted in di erent values for
critical stresses of non-basal slip and twinning modes. The second school supports
spontaneous nucleation within the elastic eld that may be promoted by prior slip or
concomitant microslip [Bell and Cahn, 1953, Cahn, 1953, Reed-Hill and Robertson,
1957, Garde et al., 1973, Reed-Hill, 1973]. This theory was adopted following the
e ects of pre-indentations and pricking with a pin on twin nucleation enhancement.
This second school prompted a deeper belief in heterogeneous nucleation, giving
rise to the third school, which claims that large glide of twin partials originates
from dissociations of bulk dislocations [Cottrell and Bilby, 1951, Thompson and
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Millard, 1952, Mendelson, 1969a,b, 1970a,b,c, Lagerlof et al., 2002, Capolungo et al.,
2007]. This third school seems to best rationalize important e ects of grain boundary
misorientation on twin nucleation recently reported by Capolungo and Beyerlein
[2008], Capolungo et al. [2009], Beyerlein and Tome [2010], and Beyerlein et al. [2010].
Recent work has veri ed that twins primarily nucleate at grain boundaries, and twins
more commonly nucleate at low misorientation angle boundaries than high angle
boundaries [Beyerlein et al., 2010, Wang et al., 2010a], indicating that critical stresses
for twinning modes are highly sensitive to the atomic and energetic con gurations at
these boundaries.
Recent experimental work has studied the deformation of HCP metal nanowires
and nanocolumns using a variety of loading conditions such as nanoindentation. This
work shows that the critical resolved shear stresses are sensitive to the size of the
specimen, with the ow stresses approaching the ideal strength of the material as the
specimen size is decreased [Yu et al., 2010, Lilleodden, 2010, Ye et al., 2011, Sun et al.,
2011, Jin et al., 2012]. This size e ect seems to be insigni cant for samples larger
than

5 m [Byer et al., 2010]. For example, Yu et al. [2012] observed nano-twin

nucleation at a resolved shear stress 800
of MPa when deforming 150-nm magnesium
single crystal nanopillars in a transmission electron microscope (TEM). They attribute
the dramatic increase in the observed critical stress from bulk specimen levels to the
averaging out of stress concentrations in bulk resolved stress values. These results
agree well with data for face-centered cubic (FCC; Volkert and Lilleodden, 2006,
Uchic et al., 2004, Greer and Nix, 2005, Shan et al., 2007, Ng and Ngan, 2008), and
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body-centered cubic (BCC; Greer et al., 2008, Bei et al., 2007, Brinckmann et al.,
2008) materials at the nanoscale. Moreover, Yu et al. [2012] observed
1012 twinning
when loading nanocolumns in tension, and1011 twinning under compressive loading,
in agreement with bulk specimen results. However, tensile twin embryos nucleated in
5-10 nm lamina separated by similarly sized lamina of the parent matrix; this is unlike
larger scale magnesium deformation which is characterized by the twin completely
consuming the parent.
Despite these theoretical and experimental advances, many questions remain
regarding twin nucleation. In the absence of fundamental evidence from TEM, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are an attractive tool for investigating the twin
nucleation theories, particularly observed non-Schmid e ects correlated to the critical
resolved shear stress (CRSS) dependence on the crystal orientation. Although not
a replacement forin situ TEM experiments when available, less-demanding MD
simulations of HCP plasticity have gured prominently in research during the last
decade. However, MD methods for HCP structures generate results that potentially
summon debate or doubt due to the methodology involved in tting the interatomic
potentials coupled with the added complexity, in comparison to cubic structures, of
reproducing the extended stacking fault energy related to twinning. These issues are
clearly demonstrated through MD simulations that generated twin modes not hitherto
experimentally observed in the studied material [Phelan et al., 2010]. Consequently,
some authors have attempted to validate their MD simulations with
ab initio calcula-
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tions and/or pure crystallography [Wang et al., 2009b, 2010a, 2009a, 2010b, Jiang
et al., 2010, Levy et al., 2010, Li and Ma, 2009a,b,c].
Nevertheless, questions remain regarding the accuracy of some MD results. The
debate on the existence of pyramidal
c + a slip and whether shu e or twin partial
glide predominates1012 twinning are excellent examples of current con icts partly
attributed to MD simulations. Certainly, a major source of discrepancy encountered
in MD simulations of plasticity in HCP lattices is the extreme sensitivity of both
twinning and slip to the stress state and stress concentration correlated -to hetero
geneities. That is, whether using periodic boundary conditions or free surfaces, the
simulations potentially generate slip-twin interactions that di er from experimental
observations. These interactions will further vary and transform upon changing the
loading orientation of the crystal, especially if, according to the second and third
schools, microslip is responsible for twin nucleation. In contemporary literature,
however, the setting of boundary conditions has not been consistent, and it is not clear
how the simulation results are a ected. Furthermore, the e ect of loading directions
under a speci c boundary condition has never been addressed with the rigor needed
to understand non-Schmid e ects on slip and twinning. Only a few orientations have
been explored with slip and twinning in previous studies, which, in most instances,
resorted to use of pre-existing defects to force nucleation of the actual observed modes.
These pre-existing defects obfuscate the real e ect of the resolved stresses and, as
such, slip-twin interactions cannot be easily deciphered.
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Therefore, the question remains: how can the in uence of local resolved shear
stress (RSS) components and heterogeneities be addressed using MD simulations?
Molecular dynamics simulations that use pre-existing defects in a crystal lattice
make it di cult to isolate the local e ect of applied stress components and the e ect
of the introduced heterogeneities. Simulations on homogeneous and heterogeneous
dislocation nucleation in FCC copper crystals have studied this problem [Tschopp and
McDowell, 2008a, Tucker et al., 2010, Spearot et al., 2009, Tschopp and McDowell,
2008b,c,a, Tschopp et al., 2008b, Spearot et al., 2007, Tschopp and McDowell, 2007,
Tschopp et al., 2007, Spearot et al., 2005]. In FCC structures, heterogeneous e ects
may be captured by inserting a damage-like parameter which compensates for the
e ect of the heterogeneous stress state [Tschopp and McDowell, 2008a, Spearot et al.,
2007, Tschopp et al., 2008a]. However, because twin and dislocation nucleation in
HCP metals is considerably di erent from dislocation nucleation in FCC crystals, this
methodology requires modi cation to accurately capture complex deformation in HCP
structures. Since the local stress state plays a signi cant role in twin nucleation in HCP
metals, the e ect of heterogeneities on the deformation mechanism may determine
whether twinning occurs at all, and, if it does, which mechanism of twinning occurs.
Nevertheless, the key rst step in isolating the in uences of applied stresses from
e ects of grain boundaries or other heterogeneities in HCP structures is the same as in
FCC structures; we must understand how the resolved stresses of various dislocation
modes impact homogeneous nucleation in single crystals. Only then can the e ects of
heterogeneities be rigorously and unambiguously derived.
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For this task, we utilized MD simulations to explore slip and twin nucleation
mechanisms and their sensitivity to Schmid and non-Schmid stresses by rst loading
a defect-free crystal having full periodic boundary conditions under various uniaxial
loading directions. Then we explored the e ects of loading in these directions in the
presence of a central void and compared them with the defect-free case. Similarly
to most foregoing studies, we also proceeded with the same comparison but with
free surfaces. We explored and compared the nucleation mechanisms for all three
boundary conditions using two types of interatomic potentials. Interatomic potentials
constitute another potential source of controversy between various MD simulation
results encountered in current literature. Our computational methodology further
di ers from currently reported MD simulations of plasticity in HCP metals in that a
larger representative number of loading orientations were impartially selected from
the stereographic triangle.

3.3

Methodology
LAMMPS [Plimpton, 1995], a parallel MD code which incorporates domain de-

composition, was used to deform the single crystal atomistic models. Examination of
homogeneous dislocation nucleation was performed with the same method previously
used for FCC copper single crystals [Spearot et al., 2007, Tschopp et al., 2008a, 2007].
The con guration was rst equilibrated using MD in the isobaric-isothermal (NPT)
ensemble at a pressure of 0 bar and temperatures of 100 K through 400 K for 10
ps. Then, the con guration was deformed under uniaxial tension at constant strain
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rates that varied from 710s

1

to 1010 s

1

with a stress-free condition for the other

two boundaries. This was accomplished by decoupling the strained dimension from
the Nose-Hoover style non-Hamiltonian equations of motion for NPT in the other
dimensions [Shinoda et al., 2004, Martyna et al., 1994, Parrinello and Rahman, 1981].
At a strain-rate of 910s 1 , the results were deemed low enough to be strain-rate
invariant because the dislocation mechanisms were identical to mechanisms observed
at lower strain rates and the peak stresses converged to within 10% of the peak stresses
obtained with lower strain-rates7 (10
s 1 and 10 8 s 1 ). It is expected that further
reductions in the strain rate would retain strain-rate invariant behavior with the same
dislocation mechanisms and similar stresses. For mechanical properties, the system
stress and the local stresses were calculated using the virial de nition [Thompson
et al., 2009]. Visualization was performed using visual molecular dynamics (VMD;
Humphrey et al., 1996), and the open visualization tool (OVITO; Stukowski, 2010).
In Figures 3.2 and 3.7, coloration was done using a new basal plane vector (BPV)
analysis method [Barrett et al., 2012b]. This method analyzes the directions of the
nearest neighbors of each atom to determine the direction of the c-axis. To the
authors knowledge, it currently is the only analysis method for atomistic data in
HCP structures which is capable of distinguishing between the structure of a twin
and a parent, or di erent twin variants, with an appreciable degree of accuracy.
Two types of interatomic potentials were used to capture the interactions between
atoms: an embedded-atom method (EAM; Daw and Baskes, 1983, 1984) potential
developed by Sun et al. [2006] for Mg and a modi ed embedded-atom method (MEAM;
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Baskes, 1992, Baskes and Johnson, 1994) potential developed by Groh et al. [2011].
The EAM potential by Sun et al. [2006] was primarily used because of its greater
computation speed. Moreover, it was t to crystal, liquid, and melting properties
of Mg, which provided a dislocation core structure that compared well
ab initio
to
and experimental values [Yasi et al., 2009]. Although the potential developed by Liu
et al. [1996] was also a possibility for this purpose, Yasi et al. [2009] demonstrated
through ab initio calculations that the potential by Sun et al. [2006] more satisfactorily
captures the splitting distance of dissociated edge and screw partial dislocations on
the basal plane. Additionally, the Peierls stresses for the edge and screw dislocations
lying on both the basal (0
3 and 3 6 MPa, respectively) and prismatic (13 and 44 MPa,
respectively) planes were in better agreement with experiments. For these reasons, the
potential by Sun et al. [2006] was deemed the best choice to characterize twin and slip
nucleations in Mg single crystals. The MEAM potential was t to primarily to crystal
properties of Mg. The MEAM formalism has the advantage of considering angular
dependence of bonding, which may considerably a ect results for most low symmetry
structures. Since Mg has a nearly ideal
c a ratio, nearly perfect stacking is achieved
and angular dependence is minimal. Therefore, the two potentials compared should
be expected to give similar results. The MEAM potential developed by Groh et al.
[2011] was used as described in Section 3.4 to examine the e ects of the interatomic
potential upon the deformation mechanisms observed.
A three-dimensional (3D) periodic computational cell was loaded under uniaxial
tension at a constant strain rate along thirteen crystal directions, spanning the
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representative stereographic triangle (Figure 3.1). Cell dimensions were selected to
properly enforce the 3D periodic boundary conditions for each orientation, with a
minimum length of 20 nm in all directions. This length was chosen to minimize both
the e ect of periodic boundaries on dislocation nucleation and the number of atoms
in the system for computational e ciency. The non-integer nature ofc the
a ratio for
the interatomic potential complicates generating 3D periodic simulation cells in HCP
metals; in fact, for most crystallographic orientations, exact stacking sequences are
theoretically in nite [Wang et al., 2010a]. This issue was resolved by generating the
lattice using a perfect
c a ratio of 8 3. Using this ratio, most directions do have
nite stacking sequences. After the HCP lattice was generated, the box was allowed
to relax to minimal energy values, and the potential energy per atom was calculated
to verify that the periodicity contained no artifacts or defects at the simulation cell
boundaries. This methodology introduces a constant initial strain throughout the
lattice with a value which varies somewhat with loading orientation but is never
20 MPa. Since
greater than 02% and is maintained by an initial shear stress of
plastic deformation does not occur in any orientation below
5% strain and

1 GPa

stress, we deem this initial shear small enough to neglect. Using periodic boundary
conditions with the NPT ensemble minimizes the normal stresses on lateral planes of
the simulation cell, but does not minimize the shear stresses. Moreover, it enforces
lateral shear strains to remain zero. This results in a shear stress throughout the
simulation cell due to the anisotropy of the Mg lattice. This applied shear stress
e ectively rotates the direction of the rst principle stress away from the c-axis as the
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simulation progresses. The second and third principle stresses remain approximately
zero, maintaining a uniaxial stress condition. The direction of applied stress at the
peak stress is therefore no longer the original crystallographic direction of applied
stress, but between 0and 10 closer to the basal plane. Simulations investigating the
e ect of the periodic length were performed to determine a lower bound of the cell
size for stable twinning stresses. These simulations yielded an lower bound threshold
5
on the order of 10
-106 atoms. Therefore, a 20-nm minimum length was deemed

su cient to avoid signi cant e ects of periodic boundaries on the 3D dislocation/twin
nucleation dynamics. This minimum length also allowed us to observe1% plastic
strain before dislocations/twins or stress elds began impinging through the periodic
boundaries. Once wrapping occurred, arti cial phenomena compromised the reliability
of results for any further strain. Therefore, all observations of plastic behavior were
made before the point at which dislocations wrapped around the cell boundaries.
The heterogeneous simulations were run with the same conditions as the homo
geneous simulations, the only di erence being a void added to the center of the
computational cell. The void had a radius of 2 nm which corresponded to an absence
of

160 atoms. A few heterogeneous simulations were run using free surfaces in the

non-loaded dimensions in lieu of a void. These simulations were used to compare the
e ect of stress state on dislocation mechanisms resulting from the small free surface
in the crystal (i.e., the void) to the more dominant heterogeneity of free surfaces on
the four non-loaded faces of the crystal.
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Figure 3.1:Schematic illustration of the 13 uniaxial loading orientations mapped in
the stereographic HCP triangle and boundary conditions for molecular
dynamics deformation simulations.

Twins were identi ed according to the method outlined in Figure 3.2. Twin systems
may be identi ed in atomistic data by the following steps: (a) Locate the original
basal plane orientation. The basal planes in HCP structures are the only planes such
that, when viewed on edge, the atoms project straight lines on the plane of view which
do not overlap each other. (b) Locate the shear plane which is orthogonal to both the
parent (in red) and twin (in blue) basal planes. Both basal planes should be visible
when viewed from the shear plane. (c) Identify the shear plane which is generally of
the form (1120) or (1010). (d) Identify the misorientation angle, which, together with
the shear plane, completely elucidates the twin mode classi cation. The advantage
of this method is that it doesn t require direct indexing of the twin/parent interface,
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(a) Basal Plane Example

(b) Shear Plane Example

(c) Types of Shear Planes

(d) Twin System Identi cation

Figure 3.2: Twin identi cation procedure in hexagonal close-packed crystals
Twin systems may be identi ed in atomistic data by the following steps: (a) Locate
the original basal plane orientation. The basal planes in HCP structures are the only
planes such that, when viewed on edge, the atoms project straight lines on the plane of
view which do not overlap each other. (b) Locate the shear plane which is orthogonal
to both the parent (in red) and twin (in blue) basal planes. Both basal planes should
be visible when viewed from the shear plane. (c) Identify the shear plane which is
generally of the form (1120) or (1010). (d) Identify the misorientation angle, which,
together with the shear plane, completely elucidates the twin mode classi cation.
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which rarely corresponds to the composition twin plane. Moreover, identifying the
twin system from the twinning direction alone is often not possible due to complex
shu es in directions other than the twin direction, depending on the activated twin
mode. For each loading orientation, the deformation mechanism was identi ed by
examining planes and directions of observed slip and twins nucleated at the peak
stress.

3.4

Results and Discussions

3.4.1

Nucleation in a defect-free single crystal

The stress strain curves for the thirteen crystallographic loading orientations are
shown in Figure 3.3. The plastic yield point (the maximum stress) corresponded
to nucleation of either slip or twinning dislocations. In general, simulations which
nucleated twins at yield had a greater yield stress, strain, and elastic modulus.
Moreover, Figure 3.3 shows the wide range of stress and strain values at yield as
a function of uniaxial loading direction. The reason for this variability is that the
uniaxial loading condition actually corresponds to a complex stress state that a ects
the various twin/slip systems in di erent ways. Following nucleation, slip or twin
dislocations propagate through the lattice and, in some cases, voids or cracks were
observed to nucleate at dislocation intersections.
To identify any existing variations in the twin and slip mode selections due to
thermal vibrations, strain-rate sensitivity, cell sizes, or interatomic potential di erences,
many of the MD simulation conditions were repeated for various cell sizes (4 nm to
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Figure 3.3:Stress-strain curves for tensile loading along all the thirteen directions
highlighted in Figure 3.1.
The stress re ects the uniaxial tensile loading, and the plots are colored according to
the observed deformation mode.
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1
40 nm), temperatures, (100 K, 200 K, 300 K, 400 K), strain rates,7 s(10
to 1010

s 1 ), and potentials (Sun and Groh). There were no notable variations in results
for simulations with 160-nm boundaries or greater. Figure 3.4 shows results of
varying strain rate and temperature for a representative set of simulations. Besides an
expected change in the CRSS and yield strain, the slip and twin modes at yield were
una ected by strain rate and temperature, thus, substantiating a predominate role of
stress-state on determining the deformation mode. For nearly all loading orientations
the two interatomic potentials gave similar results for peak stresses and deformation
mechanisms. The only notable di erences occurred when loading in the
[2 [2
114],
116],
and [0001] directions, which will be discussed later. Also, due to the anisotropy of the
Mg lattice, uniaxial loading in most crystallographic orientations will either rotate
the loading direction or produce a shear strain in the simulation cell. This was taken
into account to properly compute Schmid stresses.
The results of the simulations are presented in Table 3.1. The e ect of applied
stress on the dislocation mechanism was analyzed by calculating RSS for seven
potential deformation modes in a defect-free crystal loaded in thirteen di erent crystal
directions (Figure 3.5). The seven deformation modes included
1012 1011 (Tension
Twin; TT), 1011 1012 (Compression Twin; CT), 1121 1126 (Shear Twin; ST),
0001 1120 (Basal Slip; BS),1010 1120 (Prismatic Slip; PS),1011 1120
(First-Order Pyramidal Slip; FOPS), and1122 1123 (Second-Order Pyramidal
Slip; SOPS). For each loading orientation, the primary mode that triggered the initial
stress drop for the onset of plasticity is highlighted with a black bold circle, and
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(a) Temperature Variation

(b) Strain-rate Variation

Figure 3.4:(a) Stress-strain curves for temperatures from 100 K to 400 K at a strain9
rate of 10
s 1 with uniaxial tensile loading in
116].
[2
The peak stress decreased and the elastic modulus softened as the temperature
increased. (b) Stress-strain curves for strain-rates8 from
101010 s 1 at a
s 1 to
temperature of 300 K and uniaxial loading in116].
[2 The peak stress increases as
the strain-rate increased, but this strain-rate sensitivity tends to asymptote at lower
strain-rates.
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Table 3.1:Results of loading homogeneous crystals in various crystallographic
- orien
tations.
Loading
Direction
[0001]
[2116]
[2114]
[1012]
[3031]
[1010]
[2110]
[2112]
[1011]
[4310]
[4316]
[5416]
[5326]

Deformation Twin/Slip Yield
System
DirecStrength
tion
1121
[1126]
8.989
Twin
GPa
1121
[1126]
5.306
Twin
GPa
1121
[1126]
3.456
Twin
GPa
1011
[1012]
3.345
Twin
GPa
[1102]
4.404
1101
Twin
GPa
[1102]
3.537
1101
Twin
GPa
1010
[2110]
1.518
Slip
GPa
0001 Slip [2110]
2.931
GPa
0001 Slip [2110]
3.367
GPa
1010
[2110]
2.731
Slip
GPa
0001 Slip [2110]
2.003
GPa
0001 Slip [2110]
2.148
GPa
0001 Slip [2110]
2.275
GPa
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Yield
Strain

Schmid
Factor

11.4%

0.5

8.23%

0.4973

7.08%

0.4863

7.94%

0.3814

7.18%

0.0777

7.86%

0.1035

4.26%

0.4330

6.69%

0.4984

6.55%

0.4330

6.01%

0.4996

5.04%

0.3340

5.28%

0.4162

5.78%

0.4255

the corresponding RSS is the CRSS. All the RSS values shown in Figure 3.5 were
calculated through the Schmid law from the applied stress at the onset of plasticity.
The loading orientations that nucleated dislocations by slip were rearranged on the
right-hand side of the horizontal axis, and those which nucleated twins were rearranged
on the left-hand side.
This rearrangement clearly reveals that slip dislocation nucleation occurred only
under loading orientations where all potential deformation modes have close RSS
values, whereas twin nucleation prevails under loading orientations with substantially
distinct RSS values. For orientations where slip dominated plasticity, slip occurred
along basal or prismatic planes. The active variant experienced the highest value of
RSS, i.e., the highest Schmid factor (SF); however, the Schmid law failed to capture
the CRSS dependence upon the loading orientations for both BS and PS. For example,
the CRSS of BS varies from 0.8 to 1.5 GPa and the PS varies from 0.7 to 1.4 GPa.
This suggests that there isn t a single CRSS for a deformation mode in HCP metals
per Schmid s law. Additionally, there are much higher RSSs for BS and PS for loading
orientations that ultimately nucleated twins.
The CRSS dependence on loading orientation is di cult to resolve without assuming a sensitivity of dislocation nucleation and glide to the stress resolved on
other planes. Similar hypotheses were successfully posed for the non-Schmid e ects
encountered in body-centered cubic (BCC) structures [Christian, 1983] and
L12 in
intermetallic compounds [Westbrook, 1957, Flinn, 1960, Thornton and Davies, 1970,
Takeuchi and Kuramoto, 1973, Ezz et al., 1982, Pope and Ezz, 1984, Ezz et al.,
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Figure 3.5:The resolved shear stresses for seven potential deformation modes in a
defect-free crystal loaded under uniaxial tension along thirteen di erent
crystal directions.
The primary deformation mode that nucleated and caused the initial stress drop for
the onset of plasticity is highlighted with a bold circle.
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1987]. For example, Paidar et al. [1984] attributed the non-Schmid behavior
L12 in
crystals to the complex core structure of dislocations, which a ects cross-slip from the
primary slip plane to other planes. Because cross-slip is a thermally-activated process,
non-Schmid e ects inL12 structures result in a positive-dependence of ow stress to
temperature. These non-Schmid activities motivated Qin and Bassani [1992a,b] and
Vitek et al. [1996] to develop a yield-criterion which incorporates both Schmid and
non-Schmid stresses. Non-Schmid stresses are stresses resolved both on the primary
and secondary slip planes in the direction of the Shockley partials and on the cubic
planes in the direction of the superpartial. Leidermark et al. [2009] reproduced the
observed mechanical behavior of a nickel-based superalloy by using a crystallographicbased continuum model that included two non-Schmid stresses: one corresponding
to a shear stress on the secondary slip plane in the direction of the Burgers vector
and one corresponding to the stress deviator component normal to the primary slip
plane. The need by Leidermark et al. [2009] to incorporate a normal stress component
to improve the mechanical response predictions agrees well with the tendencies in
the CRSS variation of BS and PS calculated within the slip regime of Figure 3.5.
In fact, PS CRSS decreased when the normal stress on the second-order prismatic
plane increased, while BS CRSS decreased when the normal stress on the basal plane
increased.
The role of resolved stresses on planes and directions other than those belonging
to the potentially active slip systems is greater in HCP crystals L1
than
in
2 crystals.
In addition to a greater dependence of nucleation stresses to variations in loading
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orientation, the mechanisms of plasticity also dramatically changed between slip and
twinning. Actually, for most loading orientations in the twinning regime of Figure 3.5,
although the RSSs on PS and BS systems exceeded all their CRSSs recorded in the slip
regime, twinning occurred at yield. Unexpectedly, these CRSSs were not necessarily
higher than the those associated with the active twinning modes, as can be clearly
demonstrated by tension loadings along114]
[2 and [2116]. Under loading in these
two orientations, STs nucleated, although the TT experienced a comparable RSS.
This is another discrepancy associated with the deformation in an initially defect-free
crystal, as the ST is rare in Mg. This deviation was more pronounced when the
separation between the RSS values for potential slip systems increased. For example,
under tension along [0001] where the spread of RSS values from system to system
was maximized, shear twins nucleated although their RSSs are twice as low as those
of tension twins.
Shear and compression twins were not expected to occur under uniaxial loading of
magnesium. Therefore these twins were thoroughly examined to determine why they
occurred and how they a ect the deformation behavior of the lattice. The occurrence
of STs is particularly puzzling because this twin mode is not commonly observed
in Mg, leading to additional questions concerning our results. Simulations loading
crystals in the 114]
[2 and [0001] were repeated using Groh s MEAM potential to
determine whether the observance was STs was an e ect of the interatomic potential.
In these simulations, TTs were the primarily active mechanism at the peak stress, but
ST were still observed in the lattice indicating that their presence is not an arti cial
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(a) Before yield

(b)
Primary shear twin (c)Multivariant shear
variant at yield
twin during stress
drop

(d) Nanocracks at intersections

Figure 3.6:Stress strain curve and corresponding atomistic cross-section images for
twin nucleation.
This is a typical stress-strain curve under tension along
[2 atom positions
116] and
in selected MD simulation boxes viewed from the (01
10) shear plane with [2
116]
horizontal to the page, corresponding to the highlighted strain levels (a) at slightly
before yield with no twinning, (b) at yield where a primary
(2ST variant formed in
111)
a zigzag con guration, (c) after a substantial stress drop associated with the additional
nucleation of secondary 211)
(1 ST variants, and (d) after slight unstable hardening,
with formation of secondary twinning within the primary variant playing the role of
the obstacle twin against the incident secondary twin variant. The dislocation reaction
and transmutation within the secondary twinning in this case led to nanocracks.
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e ect. Actually, there is no viable crystallographic theory for why this mechanism
occurs experimentally in Ti and Zr but not in Mg. Although STs require a twin
partial with a relatively large Burgers vector, they do not involve any shu ing. Thus,
as computed by Serra et al. [1988], Serra and Bacon [1991], Serra et al. [1991], and
Serra and Bacon [1993], the twin partial dislocation adopts a wider core than that of
TTs. The combination of a relatively wide core and a high shear in STs suggests that
nucleation might more easily occur than propagation. Also, it was found that the
STs were completely elastic, fully detwinning upon unloading. Thus, in experimental
conditions, there may be two reaons why STs are not observed:
1. STs may nucleate and then disappear upon the rapid expansion of the faster
propagating TTs, which are the best compromise between core width and shear
magnitude, or
2. STs nucleate and then detwin when stress relaxation occurs.
Nucleation of stagnant nano-twins unresolved by optical microscopy and scanning
electron microscopy is common in BCC materials [Sleeswyk, 1962a,b].
The initial lengthwise thickening of the primary STs was marked by zigzag con
- g
urations (Figure 3.6b
) led by a twin tip ending within the matrix. As shown in
-iron
by Sleeswyk and Helle [1961], these con gurations can be explained by geometrical
and mechanical compatibilities of ST systems. This explanation is consistent with the
fact that STs usually occur as multivariant twinning, beginning with a single twin
variant at yield (Figure 3.6b), followed by a second variant which quickly develops
and impinges from/into the boundaries of the primary
variant (Figure 3.6c). Both
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variants grew further to accommodate a lattice strain, thereby, causing a dramatic
stress drop. Multivariant STs did not occur under tension along [0001], which showed
the highest CRSS for this mode.
Bullough [1957] provided a nucleation theory for
1121 twins in which nucleation
occurs by shear on theK2 plane in the direction of
2 , followed by rotation about
the shear plane normal to produce the same shape that shear on the
K1 plane would
produce. This mechanism, often referred to as kinking, generally does not correspond
to a slip mode, but in the case of
1121 , it corresponds to dislocations on the basal
plane. This mechanism is not as energetically favorable in HCP structures as basal
slip because basal slip generally dissociates into Shockley partials which obstruct the
formation of a stable ST interface. However, some authors still attribute reversible
non-linear strain in HCP materials to kinking mechanisms [Zhou et al., 2008, Zhou and
Barsoum, 2009]. In our simulations, STs formed as a result of twinning dislocations on
K1 in the direction of1 . However, the reversible characteristics of kink bands upon
unloading was observed also for shear twins in our simulations.
1121 twins nucleated
spontaneously without requiring a prior stacking fault or other heterogeneity.
At the intersection between certain shear twin variants, a new twin nucleated
and grew within the primary variant, which assumed the role of the obstacle twin
(Figure 3.6d). Sleeswyk and Verbraak [1961] and later Mahajan and Chin [1974]
and Remy [1981] noted this phenomenon as secondary twinning. Unfortunately, this
notation is commonly used to refer to additional twin variants propagating in the
matrix. More accurately, secondary twinning is the result of the passage of twin
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partials of an incident twin through an obstacle twin as shown in Figure 3.7.

The

passage of these partials leaves a step and a transmuted dislocation at the boundary
and in the bulk of the obstacle twin, respectively. The nucleation of the secondary
twin occurs inside one of the shear twins and grows in it. However, it maintains a low
energy twin boundary with the parent grain as well, with
1122 twin character. The
di erence in misorientation between this boundary and the reference twin boundary
is accommodated by tilt dislocations or a disclination dipole. The relation between
the two original shear twin variants also demonstrates this low energy boundary
relationship with a small rotational deviation from the perfect orientation boundary
( 5 ). The boundary between the secondary twin and the shear twin which it did
not nucleate inside has a high energy and is less stable.
The phenomenon of secondary twinning is one of the consequences branching
from twin-twin interactions and fundamentally pertains to incorporation of twinning
dislocations of a twin variant/mode into another variant/mode [Mahajan et al., 1970,
Mahajan and Chin, 1973, 1974, Remy, 1977, 1981]. Dislocation transmutation by
twinning is found in modern literature as far back as Rosenhain and McMinn [1925],
when they observed that slip dislocation could cross Neumann lamellae (i.e., twins in
ferrite) without being de ected. Later, Mathewson and Edmunds [1928] and others
[Kelly, 1953, Sleeswyk and Verbraak, 1961, Saxl, 1967, 1968] discussed dislocation
transmutation by twinning. Basinski et al. [1997] introduced much of the current
understanding of dislocation transmutation in his analysis of the subject.
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Figure 3.7:Secondary twin nucleation resulting from the passage of one variant of
shear twin through another variant of shear twin.
The basal plane vector was used to identify the various twin variants; atoms were
then colored based on their respective variant. The secondary twin (orange), grows
inside the yellow shear twin, as a shear twin inside it. It maintains
1122 atwin
relationship with the parent, accommodating the di erence in orientation between
its misorientation and the reference
1122 twin misorientation by an array of tilt
dislocations or disclinations in the boundary.
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According to Reed-Hill [1964], twinning shear may be accommodated by slip
and/or twinning in the obstacle twin, leading to lattice distortions at the boundaries.
Complex criteria govern whether incorporated twin dislocations induce slip or secondary twinning within the obstacle twin. These governing criteria depend mainly
upon two factors: (1) the dislocation reactions at the obstacle twin boundaries and (2)
the type of twinning partials gliding along the boundaries of the incident twin. These
two factors were analyzed in the seminal TEM characterization by Remy [1981]. Both
cases of slip and secondary twinning have been experimentally encountered in Remy
[1977] and in Saito [1969], respectively. A self-consistent micrograph substantiating
the possibility of secondary twinning in an obstacle twin ahead of an incident twin
is shown in the inverse pole gure (IPF) map
of Figure 3.8a. Notice in the blue
grain at the right-hand side of the IPF image that several twins were triggered which
subsequently impinged into each other. The transmission of twinning partials through
the obstacle twin boundaries resulted in the formation of few secondary twins. A close
look at the region highlighted in Figure 3.8a, which was subjected to twin intersection,
reveals that secondary twinning
occurred in two distinct variants (Figure 3.8b).
The
multivariance of secondary twinning resulted in a high dislocated region which may
be susceptible to damage. The orientation of secondary twins and the intermediate
high dislocated regions are identi ed in the pole gure of Figure 3.8b.
As shown in Figure 3.6d, quickly after their formation, secondary twins nucleated
vacancies which coalesced to form a nanovoid. The nanovoid may ultimately lead to
fracture by forming a propagating crack at the nanoscale. Cahn [1955] rst reported
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8:Inverse pole gure maps of a deformed axisymmetric rod-textured AM30
magnesium alloy under in-plane compression until 6% plastic strain
This shows (a) 1012 multivariant twinning with several instances of secondary
twinning at the intersections of impinging twin variants, and (b) a higher magni cation
near the circled region in (a) which exhibits secondary twinning phenomena under
multivariant twinning with a highly dislocated intermediate region. The inverse pole
gure maps the normal direction to in-plane compresion and transverse in-plane
compression. The blue and green color-mapped grains correspond to (i) the normal
direction 1010 (in-plane compression 2110 ) and (ii) the normal direction
2110 (in-plane compression 0001 ) texture components.
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crack formation correlated to twin intersections for BCC molybdenum, while Barrett
[1937] reported for-iron a more general correlation between cleavage and twins.
Hull [1958, 1960] and Saito [1969] con rmed the e ect of intersecting twin variants
on cleavage for silicon, iron, and copper, respectively. This e ect was later adopted
and extended by Erickson and Low [1957] to rationalize ductile-brittle transition in
structural steels. Although many theories relying on intersecting pile-up mechanisms
were hypothesized to explain cracking in BCC materials [Zener and Smith, 1948,
Orowan, 1954, Cottrell, 1958], e ects from twin-twin intersections were ultimately
deemed more realistic. In fact, Smith [1960] demonstrated that intersecting pile-ups
are di cult to form unless cross-slip is substantially mitigated via high fractions of solid
solution atoms. After realizing that cube dislocations can only be observed
-ironin
when silicon exceeds 3%, Cottrell [1959] adopted the e ect of twin-twin intersections
on cracking and cleavage in BCC structures. Sleeswyk [1962a] advanced a theory on
twin-induced cracks through reacting emissary dislocations from two intersecting twins.
This theory has considerably reconciled apparent disagreements between previous
observations of cleavage in BCC structures. The Sleeswyk [1962a] theory is somewhat
similar to the Cottrell [1958] theory, except that twin and complementary twin partials
are involved instead of bulk slip dislocations.
Thus, the nanovoid formed in the secondary twin of Figure 3.6d may actually correspond to accumulative e ects of partial dislocation reactions described by Sleeswyk
[1962a] s fracture mechanism. However, because the obstacle twin nucleated before
the incident twin, the nanovoid may have resulted from pile-ups of sessile dislocations
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originated from a transmutation process at the obstacle twin boundary of the partial
dislocations gliding at the incident twin boundary as it grew. This e ect bears more
similarities with the mechanism advanced by Cottrell [1958, 1959].
Perhaps the most surprising e ect in the defect-free crystal under tension is the
formation of CTs. Although CTs are common in Mg, they form only at high stress
levels because of the relatively large step height and considerable complexity of
shu es corresponding to their twinning partial. Figure 3.5 shows that CTs activated
at much lower RSS than the CRSS that activated BS and PS within the slip regime.
Interestingly, multivariant CTs formed only for the two lowest recorded CRSSs, that
is, only under tension along 10]
[10 and [3031]. The absence of multivariant CTs when
the CRSS is the highest is analogous to that obtained for STs under tension along
[0001]. This indicates the major e ects of non-Schmid stresses on the dislocation core
that tend to bias the following:
1. Twinning over slip or slip over twinning,
2. A twin mode over another, and
3. Multivariant twinning over single variant twinning or vice-versa.
The sensitivity of the dislocation core to non-Schmid stresses in promoting twinning
or dislocation glide is actually consistent with the twin nucleation theory which
advocates that there is a major e ect of dissociations of bulk dislocations prior to the
embryo formation. In fact, these dissociations are mostly, if not exclusively, nonplanar,
and vary depending on which dissociations are favored by the orientation of loading
stress. Mendelson [1970a,b] actually proposed a myriad of possibilities leading to the
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liberation of twin partials that all involved nonplanar dissociations. The computed
repulsive forces on the induced twin partials were consistent with the behavior of many
HCP metals including double twinning, detwinning, and predominance of di erent
modes in similar structures. The e ect of non-Schmid stresses should not be overly
surprising in an initially defect-free crystal given the propensity
AB, A,of,
and AB +

,

to experience nonplanar dissociations with the potential liberation of

twinning partials. If these hypotheses are correct, the bias e ect of stress on nucleation
processes in HCP structures would be mitigated by the presence of large singularities,
such as free surfaces or voids, by increasing stress triaxiality. This prompted us to
repeat all the previous MD simulations in loading orientations that nucleated twins
but with the introduction of voids and free surfaces.

3.4.2

Nucleation in single crystals containing voids and free surfaces

For sound research on twin nucleation phenomena and how they are a ected by
prior slip, MD methods should avoid arti cial creation of twin boundaries in the
crystal prior to loading. These methods can actually be appropriate for studying
twin growth and e ects of twin partial dislocation core on the interface mobility
[Serra et al., 1988, Serra and Bacon, 1991, Serra et al., 1991, Serra and Bacon, 1993].
However, a naturally occurring twin is needed to decipher the nucleation mechanisms.
Most contemporary MD simulations dedicated to twin nucleation have resorted to the
use of pre-existing defects in the crystal, and do not utilize fully 3D periodic boundary
conditions as those used in Section 3.4.1. These defects can be compounded by free
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surfaces with constrained boundary conditions (e.g.
Li and Ma [2009a,b], Chassagne
et al. [2010], Phelan et al. [2010]), or arti cial
e.g.voids
Li and
( Ma [2009c]), grain
boundaries (
e.g. Kim et al. [2010], and cracks
e.g.
( Nakamura et al. [2010], Tang
et al. [2010a,b]). To evaluate the e ects of Schmid and non-Schmid stresses, all
the simulation conditions presented in Section 3.4.1 were applied to a single crystal
containing a void 2 nm in diameter. The simulations results are presented in Figure 3.9
and Table 3.2, which follow the same plot and rearrangement adopted in Figure 3.5
and Table 3.1.

Table 3.2:Results of loading crystals containing a small void in various crystallo
graphic orientations at 100 K and 910s 1
Loading
Direction
[0001]
[2116]
. [2114]
[1012]
[3031]
[1010]

Deformation Twin/Slip Yield
System
DirecStrength
tion
1012
[1011]
5.233
Twin
GPa
2111
[2116]
3.847
Twin
GPa
2111
[2116]
3.423
Twin
GPa
[1101]
2.200
1102
Twin
GPa
0110
[1120]
3.837
Slip
GPa
0110
[1120]
3.362
Slip
GPa

Yield
Strain

Schmid
Factor

6.96%

0.4991

5.91%

0.4973

6.06%

0.4863

4.94%

0.2667

7.18%

0.3760

7.86%

0.4330

Although only a few atomic layers large, the void had a dramatic e ect on both
twinning and slip. In the twinning regime, the Schmid law for slip was fully reinstated,
10] and
including a stabilization of the CRSS. Particularly,
[10 [3031] orientations, under
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Figure 3.9:The resolved shear stresses for seven potential deformation modes in
single crystals containing a void of 2-nm diameter loaded in tension along
six di erent crystal directions with the primary deformation mode that
caused the initial stress drop for the onset of plasticity highlighted with a
bold circle.
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which CTs nucleated in the defect-free crystal, were prone to yield by PS, showing
the highest RSS except for CTs which generally have a much higher nucleation stress.
Therefore the number of orientations leading to the twinning regime was reduced for
heterogeneous deformation. TTs were also activated under the loading orientations
[0001] and [10
12], as expected. However, the CRSS of the TT was substantially
12]. Under [0001], the Schmid factor vanishes
higher under [0001] than under [10
for both PS and BS, whereas the normal stress is maximal for BS and null for PS.
Under [1012], both PS and BS have non-zero SFs and, in addition, the RSS of BS
exceeded the CRSS recorded in the slip regime. Thus, prior slip dislocation nucleation
is not possible in [0001] loading, but it is12]
in loading;
[10
this potentially favors
the appropriate dissociations required to liberate TT partial dislocations. Tension
twinning would thus be more easily activated in12]than
[10
in [0001] loading.
Shear twins were also observed in the heterogeneous deformation simulations.
Although STs did not nucleate under [0001], they persisted under
114][2and [2116].
However, the nucleated shear twins never grew beyond 5 nm and were immediately
followed by TTs and BS. This substantiates the possibility of shear twinning in Mg,
which is too small for experimental observation. Moreover, if a shear twin is too
small to reach the grain boundaries or free surfaces in a single crystal, full detwinning
by stress removal may occur because the matrix can only elastically accommodate
a small stopped elastic twin [Cahn, 1953]. Actually, according to Jaswon and Dove
[1956, 1957, 1960] s shear minimization theory, there is no crystallographic rationale
for why STs could operate in both Zr and Ti but not in Mg. Shear twinning shows
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a Burgers vector of smaller magnitude in Mg than in Zr and Ti, so it would be
crystallographically more favorable in Mg. This di culty can be readily resolved
with the results of our simulations. STs activate in both defect-free crystals and
void-containing crystals, which causes substantial competition with TTs. Once tension
twinning is favored by means of heterogeneities or appropriate
c a ratios, ST growth
is considerably mitigated and potentially stopped. This is consistent with the fact
that TTs grow much easier in Mg than in Zr and Ti, whereas in Zr and Ti, STs are
allowed to grow to detectable sizes.
The simulation results and corresponding discussions above fully substantiate
the major in uence of stress state, rather than merely stress concentrations, on
enhancement of twinning. E ects of stress concentrations were invoked by many
authors in the 1960s and 1970s to explain several phenomena linked to twin nucleation.
In many instances, contemporary literature tacitly adopted this e ect to rationalize
several features of the macroscopic behavior that result from slip-twinning interactions
in the pseudo-plasticity regime. An example can be found in the seminal work on
twin nucleation to
Ti by Paton and Backofen [1970], where sensitivity 1122
of
stress concentration was suggested as possible cause for the positive-temperature
dependence on the 1122 twinning stress. In fact, as formation of twin partials
is contingent upon dislocation dissociation, an increase in temperature will unlock
possible dislocation barriers that enhance dissociations. Consequently, a higher stress
is needed to nucleate the twin as temperature increases. The positive-temperature
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dependence of twinning was observed for limited twin modes; in general, twinning is
believed to be athermal.
To elucidate the e ects of boundary conditions and interatomic potentials on slip
and twin activities, we reconducted MD simulations of tension along 114]
the [2
and
[0001] directions, only this time including simulations constraining both free surfaces
of the crystal, as well as the previously described homogeneous and heterogeneous
simulations, and separately using the EAM potential developed by Sun et al. [2006]
and the MEAM potential developed by Groh et al. [2011]. For loading along
[2
114],
both potentials con rmed that STs occur in the crystal containing the void and not
in the crystal with constrained free surfaces and no void. Instead, yield was mediated
by BS nucleating at the free surface. These results clearly reveal the important e ect
of the stress state on slip and twin nucleations, as the stress state is dramatically
di erent near an axisymmetric void versus a at surface. For loading in [0001],
both potentials con rmed the expected1012 twin for both crystals with voids
and those with free surfaces. As discussed in Groh et al. [2011], the only deviation
in mechanisms between the two potentials was for the homogeneous simulations
containing no stress concentrations. For loading in both orientations examined with
these boundary conditions, the MEAM potential by Groh et al. [2011] predicted
1012 twins nucleating at the peak stress and then propagating through the crystal,
while the EAM potential by Sun et al. [2006] predicted
1121 twin nucleation at
the peak stress with void nucleation immediately afterward. It was also noted that
sensitivity of Sun s potential to a preexisting void in the crystal was so extreme that
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a smaller void equivalent to the size of only three atoms was signi cant enough of
a stress concentration that the deformation mode for [0001] loading was changed
from 1121 to 1012 twinning. It is di cult to say which potential yields more
accurate results in homogeneous loading, since perfectly homogeneous simulations
cannot be validated experimentally. However, it is apparent that the local stress
concentrations have a much greater e ect upon dislocation nucleation than either of
these interatomic potentials, which do not a ect results signi cantly except in the
absence of heterogeneities.

3.5

Conclusions
Molecular dynamics simulations were performed on magnesium single crystals

to examine their deformation behavior in tension using various crystallographic
orientations. In an attempt to elucidate twin and slip nucleation mechanisms and
to reconcile controversies in the results of previous molecular dynamics studies,
the magnesium single crystal behavior was analyzed using full and partial periodic
boundary conditions, defect-free and void-containing crystals, and multiple interatomic
potentials. The most important conclusion drawn from this work is the substantial
sensitivity of both twinning, especially
1012 , and slip to non-Schmid stresses.
These non-Schmid e ects were considerably mitigated, however, by heterogeneities
such as defects and free surfaces. These results indicate that twinning nucleation
is generally heterogeneous, and the nucleation mechanism may need dissociations
of bulk dislocations at points where lattice distortion and dislocation pile-ups cause
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stress concentrations. Another conclusion of considerable importance is the formation
of nanovoids, a potential precursor to cracking, near secondary twins caused by
the intersections of two or more twin variants. These voids support the theory
advanced by Sleeswyk [1962a] to explain cleavage in
-iron observed to nucleate at
twin-twin intersections. This nding is a particularly important consideration for low
temperature formability of magnesium because it requires that textures which favor
multivariant twinning must be avoided to mitigate the potential for material fracture.
In defect-free single crystals with 3D periodic boundary conditions, non-Schmid
e ects similar to those observed in intermetallic compounds helped explain the active
deformation modes based on the stress conditions which favored them. The shear
stresses on secondary dislocation planes and the normal stress played an important
role in selecting the active deformation modes at plastic yield. Non-Schmid stresses
were especially important in analyzing the dispersion of the critical resolved shear
stresses for twinning. Twinning occurred when the resolved shear stresses for various
mechanisms showed a greater range of variability, despite having higher Schmid
stresses for slip than loading orientations that nucleated slip dislocations at the peak
stress. The critical resolved shear stresses for twinning were found to depend heavily
on available modes for prior slip.
The e ects of non-Schmid stresses were primarily re ected in the retardation of
1012 twins and the initial nucleation 1121
of
and 1011 twins instead. However,
once 1012 twins nucleated,1121 twins rapidly stopped propagating, suggesting
easier nucleation of
1121 than propagation when compared to 1012 twinning.
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Hence, 1121 twins may occur in Mg, but may not be easily resolvable in experimental
characterizations due to their small size and their systematic detwinning upon stress
removal. This possibility is substantiated by the fact that,1121
whiletwinning is
commonly observed in zirconium and in titanium, its characteristic shear in Mg is
lower. Multivariant compression twins were also observed to nucleate in special cases
under very low resolved shear stresses. This illustrates the importance of non-Schmid
stress on nucleation mechanisms and is consistent with twinning theory regarding
nucleation resulting from non-planar dissociation of bulk dislocations.
Introducing a void into the simulations with 3D periodic boundary conditions
produced critical resolved shear stress values which were consistent with Schmid s
law in simulations which nucleated slip dislocations, and nearly consistent with
Schmid s law in simulations which nucleated twins. There was a tendency to form
extinguishing 1121 twins as in homogeneous simulations. However, when free
surfaces were introduced into the simulations,
1121 twinning disappeared entirely
and was replaced by nucleation of basal slip. The critical resolved shear stress for
tension twinning still showed some dependence on prior slip modes in heterogeneous
simulations, which may help to elucidate the mechanics of twin nucleation under
tension.
These mechanisms, though somewhat clari ed by this work, remain largely not
understood. Based on this work in single crystals and other recent endeavors for
bicrystals using molecular dynamics, [Wang et al., 2013b], and polycrystals using
EBSD, [Beyerlein and Tome, 2010], the critical dependence 1012
of
twin nucleation
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on heterogeneous stresses may be appreciated. The exact atomic movements necessary
to generate the twin structure from the parent have been clari ed, [El Kadiri et al.,
2013b]. The nucleation process at a low misorientation grain boundary including
these precise atomic displacements has even been observed using molecular dynamics,
[Wang et al., 2013b]. Despite these advancements, however, there still remains a
fundamental gap in understanding related to how to generalize and abstract these
results to higher scale modeling paradigms. Many dislocation scale mechanisms for
twin nucleation have been suggested such as the pole mechanism, however work using
density functional theory and molecular dynamics has contradicted these mechanisms,
[Wang et al., 2009b, 2010a]. Therefore, the primary requirement for advancing our
understanding of twin nucleation forward from this point is the development of a
dislocation based mechanism for twin embryo formation which is a natural and
consistent extension of molecular dynamics and EBSD observations of these embryos,
and density functional theory calculations of their formation energies.
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CHAPTER 4
THE ROLES OF GRAIN BOUNDARY DISLOCATIONS AND DISCLINATIONS
1 0 1 2 TWINNING

IN THE NUCLEATION OF

4.1

Summary
Consider a magnesium bicrystal which abuts the basal plane of the black crystal

with a rst-order prismatic plane of the white crystal. At zero stress, the boundary
relaxes by developing coherent terraces, while two types of disconnection dipoles
and a mis t dislocation above each dipole nucleate, in combination, to remove the
attendant long-range elastic strains and maximize local coherency. When the bicrystal
is stretched normal to its semi-coherent interface, stress motivates the mis t dislocation
at the far side of the boundary to glide and annihilate at the triple point. The removal
of this bounding mis t dislocation allows the positive step of the disconnection dipole
to conservatively move away. The negative step of this dipole, however, remains sessile
at the grain boundary as it cannot as conservatively glide. This sessile step facilitates
a new disconnection dipole to nucleate. The rst process of disconnection dipole
widening then repeats, and the new residual negative step coalesces with the rst one
to form a novel disconnection of double step height. The whole process cycles once
more, and two of these double-height disconnections pile-up at the boundary. The
pile-up quickly relaxes into a coherent boundary along 1the
0 1 2 plane; a 1 0 1 2
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twin facet thus nucleates, and a disclination dipole arises to bound the twin facet at the
two junctions. Soon thereafter, the lower disclination, at the opposite side from where
the mis t was removed, begins emitting twinning disconnections toward the upper
disclination. These twinning disconnections caused their source junction to recede in
favor to an overwhelming lengthening of the twin facet. All twinning disconnections
end up moving through the upper disclination, thereby undergoing a dislocation
transformation event. The new transformed disconnection glides freely along the
remaining basal-prismatic boundary segment, and enables dragging this boundary
with the propagating twin facet. This steady stage proceeds till the entire bicrystal
transforms to a single twinned crystal. This chapter examines the fundamentals of
these twin nucleation mechanisms at the grain boundary on the basis of the interfacial
defect theory advanced by Pond and co-workers [Pond and Vlachavas, 1983, Pond and
Hirth, 1994]. It introduces an important twin nucleation mechanism with dynamics
of twin faceting in relation to an important asymmetric low-energy boundary in
hexagonal close-packed materials.

4.2

Introduction
Recent considerations of Mg and Ti as lightweighting candidates for the automotive

and aerospace industries have reinvigorated the study of deformation twinning and slip
in hexagonal close-packed (HCP) materials [El Kadiri and Oppedal, 2010, Oppedal
et al., 2012]. Central to this work is1the
0 1 2 twin mode, which is mediated by the
most glissile disconnections of all twin modes in HCP metals [Christian and Mahajan,
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1995]. The reason for the rapid growth of this twin mode is not yet entirely clear
as the disconnection core, though wide, is still relatively narrow compared to other
less readily propagating twinning modes, such as the
1 1 2 1 twinning observed in
Ti and Zr. The relatively small shear magnitude of
1 0 1 2 partially explains its
predominance; however, 1 0 1 1 possesses an almost equally small characteristic shear
but still shows a very high critical resolved shear stress (CRSS).
1 0 1 2 requires four
small shu es to produce the twinned lattice, while
1 0 1 1 needs eight. Therefore, it
is perhaps the combined simple shu es and the small characteristic shear that may
make the best argument for the universality and fast growth 1of
0 1 2 twinning.
However, many peculiarities of this twin mode, such as detwinning and transmission
through grain boundaries (GBs), remain unexplained.
Recently, Zhang et al. [2012] and Li and Ma [2009b] have proposed that twinning
disconnections do not accomplish twin growth in the traditional manner, i.e., by
propagation, but instead disconnections separately nucleate at each local point on the
twin boundary (TB) in what they call a shu e dominated twin growth process. Zhang
et al. [2012] have observed
1 0 1 2 twin boundaries deviating signi cantly from the
twin plane. According to Zhang et al. [2012], the growth1 of
0 1 2 twinning on these
boundaries cannot be explained by the classical theory of twinning disconnections.
However, Li and Ma [2009b] s theory has been called into question by Serra et al.
[2010] who state that Li and Ma [2009b] have not understood interfacial defect theory
and that they have failed to account for experimental and simulated observations of
the traditional twinning mechanism.
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An alternate perspective of twin boundaries deviating from the twin plane is
given by Li et al. [2010]. They observed
1011 twins faceting onto1013

1010

boundaries and identi ed disconnections which can potentially accomplish the
- asso
ciated twin growth on this faceted plane. However, these authors did not address
the mechanisms of facet nucleation, and it is unclear how disconnection activities on
two facets can coordinate with each other. Interactions between facets and twins are
important because faceting of grain boundaries into twin segments can be considered
as an important aspect of twin nucleation in engineering polycrystalline alloys.
Cur
rently, despite the profound e ect of grain boundaries and corresponding texture on
twinning activity, the fundamentals of twin nucleation at grain boundaries are still
largely unexplored. Twin nucleation is still limited in the literature to an e ect of
dislocation pile-ups, which is relatable to the e ect of grain size on the twinning stress
[Vohringer, 1976, Armstrong, 1974, Meyers et al., 2001]. This mechanism provides an
explanation of the negative sensitivity of twinning stress to the grain size, as larger
grains allow longer pile-ups to build up, and thus su cient stress levels for twin
nucleation. However, the profound e ect of the atomic structure of the various types
of tilt, twist and mixed boundaries is yet to be studied and understood.
Studies of this year, 2013, published after the accomplishment of the analysis in
this chapter, have noted the importance of faceting1 0in1 2 twin formation [Xu
et al., 2013, Wang et al., 2013a,b, Tu et al., 2013b], and stressed the prominent role
2
of the low energy basal-prismatic (BP) boundary (164 mJ/m
). 1 0 1 2 twins were

found to grow on both the twin plane facet and the BP facet. However, these authors
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did not identify the disconnection-based mechanisms through which the two facets
interact, and how either facet may nucleate from an initially at interface. Moreover,
the misorientation di erence across the BP facet and the twin boundary has not been
thoroughly accounted for in these works. A change in misorientation requires either
an interfacial disclination or an array of grain boundary dislocations (GBDs) in at
least one facet to accommodate the rotation that upsets the ideal misorientation. Any
studies concerned with faceting should clearly identify the activities and transformation
mechanisms of disconnections through facet transitions.
Motivated by these important fundamental gaps, this chapter examines on the basis
of interfacial defect theory advanced by Pond and co-workers [Pond and Vlachavas,
1983, Pond and Hirth, 1994], the e ect of the atomic structure inherent to the BP
boundary on

1 0 1 2 twin nucleation and subsequent propagation. To this end,

we used molecular dynamics (MD) which simulated uniaxial tension applied onto a
bicrystal normal to its BP boundary. MD is a valuable simulation tool that enables
deciphering the topological features of complex dislocation mechanisms such as those
correlated to moving interfaces. While transmission electron microscopy techniques
remain indispensable, they are still limited compared to MD when capturing the
three-dimensional dynamic behavior of dislocation motion and twin growth.

4.3

Atomistic simulations
LAMMPS [Plimpton, 1995] was used to perform atomistic simulations of Mg

deformation with an embedded-atomic method (EAM) potential by Liu et al. [1996].
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To capture di erent aspects of the1 0 1 2 twin growth behavior, we used bicrystals
ranging in size from 1.6 to 11 million atoms, with free surfaces in all dimensions.
While free-surface simulations introduce debate regarding the e ects of long-range
elastic distortions and image stresses on simulation results, simulations using periodic
boundary conditions instead have artifacts caused by the wrapping of stress elds
across the periodic boundaries making it impossible to determine the properties of
an isolated disconnection loop. We have concluded that the best method currently
available for our study is to simply use cell sizes as large as are computationally
possible to reduce the free surface e ects.
Simulations with twin plane and0001

1010 (basal prismatic, BP) initial
- in

terfaces were analyzed with loading on the
c -axis in uniaxial tension. The simulation
with a twin plane interface was also loaded on the twin plane in simple shear. Prior
to loading, the simulation cells underwent conjugate gradient energy minimization
and at least 10 ps of equilibration. The system stresses and local stress elds were
calculated using the virial de nition by Thompson et al. [2009]. Visualization and
analysis were done using Ovito [Stukowski, 2010].

4.4

Synopsis of the deformation
For practicality, this chapter focuses analysis on the bicrystal initially having a BP

boundary. The conclusions arising from the analysis of this simulation are applicable
to all of the various simulations we performed. For the bicrystal with an existing BP
boundary, the crystal that has the basal plane aligned with tensile axis is termed
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white, , while the other having the basal plane normal to the tensile axis is termed
black, . In the 2D projections of Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.5-4.8a, the white and black
crystals are situated on the left and right -hand sides, respectively. In Figure 4.3, the
white crystal is on the top of the black one.
MD simulations of uniaxial tension normal to the BP led to the formation of
1 0 1 2 twinning at the yield stress recognized with a sudden stress drop. It is
important to note that the twinning stresses varied based on the type and size of
the cell, but was signi cantly lower with a preexisting TB
300( MPa) than with a
preexisting BP boundary ( 1 2 GPa). The yield stress was, however, the highest of
all when no GBs or TBs were preliminarily introduced [Barrett et al., 2012a]. This
suggests that 1 0 1 2 twin nucleation is preceded by an incubation regime which
depends on the nature and state of pre-existing inhomogeneities. This is consistent
with the idea of the necessity of stress concentrations at local regions induced by
dislocation patterns such as pile-ups [Christian and Mahajan, 1995, Capolungo and
Beyerlein, 2008, Wang et al., 2010a].
1 0 1 2 twin nucleation in bicrystal occurred as a very small facet which suddenly
seized a segment of the BP boundary (Figure 4.1). This facet did not exceed a few
interplanar spacings and was located at approximately fteen prismatic layers below
the triple point of the bicrystal free surface. A natural outcome of the facet nucleation
in the BP boundary was the formation of two junctions which separated the initial
BP interface into two segments with the new facet between them. These segments
are referred to as the upper BP boundary segment (UBP) and the lower and longer
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(a) A bicrystal with a BP boundary at zero-stress

(b) Nucleation a 1 0 1 2 twin facet with a disclination dipole

Figure 4.1:Molecular dynamic simulations of uniaxial tension applied onto a magnesium bicrystal normal to the a basal-prismatic (BP) boundary.
This shows the atomic positions in a1 1 2 0 projection (a) at zero stress and after
relaxation of the BP which then developed a series of interfacial dislocation dipoles,
and (b) immediately after yield at 2.7% strain characterized by a sudden formation
of a 1 0 1 2 twin facet near the upper free surface, splitting the BP boundary into
upper (UBP) and lower (LBP) segments by virtue of a disclination dipole. The initial
position of the BP is marked by the orange dashed line.
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(a) Twin facet growing at the expense of a recessing
lower disclination

(b) Steady stage of the BP-twin facet growth

Figure 4.2: Snapshots of the same molecular dynamic simulations as in Figure 4.1
This shows the atomic positions in a1 1 2 0 projection (a) at 3.0% strain which were
marked rst by the propagation of both the twin fact and the upper BP boundary
segment (UBP), and second the lengthening of the1 0 1 2 twin facet at the expense
of a receding lower disclination, and (b) at 3.5% of strain where the steady stages of
the twin-BP facet migration were reached after the complete recession of the lower
junction and disappearance of the lower BP segment (LBP). The lower free surface is
o set as a result of slip on the LBP facet. In both images, the initial position of the
BP where the twin facet rst nucleated is highlighted by the orange dashed line.
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BP boundary segment (LBP). As the deformation proceeded, the twin facet grew in
area with two simultaneous processes:
1. The rst process corresponded to the migration of the UBP boundary, together
with the upper junction, where the black crystal recedes in favor to the white
crystal (the BP boundary moves to the right in Figures 4.1-4.2). This advance
of the upper junction enabled the twin facet to extend to the right.
2. The second process corresponded to the recession of the LBP in favor of length
ening the twin facet. By the time the LBP boundary vanished, the twin facet
had reached the lower free surface of the crystal, at which point the new triple
junction began to migrate to the right. As a result of these processes, the
shear o sets developed di erently at the upper and lower free surfaces, with a
single atomic plane o set at the upper surface, and all of the rest of the o set,
which constituted ve atomic planes, migrating to the bottom surface. The
steady stage of twin growth following the elimination of the LBP boundary
corresponded to the simultaneous migration of the twin boundary and UBP
boundary accommodating c -axis tension required by the uniaxial tension test.
The deformation scenario in this simulation clearly comprises
1 0 1a2 twin
nucleation mechanism at the BP boundary. The growth was subsequently dictated by
the deformation constraints. In this chapter, we analyze the topological details of the
creation and dynamics of the interfacial defects involved in the nucleation and growth
regimes of these facets. To prepare for these analyses, we rst describe the atomic
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structure of the unstressed BP boundary and its inherent defect structure, which
dictates the twin nucleation and growth mechanisms. We then examine the interfacial
dislocation patterning when a stress is applied. This patterning may be viewed as an
incubation regime which is precursor to the twin facet nucleation process. Finally, in
order to understand the growth process of the twin boundary, the dynamics related to
the disclination dipole movements and interfacial dislocation-disclination interactions
which followed twin facet nucleation are described in detail.
To proceed we begin by recalling some basic aspects of interfacial defect theory
which will be used throughout this chapter.

4.5

Interfacial defect operations
The interfaces and deformation of the bicrystals were analyzed using interfacial

defect theory introduced by Pond [1983], Pond and Vlachavas [1983], Pond [1984],
Pond and Bastaweesy [1985], Pond and Hirth [1994] from the groups of generalized
symmetry. Analytical expressions for the dislocations and disclinations in interfaces
may be computed in terms of Seitz symbols extended by Pond and Hirth [1994]. The
nonsymmorphic group operation required to bring the two surfaces into coincidence
is an a ne transformation denoted, in general, Fby [], whereF is a linear transformation matrix describing a point group operation, and
is a translation which
may comprise the congruence moduli of the rst system. It is a function of the a ne
transformations which describe the operation in the white lattice
F ), and
( the black
latticeF( ). The transformation belonging to the nonsymmorphic Federov group,
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[F ], is computed by the following equation using a bicrystal reference coordinate
system:
[F ] = F F

1

= [T t ][F

][T t ] 1 [T t ][F

] 1 [T t ]

1

(4.1)

Here [T t ] and [T t ] are the operations which convert the black and white
lattices to coordinates of the bicrystal. In the following F
analysis,
will be expressed
in coordinates of the bicrystal, allowing
T t ][ to be the identity, and
T will be a
rotation about thex-axis which relates the two crystals. All allowable defects in an
interface may be computed from broken symmetry using equation 4.1 by requiring
F = W and F = W where W and W are symmetry operations in the two
crystals. However, in analysis of multiple facets, this approach will not always be the
most convenient, and so we retain the notation of all a ne transformations.

4.6

The unstressed BP boundary
The bicrystal with an initial BP boundary has a 90
misorientation between the

two grains, which di ers from that of the twin plane boundary by only
4 . The
excess potential energy of the BP boundary is unusually low (164
mJ m2 with EAM)
compared to other asymmetric tilt boundaries, and it is relatively close to the perfect
symmetric tilt1 0 1 2 twin boundary energy (124mJ m2 with EAM) [Wang and
Beyerlein, 2012].
Serra et al. [1999] have previously described the BP boundary as incommensurate,
i.e., they did not observe any signi cant displacements of atoms along the boundary
from their crystal positions except for the presence of screw dipoles. One may speculate
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that the incommensurate description of the BP boundary by Serra et al. [1999] may
have been due to the interatomic pair potential they have used. However, utilizing a
di erent well established potential for Mg, our MD simulations and analyses prompt
a di erent conclusion, but one which will be of important consideration in the twin
nucleation process. The BP boundary is actually semi-coherent, i.e., it contains
coherent terraces where the long-range strains are removed by a complex array of
interfacial dislocations with localized cores [Hirth et al., 2012].
In fact, as the relaxed boundary indicates (Figure 4.3), the semi-coherent terraces
penetrate alternately in the black and white lattices which gives to the boundary a
crenelated appearance. After each two penetrations, approximately 15 to 16 interplanar
distances along the boundary, there is a mis t dislocation (in red). This period of the
penetrations, however, does not correspond to the pseudo-periodic distance (PPD)
along thez-axis. In fact, each terrace penetrating in the black lattice corresponds
to a disconnection dipole, but, as we will demonstrate, one dipole is pure edge while
the neighboring ones are of mixed character, so only every other step exhibits a
mixed character or an edge character. Thus, the PPD corresponds to two square
indentations (four terraces) everyd 30
or 32 d
1010

0001

interplanar spacings of the

planes speci ed by the subscript in the crystal color speci ed by the superscript.
Both mixed and edge disconnections have a step height of a single interplanar
d 0 0 0 1 = c 2. Multiple disconnections, however, may combine to
spacing, that is
form defects with a step height equal to two interplanar spacings. In sum, the mis t
and the two types of disconnection dipoles, in combination, meet the constraint to
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remove the long-range elastic strains that would be associated with the coherent
terraces. All these disconnections are identi able using the interfacial defect theory
[Pond and Vlachavas, 1983], and the corresponding analyses are expounded in the
next section.
The complete intrinsic defect structure of the BP boundary described above
is schematically illustrated over the atomic structure of the relaxed con guration
obtained by MD simulations and reported in Figure 4.3. The Burgers vectors for
each interfacial dislocation are summarized in Table 4.1. The disconnection with
the mis t superimposed on it (which is the right disconnection in Figure 4.3, and
the upper disconnection in all other gures) is referred to as positive sense, and the
other as negative sense. Most of the burgers vectors are understood and illustrated
by means of the dichromatic complex reported in Figure 4.4. Here we prefer the
dichromatic complex instead of the dichromatic pattern, because the former enables
(1 2)

better visualization of b
the
1 1a defects based on mirror symmetries as well as all the
translation symmetry defects. The lattice depicted in Figure 4.4 is rotated about an
atomic point, rather than the point of inversion, leaving a line of coincidence between
the two lattices normal to the view plane 1([2
1 0] direction).
(i)

The disconnections in the BP boundary have a nomenclature given as
bm

nl .

Here

i is the identi er for
b1 1 to indicate mixed or edge nature,
m is the interplanar step
in the lattice,
n is the interplanar step in the
lattice, and
l indicates the stacking
sequence position of0 0 0 1

planes on which the disconnection acts.
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Figure 4.3:The atomic structure of the relaxed basal prismatic (BP) boundary and
schematic illustrations of the intrinsic defect structure developed therein.
The continuous array of blue dislocations correspond to in nitesimal dislocations
which represent the coherency strains,
g inf (y)dy in [Hirth et al., 2012], in the coherent
terraces. To remove all coherency stains at long range, an alternating sequence of
an edge and a mixed disconnection dipoles (in black), and a mis t dislocation (in
red) above each of these dipoles arise. Here the view of the interface is rotated 90
clockwise from Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
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Figure 4.4:The dichromatic complex of the basal-prismatic (BP) boundary showing
(1)
(2)
the b1 1a ,b1 1a ,b2 2 ,b0 1 and b0 0 disconnections.
The dichromatic complex was used here as it is better than the dichromatic pattern
(1)
(1)
in visualizing the
b1 1a disconnections (or
b1 1b , but not both).
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Table 4.1: The observed disconnections in the BP boundary.
Relaxed boundary disconnections
mixed disconnections
(1)
1a

b1

= a

1
2
3
2
1
3

, h=

(1)
1b

c
2

b1

1
2
3
2

= a

, h=
1
3

c
2

edge disconnections
0
(2)
b1 1a

= a
16

3
2
15 3
2

0
, h=
+

(2)
b1 1b

c
2

= a
16

1
3

3
2
15 3
2

, h=

c
2

1
3

mis t dislocation
1
2

bmis

t

= a

0
3
2

Stressed boundary disconnections
b2

4.6.1

2

= a

0
3
0

, h= c

b0

0

= a

0
0

, h=0
3

Disconnection dipole with screw component

The Burgers vector for the disconnection containing a screw component is identi ed
using a mirror-glide (or glide-re ection which is equivalent to screw-axis for one
sided bands) symmetry operation on the1 0 1 0
combination of a 0 0 0 1

plane of the black lattice, and a

mirror operation and a translation operation in the white

lattice.

W W

1

= (M

w )(R90 0)(M t ) 1 (R90 0)
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1

(4.2)

This defect can be visualized by joining the incompatible, demistep on the (0 0 0 1)
surface of the black crystal and step on a 1(1
0)0 surface of the white crystal.
Equation 4.2 yields:

1
2
(1)
1a

b1

= a

(4.3)

3
2
1
3
(1)
0

The di erent between this defect and the
b1

defect by Serra et al. [1999] is

noteworthy. These authors did not use a step on the white lattice so proper combination
of the proper and improper operations in the black and white lattice led to a defect
(3)

of the following type, which they labeledbzas:

0
(1)
0

b1

=

(4.4)

c
2

0
However, since these authors de ned rotational operations using the inversion
point 1 as the bicrystal center of rotation, and not an atomic coincident point, the
defect formed from the same operations would be expressed in our bicrystal as:

0
(2)
0

b1

=

(4.5)

c
2
a
3

1
Situated atc 4 below the tetrahedral site of three mutually touching atoms in the hard sphere
model
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The di erence between the two defects of Equation 4.4 and Equation 4.5 is only
due to the relation of the mirror symmetry operations involved in the defect, which
depend on the rotation center of the two lattices. Our choice of the rotation center
was stimulated by the fact that our interface is semi-coherent while that of Serra
et al. [1999] was identi ed as incommensurate. We chose an atomic coincident point
because it su ered no shift during relaxation on the basis of the local excess potential
energy eld in our relaxed con guration. To alleviate any confusion, the reader may
use operations described by Equation 4.2 to derive Equation 4.4. This can be done
by setting the white lattice translation to zero, and de ning the center of rotation as
the point of inversion, but one should be careful in properly de ning the mirror glide
symmetry operations for this origin. The observed defect in our bicrystal is derived
by combining Equation 4.5 with a white lattice translation,
b0 1 :

1
2
(1)
1

b1

= b0

1

(2)
0

b1

(1)
1a

which yieldsb1

= a

(4.6)

3
2
1
3

Here

is theac ratio, andbi j represents the Burgers vector of a disconnection with

step heights in each of the white and black lattices equal
id and
to jd , respectively.
The i and j are being two integers while
d and d are the interplanar spacings of the
black and white lattice respectively. In our dcase,
= d
(1)
1a

As we will see, theb1
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and d = d

0001

.

is glissile in the BP boundary. Thus, in case this
(1)

disconnection glides away, the nucleation of a disconnection bof
type in the
1 1the
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slipped bicrystal shall be revisited. If the latter, however, glides away in turn, there
will be no need to expound the same exercise as all other equivalent disconnections
(1)
1

of typeb1

can be derived from these two and additional translation symmetry

operations.
(1)
1

The second b1

(1)

type disconnection, designated bby
1 1b , arises because of the
(1)

mirroring used in de ning the defects. After the passagebof
1 1aa disconnection,
the black and white lattices have both undergone mirror symmetry operations. This
results in a valid disconnection since mirror operations on the same axis are their own
inverse, but it alters the BP interface, resulting in an interface which is mirrored across
(1)
1b

the z-axis. Thus thez axis components of theb1

disconnections are reversed:

1
2
(1)
1b

b1

= a

(4.7)

3
2
1
3

These disconnection dipoles nucleate and grow to a stable spacing in the relaxed
boundary by a conservative glide process. Despite the di erence in interplanar spacing
between the two systems, they convert basal planes to prismatic planes and vice versa.
0 0 0the
1
In order to expound upon this process, it is practical to describe

1010

boundary in terms of coherency strains and mis t dislocations as described by Hirth
et al. [2012]. The mis t dislocations and disconnections display wide cores, indicating
that they can glide easily, but also that the boundary is still near incoherency. The
e ect of the coherency strains and mis t dislocations is no longer negligible when
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plastic deformation begins because the disconnection dipoles interact with these
dislocations.
In order to analyze the formation of these steps during relaxation, it is necessary
(1)
1

to analyze the glide of
b1

disconnections. These disconnections possess a wide core

and can glide conservatively in the boundary, but require the boundary surrounding
the core of the disconnection to be coherent, imposing a coherency strain to maintain
this condition. Using the disconnection glide/di usion formulas developed by Hirth
and Pond [1996], we may calculate that conservative glide for this disconnection
eliminates the coherency strain on the initial boundary plane, moving it up with the
step to the nal plane of the interface. This calculation is expounded in Appendix I
and shows that the material ux,
I , required for the glide of this disconnection is
(1)

zero. Thus, the disconnection glides conservatively.
b1 1 disconnection dipoles form at
points in the boundary which occur approximately every 30 to 32 interplanar spacings
planes, when the atoms are already nearly coherent. The dipole core spreads from
these points, imposing a coherency strain on the step. An equal and opposite mis t
strain is created between the steps to maintain dislocation content conservation on
the boundary and eliminate far- eld stresses.

4.6.2

Disconnection dipole without screw component
(2)

(1)

The second disconnection dipole type,
b1 1a , is nearly identical to bthe
1 1 but
does not include a screw component. In fact, after nearly 15 interplanar distances
along [1 01 0] or 16 interplanar distances along [0 0 0from
1] the coincident atomic
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point, the white basal planes and black prismatic planes almost, but not exactly,
(2)

coincide. Calculation bof
1 1a is achieved by adding symmetry translation vectors in
(1)

both lattices corresponding to this distance from the coincident point
b1 1 : to
(2)
1a

b1

= ((I

)(M t )) (R90 0) ((I

)(M t ))

1

(R90 0)
1
2

0
(2)
1a

b1

(1)
1a

= b1

+

R90

where

=

1

= a

0

(4.8)

15 3
2

8c

0

This yields:
0
(2)
1a

b1

= a
16

(2)
1b

b1

(4.9)

3
2
15 3
2

+

1
3

(1)

is likewise de ned in relationb1to1b . Because the y-component of this

disconnection, which is the component normal to the interface, is identical to the
(1)

y-component ofb1 1 , the material ux calculation is identical to the calculation given
(1)

above forb1 1 . Therefore, the formation of a stable dipole with this disconnection
enforces a local coherency as well.
The b1

1

disconnections create coherency which equalizes the interplanar distances

of the prismatic planes ofand the basal planes of, as seen in Figure 4.3.

4.6.3

The coherency and mis t dislocations

Both types of planes form a line of intersection with the BP interface plane which
1 1 0] in both lattices. The basal and prismatic planes have
lies on thex-axis which is [2
(1)
1

ABAB and AaBbAaBb stacking sequences, respectively. If the
b1
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disconnection

is de ned as bringing A-planes of the black lattice into coincidence with B-planes
(2)

of the white lattice (as in Figure 4.3), then
b1 the
1 disconnection brings A-planes
of the black lattice into coincidence with A-planes of the white lattice. Therefore,
(2)
1

the b1

disconnections nucleate at points where the A prismatic planes of the black

lattice are nearly in coincidence with the A basal planes of the white lattice. These
(1)

points are spaced 30 to 32 planes apart, as arebthe
1 1 disconnection dipoles, but are
o set from them by 15 to 16 planes. Therefore, the combination of these two sets of
disconnection dipoles creates the rugged appearance of the boundary which has steps
every 15 to 16 planes. Still, only every other step exhibits screw dipole component.
Between these steps, there is a coherency strain between Ba- or Ab- corrugated
planes of the black lattice with B-planes of the white lattice. The prismatic plane
type (a or b) depends upon whether the point being brought into coincidence has a
(1)
1

b1

(2)
1

dipole above it and ab1

dipole below it, or vice versa.

Importantly, in order to eliminate the overall dislocation content of the BP
boundary induced by the coherency strains, a mis t dislocation arises along with each
disconnection dipole. This mis t is given by:
1
2

bmis

t

= a

0

(4.10)

3
2

This mis t dislocation superimposes on the positive sense
b1 1a disconnections (or
b1
the negative sense

1b

disconnections) because the
z-axis components of the discon
-

nection and the mis t dislocation partially cancel each other.
z-axis
The component
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of the negative sense disconnection locally eliminates the coherency strain. These
reactions between the disconnections, mis t dislocation, and coherency strain critically
make disconnection nucleation energetically favorable in equilibrium conditions.

4.7

Deformation and twin incubation
The low energy and high stability of the BP boundary is probably largely due

to the signi cant portion of atoms which are brought into semi-coherency. The
disconnections have a wide core and a small Burgers vector, so that the entire dipole
array can easily glide along the boundary, causing only a very small elastic distortion
along the interface as it moves. However, the presence of the mis t dislocations
impede this ability to glide, as the disconnections cannot conservatively pass these
dislocations in the boundary.
The earliest stages of the deformation proceeded as follows, and are depicted
schematically in Figure 4.5.
Image forces and the triple point exert attractive forces on the mis t and the glissile
positive sense disconnection of the uppermost dipole. As soon as stress was applied,
they migrated upward to the free surface. The widening of this dipole promoted
stress relaxation due to the portion of the Burgers vector that is normal to the BP
boundary, thereby causing an expansion of the lattice in the direction of the applied
tensile stress. However, signi cant widening only occurred near the top and bottom
surfaces. For the dipole nearest the top surface, the negative sense step barely glided
downward because it was restricted by a mis t dislocation, and likewise the positive
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Figure 4.5:Schematic illustration of the interfacial dislocation process governing twin
facet incubation close to the upper free-surface.
This process consists of two cycles comprising each ve major consecutive mechanisms:
(a) glide of the mis t dislocation toward the triple junction under the action of external
(2)
stress, (b) glide of the positive dislocation bof
type
, which accommodates tension
1 1a
of the bicrystal and movement of UBP segment (the position of the boundary is
tracked by the upper arrows), (c) core extension of the negative sense disconnection
which is unable to glide by a conservative process, (d) nucleation of a new dipole of
(2)
type b1 1b on the stepped boundary, and (e) glide of the positive sense of the new
dipole to the free surface, and combination of the negative sense with the former
(2)
residual negative sense disconnectionb1(of
1a type). This last stage leads to the
formation of a new defect of type
b2 2 . (f) The (b)-(e) process is repeated again until
two b2 2 disconnections piled-up on the BP boundary setting the stage for twin facet
nucleation.
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step nearest the bottom surface could not glide upward to expand the dipole. The
dipoles inside the bicrystal were pinned by mis t dislocations on both sides restricting
their expansion.
The expansion of this dipole resulted in a section of the BP boundary about
15 planes long immediately below the upper free surface which was fully coherent,
and stepped relative to the initial boundary. Following the migration of the mis t
(2)

dislocation and the positive sense disconnection,
b1 1a , out to the upper free surface, a
(2)
1b

new dipole of the formb1

nucleated on the stepped boundary, but without a mis t

dislocation. This nucleation event promoted additional expansion of the lattice. It
(2)

also relaxed the dislocation content of the negative sense disconnection
b1 1a because
(2)
1a

the two disconnections,
b1

(2)
1b

and b1

combined to form a new disconnection with

a step height of two planes,
b2 2 :

0
b2

2

(1)
1a

= b1

(1)
1b

+ b1

= a

3

(4.11)

0
This defect is shown in the dichromatic complex of Figure 4.4. However, it possible
to de ne it in the dichromatic pattern as identi ed by Serra et al. [1999] using defect
operation between parallel
t = c and t = a 3. In the semi-coherent boundary,
however, theb2
(1)
1a

forb1

2

disconnection is glissile as may be veri ed in the same manner as

using Appendix I. This is evident by noting that both the Burgers vector
(1)

component normal to the interface, and the step height are doubled relative
b1 1ato
.
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(2)
1b

After the nucleation of the
b1

disconnection dipole, and the combination of
(2)

the negative sense disconnection with a negative sense
b1 1a to form a negative sense
b2 2 , this dipole continued to widen, accommodating further expansion of the lattice.
Thus, the positive sense disconnection glided out to the free surface which acted as
an e ective dislocation sink. The negative sense disconnection
b2 2 was pinned by
the mis t dislocation, restricting it from gliding.
(2)

This process was then repeated again by the nucleation of another
b1 1a disconnection dipole on the stepped BP boundary immediately below the upper free surface.
(2)
1a

Again, the positive sense
b1

disconnection glided out to the free surface, and the

negative sense disconnection was pinned by both the mis t dislocation and
b2the
2
disconnection. Hence, the mis t dislocation began to cause disconnection pile-up.
A fourth disconnection dipole formed following this event. The negative sense
(2)
1b

b1

(2)
1a

disconnection again combined with the
b1

in the pile-up of two
b2

2

disconnection below it, resulting

disconnections on the mis t dislocation. This pile-up

immediately relaxed on its nearly median plane, which was the
1 0 1 2 plane.

4.8

Twin nucleation
The 1 0 1 2 facet nucleation may be described as the dissociation of the interfacial

step with dislocation character into an equivalent disclination dipole with disclination
cores at the upper and lower facet junctions. Two e ects distinguish the transition
from step character to facet character:
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1. Constructing symmetry operation circuits through the step before facet nucleation reveals two distinct interfacial dislocations, whereas, after facet nucleation,
constructing circuits through the step do not reveal any interfacial dislocations
unless the circuit encompasses both junctions and the entire facet, therefore
including the entire disclination dipole.
2. Constructing circuits through the step before facet nucleation does not reveal
any disclination content, whereas, after facet nucleation, constructing a circuit
encompassing one facet junction reveals one disclination, and encompassing the
other junction reveals the corresponding disclination of the opposite sign.
Because the disclination dipole is equivalent to a dislocation, a circuit constructed
around the entire step before facet nucleation, or around the facet afterward reveal
the same total dislocation content. The interface before and after facet nucleation is
shown in Figure 4.6.
Before the facet nucleated, the surfaces of the black and white lattices across the
facet are described by the lattice translations:

= [2 0 2 2]

= [2 0 2 2]

(4.12)

These vectors represent the total step in both crystals across the piled up disconnections and including in nitesimal coherency strains. The corresponding linear
transformations are merely identity matrices, as these basal-to-basal translations can
be de ned in the dichromatic pattern. Therefore, we have the following equations:
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(a) BP boundary with an initial pile-up (b) The pile-up relaxing into a1 0 1 2
facet

Figure 4.6:Detailed deformation snapshots of molecular dynamic simulations evidencing nucleation of a1 0 1 2 facet by a relaxation process.
This converted the disconnection pile-up and coherency strain into an equivalent
disclination dipole. The di erence in the interface is initially very small.
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W = [I

] [F

] = [I ]

(4.13)

Applying this to Equation 4.1, we obtain:

[F ] = [I

T

+

]

(4.14)

Since the linear transformation is the identity matrix, the defect must be a
dislocation with Burgers vector
. It is now computed to be:

0
= 2a

(4.15)

3
3

This dislocation content is, naturally, equal to the Burgers vector
b2 2 plus
of 2
the coherency strain dislocation content over a projected distance
3a of
from
2 the
BP boundary.
After nucleation of the facet, the surfaces of the black and white crystals had
a di erent relationship, and thus the interfacial defects must be reanalyzed. The
analysis must now be split into three parts: (i) the junction of the facet and the
UBP boundary, (ii) the junction of the facet and the LBP boundary, and (iii) the
intermediate facet length.
The surface at the upper junction transitioned from the basal plane to the twin
plane in the parent (black) lattice, and from the prismatic plane to the twin plane in
the twin (white) lattice. This transition can be described by the following equations:
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F = [R 0] F = [T 0][R 0][T 0]

1
R =

0
0

0

0

1

3
2 +3

2 +3

R =

0

0

2 +3

(4.17)

2 +3

3

0

2 +3

(4.16)

3

0

3
2 +3

1

2 +3

2 +3

Since bothF , and F are of the form:R[ 0], the interfacial defect is necessarily
a disclination. Using Equation 4.1, we have:

1
F F

1

= [R T R

1

1

T

0] = R 0] R =

0
0

0
2

0
( 2 3)

3
2 +3

( 2 3)
(

(
2

2 +3)

(4.18)

2 +3)

3
2 +3

This corresponds to a counterclockwise rotation:

=

2

2 arctan

3

(4.19)

4

The same analysis when applied to the lower junction shows that the two lattices
rotate back to the BP orientation and so may be described R
by

1

and R

1

. Putting

these into Equation 4.1 reveals the disclination at the lower junction is described by
R

1

, which ful lls the requirement that the long-range character of the disclination

dipole have dislocation character with no rotational deviation.
The intermediate facet length is described by1 0a 1 2 twin boundary and thus
has no defect content. This may be veri ed using Equation 4.1 leading to:
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W W

1

= [I 0]

(4.20)

We shall emphasize that the total dislocation content of the facet may be calculated
using the same method as previously used to nd the dislocation content of the
interfacial step, and that the dislocation content increases as the facet length increases.
This facet nucleation process is dominated by energy reduction, due to the energy of
the twin plane boundary being signi cantly lower than that of a BP boundary with
disconnection pile-up. The disconnection pile-up on the BP boundary is eliminated
by the nucleation, but replaced with a disclination dipole. The dipole induced only a
small distortion in the surrounding lattice, making the stepped boundary energetically
unfavorable. After formation of the twin facet, the LBP endured a stress concentration.

4.9

Twin growth

4.9.1

Twin propagation and the LBP

Immediately following nucleation of the
1 0 1 2 facet, the lower BP 1 0 1 2
junction quickly acted as a streaming source of disconnections gliding upward toward
the upper segment of the BP boundary (UBP) which moved with the TB at high
velocity. This process is illustrated schematically in Figure 4.7.
The upward glide of each twinning disconnection induced the lower BP
1012
junction to shift downward. The nucleation of each of these disconnections, which
moved the junction downward, was accompanied by dislocation nucleation in the
lower BP (LBP) boundary. These dislocations glided in the LBP boundary to the
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Figure 4.7: Schematic illustration of the twin propagation process.
This shows (a) nucleation of twinning disconnection dipoles near the lower partial
disclination, (b) transformation of the negative sense disconnection across the LBP
into ab0 0 type dislocation which glided toward the lower free surface, (c) movement of
the positive sense disconnection to the upper junction which resulted in an expansion
of the twin, and (d) transformation of the positive sense disconnection across the
upper disclination intob2a 2 type disconnection which continued gliding along the
UPB toward the free surface.
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lower free surface. The shift of the lower junction proceeded until the lower BP (LBP)
completely vanished, leaving a free surface o set resulting from the glide of these
dislocations. The1 0 1 2 UBP facet continued to quickly advance toward the right
by a movement of disconnection generation and glide on both boundaries until the
entire invasion of the bicrystal by the twin lattice was complete (Figure 4.2).
The disconnections emitted by the lower junction had a step of two interplanar
spacings. The Burgers Circuit (BC) technique illustrated in Figure 4.8 yielded the
Burgers vectorbt to be:

bt =

3
3+

2
2

1011

(4.21)

This expression corresponds to the Burgers vector of 1the
0 1 2 twinning dislocation
[Serra et al., 1988].
The dichromatic complex here given has a misorientation of86 corresponding to the 1 0 1 2 twin rather than the 90 misorientation of the initial bicrystal.
2
The representation of this disconnection in a reference frame local 1to
0 1the
facet is advantageous for several reasons. The rst reason resides in the ability to
straightforwardly illustrate the identity of the disconnection as the twinning
dislo
cation. The second reason relates to the redundancy of choosing which facet is the
reference interface and which one is the derived interface, while local defects, such as
disclinations, remain una ected by this choice. Therefore, a local misorientation is
used to de ne interfacial defects on each facet. This approach has the disadvantage
that the long-range strains are not clear, and cannot be found without rst de ning
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the global misorientation. If themisorientation
90
reference is used, the defect found
will be the sum of the twinning dislocation
bt and the dislocation content equivalent
to the disclination dipole running along the twin plane through the circuit.

(a) Twin plane interface with twinning dis-(b) Twin plane interface reference
location

Figure 4.8:Identi cation of the Burgers vector of the twinning disconnection by
FS/RH atom-to-atom steps Burgers circuits.
These are drawn similarly (a) around the disconnection, and (b) around the twin
boundary in the dichromatic complex where the closure failure FS demonstrates that
the Burgers vector of the disconnection corresponds tob2the
= bt 1 0 1 2 twinning
dislocation.

Finally, the twin misorientation is used because it is the most appropriate reference
structure for this type of situation. In the language of Hirth et al. [2012], an array of
edge dislocations with burgers vectors normal to a tilt boundary creates a distortion
eld, rotating both crystals and changing the misorientation of the interface. When
such an array is present, additional defects in the interface should be identi ed in a
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rotated coherent dichromatic pattern (RCDP) rather than the original dichromatic
pattern, or a coherent dichromatic pattern (CDP).
When an array of disconnections rather than dislocations is present, both the
misorientation of the bicrystal and the interface angle are changed by the array [Hirth
et al., 2012]. In this case also, the RCDP is the relevant DP which is needed to de ne
additional defects which are superimposed on the new interface. For our situation,
the twin facet was formed conservatively from an array of disconnections without
adding any defects. Moreover, at long ranges, the disclination dipole is still elastically
equivalent to a dislocation array [Hirth et al., 2006]. Thus the RCDP is the appropriate
DP for this situation. In Figure 4.8, the RCDP, which has the misorientation of the
1 0 1 2 twin, is depicted with the twin plane interface.
At the lower junction, the emission of each disconnection into1 0the
1 2 facet
results in the junction migrating downward. The movement of the disclination pole
requires a change in dislocation content equal to the Frank vector. This situation
may be visualized by representing the dipole as a dislocation array. In order to move
the endpoint of the array by a certain given vector,
r, additional dislocation content
normal to that vector with a half-plane lying along the vector must be added:

f= r

Rr

(4.22)

Here R is the disclination rotation,f and
is the Frank vector which is equal to
the dislocation content added to the disclination by its motionr.along
This equation
was succinctly derived by Hirth et al. [2006] in their Appendix, but we expound it
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in our Appendix II to the general case of the dispiration with conserved disclination
character. At the lower junction, if the disclination pole moves downward along the
z-axis by a value equal to:

0
r1 = a

(4.23)

0

The vector has a magnitude ofc rather than 3a becausec is the magnitude of
the nal con guration as the disconnection motion converts
material to . Recalling
that the lower disclination is described
RTby
, the resulting Frank vector in the
coordinates of the bicrystal is:

0
2

f1 = a

(4.24)

3

2 +3
2

(

3)
3+

2

When the disconnection,bt , is added to this value, the resulting dislocation content
is:
0
b0

0

= f1 + bt = a

0

(4.25)

3
This dislocation is the coherency strain in the LBP boundary, which is eliminated
by the movement of the junction. It is also a permissible defect based on broken
translation symmetry [Serra et al., 1999]. The glide of this dislocation induces glide
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of the mis t dislocation array in the LBP downward toward the lower free surface,
where they are eventually eliminated. The entire process of disconnection nucleation
at the LBP junction therefore satis es the conservation criterion of the dislocation
content.

4.9.2

Twin propagation and the UBP

At the upper facet junction, the disconnection on the
1 0 1 2 facet moves upward
from the bottom, causing the disconnection to migrate over toward the black crystal
along the right the
y-axis. This process creates a disconnection in the UBP given by
b2 2 . Using the previously exercised method, the change in dislocation content from
the disclination motion may be calculated as for the LBP junction:

0
r2 = a

0
f2 = a

3

2

(

0

3)
2 +3

3

2

(4.26)

3

2 +3

Adding this to the emerging twinning disconnection,
bt , gives the resulting
disconnection on the UBP interface:

0
b2

2

= f2

bt = a

3

(4.27)

0
We emphasize that the two types of interaction between the disconnection on
the 1 0 1 2 facet and each of the two junctions are di erent. At the lower junction
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the interaction moves the junction down, while at the upper junction, it moves the
junction normal to the UBP boundary toward the black crystal. Geometrically,
moving downward or to the right into the black crystal is equally feasible. However,
the twin plane boundary has a lower energy than the BP boundary and also migrates
easier. Therefore, the interaction between disconnections and the junctions never
decreases the length of the
1 0 1 2 facet, but may increase it.
The propagation of the UBP facet shows two main noteworthy phenomena:
1 0 1 2 facet, propagated
1. bt disconnection loops nucleated at the bottom of the
2 -UBP
along the perfect twin interface, and nally cross-slipped across
1 0 1the
junction to the vertical UBP boundary to undergo disconnection transformation.
2. The UBP boundary underwent nucleation of disconnection loops at the center,
and they propagated to both ends of the UBP. The negative sense disconnections
which propagated toward the 1 0 1 2 -UBP junction were annihilated bybt
disconnections leaving positive sense
b1 1 and b2

2

disconnections.

Here we introduce the term disconnection transformation to refer to a nonconser
vative slip process whereby the disconnection glides from one lattice plane to another.
Disconnection transformation also di ers from dislocation transmutation [El Kadiri
and Oppedal, 2010, El Kadiri et al., 2013a,c] in that the defect is moving from one
interface plane into another, rather than transforming by crossing an interface. In this
process, unlike cross-slip, the two glide planes line of intersection is not necessarily
parallel to the Burgers vector, but the disconnection may still move conservatively
if the material ux is null (Appendix I). The governing equations for disconnection
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transformation are derived in Appendix III, although they constitute an important
development in this chapter.
In their reply to Serra et al. [2010], Li and Ma [2010] claimed that dislocation
loops were not observed for1 0 1 2 twinning. However, under similar simulation
bt disconnection loops, each of which
conditions, Figure 4.9 clearly shows four
advanced the interface by two layers, as well as the faceted BP boundaries with four
b1

1

disconnection lines, which combine along part of their loops to form
b2 two
2

disconnection lines.
Faceted boundary segments are limited by the increasing elastic distortion- propor
tional to their length, due to the magnitude of the disclination dipole. However, many
smaller segments can join to form a long stable faceted boundary in bulk specimens. In
our simulations, the faceted boundary interaction with the free surfaces was signi cant,
as the free surfaces acted as sinks for the mis t dislocations in the initial boundary.
However, real materials often have sinks, and the mechanisms we observed may be
activated even without sinks under su cient local stresses. Longer faceted boundaries
with BP and PB character may be seen in bulk materials, such as some of the TEM
gures of Zhang et al. [2012] who referred to them as twin boundaries deviating from
the twin plane. They also occur in twin nucleation studies using molecular dynamics,
as seen in Wang et al. [2009b]. The occurrence of these particular boundaries is not
random, but energetically and dynamically favorable for dislocation-controlled twin
growth. Growth of the twin along these faceted boundaries may proceed in many
circumstances when growth along the twin plane is not favorable. Therefore, the
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Figure 4.9: Disconnections on the twin plane and BP interfaces.
Interface planes are colored red through orange, green, and light-blue, to dark blue.
Colors illustrate the interplanar distance of atoms on the BP or twin plane from a
reference plane. Four dislocation lines separate these ve planes on the twin plane
and BP interfaces. As may be seen, twob1 1 dislocation lines sometimes merge to
form a stable core of
b2 2 , i.e., the plane transitions directly from dark blue to green
or green to red, skipping the light blue and yellow respectively.
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migration and growth of these facets is vitally important in a complete description of
1 0 1 2 twinning in HCP metals.

4.10

Conclusions

This chapter proposes a mechanism of twin nucleation and propagation in magnesium from the 0 0 0 1

1 0 1 0 (BP) asymmetric tilt boundary forming a bicrystal

stretched normal to this boundary. In order to decipher the intricate interfacial
dislocation and disclination activities involved in this mechanism, a detailed analysis
of the atomic structure of the BP boundary in the relaxed condition was necessary.
The following conclusions can be retained from this work:
1. In the relaxed stress-state, the BP boundary develops a semi-coherent atomic
structure containing terraces bounded by disconnection dipoles with a character
istic spacing. The disconnection dipoles, however, cannot alone remove the e ect
of coherency strains at long range, and thus a mis t dislocation nucleates above
each dipole to relieve the coherency strains. The disconnection dipoles alternate
in screw character, one is pure edge and the next has mixed character. The BP
boundary was found to be one of the lowest energy boundaries in magnesium,
2
having an excess potential energy of approximately 164 mJ/m
according to the

embedded atomic method, versus 75 mJ/m

2

for the extremely low energy of

1 0 1 1 twin boundary [Wang and Beyerlein, 2012].
2. When tension was applied normal to the BP boundary, the mis t dislocation
closest to the free-surface sink glided away, and thus unlocked several activities
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of various interfacial dislocations with profound consequences on plasticity and
texture of the bicrystal. Particularly, the disconnection dipoles widened by
conservative glide, but remained pinned by the mis t dislocations. When one
of these disconnection dipoles was able to grow to a su cient width, a new
disconnection dipole nucleated on the stepped boundary. A repetition of this
process led to a pile-up of a new type of disconnections, which built up on the
mis t dislocations. In the vicinity of sinks, the pile-up may drive the mis t
dislocations to glide toward sinks such as free surfaces, causing, meanwhile,
migration of the BP boundary upward. This process has been regarded in this
chapter as twin facet incubation.
3. Once the disconnection pile-up has grown to a step height of four planes, it
relaxed into a1 0 1 2 twin facet, thereby triggering a bounding disclination
dipole. Having a lower energy than the BP boundary, the twin facet favorably
replaced the disconnection pile-up with a small disclination dipole, which kept
the same dislocation content at a lower energy level. The disclination dipole
compensated for the di erence in the86 misorientation of the1 0 1 2 twin
and the 90 misorientation of the BP bicrystal.
4. Further deformation induced one of the two disclinations to emit disconnections
gliding toward the other disclination. These twinning disconnections caused the
twin boundary to advance forward, forcing the source disclination to recede in
favor to an increase in the twin boundary length.
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5. As they crossed the disclination, twinning disconnections on1 0the
1 2 plane
transformed by a conservative process into
b2a2 disconnection, which happened
to be glissile on the BP boundary. This disconnection promoted migration of
the remaining BP segment with the twin boundary. The process continued till
the entire bicrystal eventually transformed into a twinned single crystal.
The interaction between the0 0 0 1

1 0 1 0 asymmetric tilt boundary and

the 1 0 1 2 twinning should be considered as an important aspect of plasticity in
polycrystals whenc -axis tension of one of the crystals is required by the macroscopic
stress or locally by grain-grain interactions. The conservative transformation of
twinning disconnections from the twin facet to the BP facet through the disclination
greatly enhances the importance of the BP mobility, and thus, accounts for some recent
TEM observations of faceting in hexagonal close-packed metals. Most importantly,
nucleation of the1 0 1 2 twin by means of pile-up of interfacial disconnection pinned
along asymmetric tilt grain boundaries is of substantial signi cance to the fundamental
science related to the nucleation of twinning in HCP polycrystals.
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CHAPTER 5
DECOMPOSITIONS OF THE DEFORMATION GRADIENT INTO ROTATION
AND SIMPLE SHEARS

5.1

Summary
Consider an arbitrary deformation nindimensions. The unimodular component

of the deformation may be determined by applying a uniform dilation. Then the
unimodular deformation may be multiplicatively decomposed into simple shear and
rotational components. To create an arbitrary
n-dimensional unimodular deformation,
up to n

1 simple shears and one are needed. The deformation may nally be

considered to be composed of a uniform dilation,
n 1 simple shears, and a rotation.
This work generalizes the method published by Zheng et al. [2000] to derive all viable
simple shear decompositions of a deformation.

5.2

Introduction
The simple shear components of an arbitrary deformation gradient have obvious

importance in the realms of solid and uid mechanics, since both the the laws of
uid ows and plastic deformations directly invoke simple shear transformations
[Malvern, 1969]. Therefore the ability to decompose an arbitrary deformation into
a minimal number of shears and rotations for individual analysis is of fundamental
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importance. This decomposition would be expected to be similar to the classical
polar decomposition which reduces a deformation to a single pure shear operation
and a rotation. Zheng et al. [2000] has derived such a decomposition, proving that an
arbitrary deformation in three dimensions may be decomposed into a single rotation
and two simple shears in the most general case. Unfortunately, this work seems
to have been largely neglected. Despite Zheng et al. [2000] s work having a few
computational errors which obstruct the reader s ability to successfully apply their
results, their derivation is important and useful. The purpose of this work is clarify
Zheng et al. [2000] s method, generalize some of their results, and illustrate some
further applications of this mathematical technique in materials science.

5.3

Decomposition of a unimodular planar deformation
We will begin by reviewing the process by which Zheng et al. [2000] decomposes

the deformation gradient. One of the fundamental points of Zheng et al. [2000] s work
is the following theorem (theorem 3 in his article):
For every planar unimodular deformation gradient tensor
F, there exists two
G and G and a rotation tensor
Q such
simple shear deformation gradient tensors
that:
F = QG = G Q with G = QGQT

(5.1)

This theorem is rigorously proved in Zheng et al. [2000] and the derivation
Q,G,
of
and G is outlined below. First, obtain the polar decomposition
F: of
F = RU with U =
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FT F R = FU

1

(5.2)

Here U is the right stretch tensor, R
andis a rotation. A planar unimodular
deformation,Fp has a stretch tensor,
Up which may be spectrally decomposed in
three dimensions:
Up =

1 1

1

+

2 2

+

2

3 3

2

3

=1

3

=

1

1

(5.3)

Here the eigenvalues are given byi and the eigenvectors byi . The eigenvalues and
eigenvectors are ordered such that
1 >

>

2

3.

The product

1

2

3

= 1 for any

unimodular tensor, and one of the eigenvalues must be unity for the deformation to be
n dimensions,
in a plane. Thus the relations given in Equation 5.3 follow. For cases
in
the requirements for a stretch tensor to induce only deformation in a plane may be
summarized as

i

=1

n

=

1

1

j

= 1 for 1 < j < n

(5.4)

1 i n

The simple shearG, is derived from Equation 5.3 as:
1
1+

g=
g? =

2
1

1

+

1

1+

=

1

2
1

1

G= I+

1

1+

1

+

1

g

3

2
1

1
1+

2
1

3

(5.5)

sign( 1 )
g?

The rotation,Q is then simply:
Q = RUp G

1

= FG

1

(5.6)

To get the decomposition of an arbitrary deformation, this method must be generalized
to account for non-planar deformation situations.
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5.4

Decomposition of a non-planar unimodular deformation
To generalize the result of Equation 5.1, an arbitrary unimodular deformation

gradient is decomposed into planar unimodular components. This is accomplished by
rst invoking the polar decomposition to obtain the right stretch tensor,
U.
In order to decompose an arbitrary unimodular deformation into planar deforma
tions,U is divided into planar unimodular components:
U = U 1 U2 U3

(5.7)

In n dimensions, any unimodular right stretch tensor may be obtained from
n 1
planar unimodular stretch tensors. Zheng et al. [2000] obtain these as follows:
Ui = I + (

1)

i

i

i +(

1
i

1)

i+1

i+1

0<i<n 1

i

1
m

=

(5.8)

i<m n

Here

i

and

i

are the eigenvalues and eigenvectorsU.
of It may be seen by

examination of these values that Equation 5.4 is satis ed forUeach
i , with unique
eigenvalues

1
i

and

i

corresponding to eigenvectors
i and

i+1 ,

and all other

eigenvalues equal to unity. It also may be easily veri ed by substituting the de nition
of

i

into eachUi that Equation 5.7 is veri ed, obtaining the spectral decomposition

of U.
Ui . 1
Once Ui are obtained, Equation 5.1 is applied to each

U i = Q i Gi G i = I +


i gi

gi? gi gi? = 0

gi = gi? = 1

(5.9)

1
Zheng et al. [2000] reports the wrong values for these parameters in their Equations 44 and 45.
The shear magnitude and angle are in terms of the eigenvalues U
ofi , ( i , �1
i ), not the eigenvalues
of U, ( i ), as they indicate.
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Here,Gi is a simple shear with magnitudei along gi on the plane spanninggi and
gi? . The values for these shear parameters are given by:
i

=

gi = cos
gi? =
i

1

i

i i

sin

i

+ sin

i i

i i+1

+ cos

i i+1
2
i ))

arctan ( i sign(1

=

(5.10)

These equations may be further simpli ed, eliminating the use of the trigonometric
functions which increase computation time and errors in numerical calculations:
1
1+

gi =
gi? =
i

Here

i

2
i

+

i

i

2
i

1+

i

1+

i+1

+

1
1+

i

sign( i )

1

=

2
i

i

2
i

(5.11)

i+1

is 1, where the positive value and negative value give alternate simple shears

and inverse rotations which are both valid. Once
Gi is found,Qi is simply given by:
Q i = U i Gi

1

(5.12)

When these values are substituted back into
F, the resulting decomposition is:
F= R

(Qi Gi )

(5.13)

i

This may be transformed to the desired form, which has all of the rotations combined,
by the following procedure. De ne the simple shear
Gi to be equal to another shear
which is transformed to a di erent plane and direction:
T

Gi =

(Qm )Gi
i<m<n

(Qm )
i<m<n
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(5.14)

2
Substituting these values into Equation 5.13 gives:

(Qi )

F= R
0<i<n

(Gi ) = Q
0<i<n

(Gi ) Q = R
0<i<n

(Qi )

(5.15)

0<i<n

Thus, in the case of three dimensions
n =( 3), we have:
F = QG1 G2

(5.16)

Thus, any unimodular deformation gradient may be decomposed into a rotation
and two simple shears. The position of the rotation in the decomposition may be
G1
modulated to occur after any or all of the shears. This is done by replacing
through Gi :
G i = Q T Gi Q
By successively de ning
G1 through Gn

1

(5.17)

in this way, the decomposition may be

transformed to:
Gi Q

F=

(5.18)

0<i<n

5.5

Non-unimodular deformations
For the case of a non-unimodular deformation, the results given here are still

applicable. It has been classically derived that an arbitrary deformation,
F may be decomposed into a uniform dilation, and a unimodular deformation. That decomposition
is given as:
F = JF

J = jI

2

j = (det F )

1 3

(5.19)

The relation betweenGi and Gi given in Zheng et al. [2000] s Equation 48 is incorrect. It is
corrected by Equation 5.14.
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Here a uniform dilation is the most practical way to make the deformation unimod
ular in order to analyze its simple shear decomposition, because any other method
introduces rotations and shears.
5.6

Uniqueness of decompositions
Zheng et al. [2000] have noted that the decomposition
Uof
into

Ui is not unique.

In fact, this non-uniqueness causes multiple simple shear decompositions, providing a
generalization of Zheng et al. [2000] s results. There is a unique decomposition for
each set ofn

1 pairs of eigenvectors which all together span the space spanned by

U. Thus, in three dimensions there are up to three unique decompositions
U into
of
plane stretch tensors which each produce four di erent simple shear decompositions:
(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

U = U 1 U2 = U 1 U2 = U 1 U2
(1)

U1 = I + (

2

1

3

(1)

U2 = I + (
(2)

U1 = I + (

2

3
1

(2)

U2 = I + (
(3)

U1 = I + (

1

1

3

1)

1

1)
1)

2

1)

1 3

(3)

U2 = I + (

1)

3

1

1

2

2

1

2

1

+(

+(

1

1

1

1

1

1)
3

3

1

3

2

3

3

3

1)
1)

2

3

1)

2 3

2

+(

1)

3

+(

+(

1)

2 3

+(

1

2

1

1)

1

3

(5.20)

3

2

2

3

In general, there are
n! 2 possibly unique ways to decompose the stretch tensor into
unimodular plane stretch tensors. If one or more of the eigenvalues
U isofunity, then
the corresponding eigenvector represents a direction in which there is no stretch, and
the stretch tensor may be decomposed into
n
n

2 plane stretch tensors, rather than

1 by ordering the eigenvalues and eigenvectors such that
n = 1 is the last. Then
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Un

1

= Gn

1

= I will reduce the simple shear decomposition from
n 1 to n

2

simple shears.

5.7

Criteria for reducing the number of shears
Zheng et al. [2000] have included an elegant proof showing when the product

G1 G2 may be reduced to a single simple shear. They conclude that to reduce two
simple shears to one, either they must act on the same plane, or have the same shear
direction. Neither of these cases are ever applicable in our derivation because:
1. The simple shears are all de ned such that they act on unique planes:
Gi acts
on

i

i+1 .

As a consequence,Gj does not act on

i

i+1

unlessi = j.3

2. The direction of shear can only be the same if it lies on both the plane
i
i+1
and the plane
gi =

i+1

=

become 0 and

j

j+1

j.

where i = j. This only happens if
gi =

i

=

j+1

or

The corresponding shears,i , for these two shear directions

. In the rst case, the two shears automatically reduce to one

because one of them isI, and the second case has no physical signi cance.
However, there are other cases when simple shears may be combined or reduced.
These arise from two important points regarding reducing the number of simple shears
in the decomposition. Firstly, if a shear has a magnitude of zero, it produces a simple
shear transformation which is equal Ito
and thus may be trivially combined with
any other simple shear transformation. Secondly, the number of simple shears in a
n
simple shear decomposition may be reduced from
3
At least three ofi , i+1 ,
de nite [Malvern, 1969]

j,

and

j+1

1 values if the right stretch

are linearly independent unless
i = j sinceU is positive
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matrix has any eigenvalues equal to unity, in which case it may be expressed as a
multiplicative combination of less than
n 1 planar stretch matrices. In this case,
it is usually necessary to alter the rotation in the decomposition rather than just
combining adjacent simple shears. As stated above, by ordering the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of
U with values equal to unity last, the shortest possible decomposition
will be achieved automatically.

5.8

Total number of decompositions
For each plane stretch tensor, there are two ways to decompose it into simple

shear and rotational components, by applying positive or negative value
. Thus
to
the total number of unique ways to decompose an arbitrary unimodular deformation
tensor into simple shears plus a rotation are:
N=
Of these, each n2

1

n! n
2
2

1

(5.21)

which come from a unique plane stretch tensor decomposition will

all have simple shears of the same magnitudes lying on the same set of planes. Thus,
in three dimensions, there are, at most, twelve unique simple shear decompositions,
and in two in two dimensions.

5.9

Application to twinning shear
Zheng et al. [2000] have applied the simple shear decomposition concept to a

simple uid, as described by Noll [1958], Truesdell and Noll [2004]. There are also
many potential applications of this work to solid mechanics. For example, dislocations
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in a crystal lattice induce rotation elds about them when stationary, and cause
simple shear deformation when they glide. Simple shear decomposition is particularly
applicable to grain boundary analysis based on interfacial defect theory [Pond and
Hirth, 1994, Hirth and Pond, 1996, Hirth et al., 2012]. Here dislocations in an interface
which have a burgers vector component normal to the interface induce a rotation from
the reference interfacial structure. This causes disconnections gliding in the interface,
which in the reference structure would induce a simple shear deformation, to now
induce a deformation which is a combination of simple shear and rotation [Barrett
and El Kadiri, 2014d].
An example of such a situation is described in Barrett and El Kadiri [2014a] and
Ostapovets and Molnar [2013]. Here there is a unimodular plane deformation given
by:

F=

3a
c

0

0

0

c
3a

0

0

0

1

(5.22)

Here a and c are crystal lattice parameters for the hexagonal close-packed lattice.
The ratioc a is de ned as . This deformation gradient in e ect produces a 90
rotation of the crystal lattice. When the simple shear decomposition is applied to this
deformation, since it is a plane deformation there will be two possible decompositions
of the formF = QG1 corresponding to =

1. There are also an additional four

F = QG1 G2 . The other six possible decompositions
decompositions of the form
reproduce the two single simple shear decompositions.
F is already a stretch matrix,
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3a
so U = F, and its eigenvalues are
c

c
3a

1. The decomposition proceeds as follows

for = 1:
FT F = F R = I

U=
1

3

=

=

2

1

1

=

3

3

1

2

=1

2

3

(5.25)
=0

(5.26)
q 3

q 1
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2 +1
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q 3

3
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q 1
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0
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0
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1
2

1
2

G1 =

(5.27)

0
0

g2 =

(5.24)

=1

3

=

(5.23)

3

2 +3

2

3
2 +3

0
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0
0

G2 = I

(5.29)

1
0
0
1

Q2 = I

(5.30)
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6
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1
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2 +3

3

F = QG1

0

2 +3

0
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3

G2 = I

0

2 +3

0

0

0

(5.32)

1

1, and permuting eigenvalues and eigenvectors, the rest of

the possible simple shear decompositionsF of
may be determined. The other plane
decomposition is:
2
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3
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1

Here the two simple shears correspond exactly to
1 0 1 2 twinning and 1 0 1 2
twinning respectively. The other four decompositions are:
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For each of these, the rst matrix is purely rotation, and the others are purely simple
shears. Thus, for the case of a plane deformation in three dimensions, there are two
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unique decompositions into a rotation and a single simple shear, plus four additional
decompositions into a rotation and two simple shears. In applications, many of the
possible decompositions may need to be calculated, in order to nd those which have
the most physical signi cance. In this case,the
only
two shown in Equations 5.31-5.32
and 5.33 have any relevance to the physical processes which cause the deformation.

5.10

Conclusions

An arbitrary deformation in
n dimensions may be decomposed into 1) a uniform
dilation, 2) a rotation, andn 3)1 simple shears. The number of required simple shears
can be reduced if the unimodular right stretch tensor has eigenvalues equal to unity.
In three dimensions, there are up to twelve unique decompositions of the deformation.
If the deformation is two dimensional, there are two di erent decompositions into a
uniform dilation, a rotation, and a simple shear lying on the plane of deformation. If
a two dimensional deformation is introduced in three dimensional space, there are
also four unique decompositions in which two simple shears are invoked as well as a
rotation all of which do not lie on the plane of deformation.
These mathematical techniques have great potential for analysis in continuum
mechanical topics such as Noll s simple uid and crystal plasticity deformation due to
slip and twinning.
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CHAPTER 6
FUNDAMENTALS OF MOBILE TILT GRAIN BOUNDARY FACETING

6.1

Summary
Deformation facets form from relaxation of a disconnection pile-up that builds

up at an interface under stress. The misorientation di erences between facets are
mediated by interfacial disclinations. Any disconnection entering a facet through
the disclination transforms. Faceting between
1 0 1 2 twins and the basal-prismatic
boundary in hexagonal metals illustrates that twinning disconnections transformed
across the disclination are glissile. This increases twin mobility. This chapter presents
a formal description of deformation faceting using three-colored symmetry groups.

6.2

Introduction
1 0 1 2 twinning is the most glissile twin mode observed in hexagonal close-packed

(HCP) metals [Kelley and Hosford, 1968a, El Kadiri and Oppedal, 2010]. Magnesium
(Mg), for example, allows1 0 1 2 twins to rapidly envelop entire parent structures
[El Kadiri et al., 2013a,c]. This raises several intriguing questions. Firstly, why
1 0 1 2 twinning and not other twin modes? Geometric considerations based on
shear [Jaswon and Dove, 1956], shu e complexity, and twinning disconnection (TD)
step height minimization [Serra et al., 1988, Serra and Bacon, 1991, Serra et al., 1991]
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are not alone su cient to answer this. Secondly, why does only
1 0 1 2 detwin by
stress reversal? Detwinning is interface recession by TDs operating in reverse to
accommodate reversed deformation and is crystallographically admissible for any twin
mode. Thirdly, why does concurrent slip not signi cantly impede
1 0 1 2 TDs? In
metal structures other than HCP, twin boundaries (TBs) gradually lose coherency and
stall, because of slip accumulation [Asgari et al., 1997]. However, in Mg, El Kadiri
et al. [2013a] showed that both highly mobile twins and their parents slip substantially
during twin propagation. Other preload, load, and reload test con rmed that twins
proceed indi erently to prior or concurrent slip [Proust et al., 2007, 2009, El Kadiri
et al., 2013a]. Remarkably, Serra et al. [2002] showed through atomistic simulations
that 1 0 1 2 and 1 0 1 1 TBs, unlike other twin modes, absorb slip dislocations
and convert them to TDs [Serra and Bacon, 1996, Serra et al., 2002]. These results
contradict classical theories of dislocation transformation by the twin interface for
FCC [Yoo, 1969, Basinski et al., 1997, Niewczas, 2007] and HCP metals [Niewczas,
2010].
Faceted interface dynamics potentially sheds light
1 0on1 2 twinning s seemingly
indomitable mobility. Barrett and El Kadiri [2014d] showed that disconnections pileup and relax into a facet lying on a di erent plane. Using high resolution transmission
electron microscopy,1 0 1 2 and

1 0 1 1 TBs were observed to adopt faceted

morphologies along asymmetric tilt boundaries [Weatherly et al., 1999, Li et al., 2010,
Wang et al., 2013a, Xu et al., 2013]. In particular, the basal-prismatic (BP) boundary
is associated with1 0 1 2 twins. According to atomistic simulations [Barrett and
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El Kadiri, 2014d], the BP boundary has slightly higher energy than 1the
0 1 2 TB,
so faceting indicates that the TB has developed high energy con gurations, due to
pile-ups of TDs from upcoming slip dislocations, which then relax to higher energy
boundaries such as the BP. However, prior work has not elaborated how the TB
migrates quickly as a faceted boundary, allowing disconnections to swiftly thread the
wavy interface and accommodate twin propagation.
This chapter establishes a formal theory of mobile faceted interfaces, focusing
on 1 0 1 2 faceting with the BP boundary. We introduce a systematic method of
deriving facet relationships based on group symmetry, and draw conclusions about
how tilt boundary facets and twins relate.

6.3

Interfacial defect theory
Interfacial defect theory developed by Pond [Pond, 1983, Pond and Vlachavas,

1983, Pond, 1984, Pond and Bastaweesy, 1985, Pond and Hirth, 1994] is an invaluable
application of anti-symmetry groups [Shubnikov et al., 1974] to formally describe the
structure of at crystalline interfaces. Admissible interfacial defects are determined by
proper combination,W W

1

of proper or improper symmetry operations,
W and

W inherent to two adjacent black )( and white crystals )(. A Federov group which
represents single crystal operations, is a product extension of the translational group,
with

elements, using the crystallographic point group,Fwith
elements. Thus, the

proper combination is a natural extension of Voltera s concept of non-partial lattice
dislocations. Expressions for interfacial dislocations, disclinations, and dispirations
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are computed using Seitz symbols, such that
W = [F ]. Interfacial defects are then
characterized as [Sutton and Ballu , 1995]:
W W

1

= [T t ][F

[T t ][F
where [T

t

1

][T t ]

] [T t ]

1

(6.1)

1

] are the operations which converts the black and white lattices to

bicrystal coordinates. Dichromatic patterns (DPs) usefully depict the space of these
defects. Disconnections are
I b][ defects, with a non-zero step height
h enabling the
interface to migrate via disconnection glide.
I and b are the identity matrix and the
Burgers vector. They are usually identi ed from translation symmetry operations,
[I

] and [I

], which can be visualized as vectors relating two stepped surfaces of

the two crystals to be joined.nIf
is the interface unit normal, the Burgers vector and
b= T
step height take the form

T

, and h = min (T

n), respectively.

The sense ofn is de ned to point into the white crystal.

6.4

Trichromatic Patterns
GBs facet to eliminate barriers to local energy reduction. New facets are usually

on boundaries with di erent misorientations. The misorientation di erence from
one facet to the adjacent one is accommodated by a rotational distortion, that
is an interfacial disclination [Hirth and Pond, 2011]. The misorientation change
across the disclination requires considering two dichromatic patterns and four colored
crystal lattices. However, to formally identify the disclination and disconnection
processes, one may remove one lattice for simplicity without loss of information. This
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corresponds to the imaginary case where the rotational distortion occurs solely on one
side of the faceted boundary, provided the disclination creates the same change in GB
misorientation, i.e., either
or exclusively distorts across the disclination while the
other remains pristine, and is physically admissible for faceting where a new facet has
experienced severe anisotropic partitioning of strains. The topological simpli cation
allows using only three lattices, and thus a trichromatic pattern (TP) is useful to study
interfacial defect phenomena along the faceted boundary. A supplementary appendix
demonstrates that this simpli cation is mathematically justi able for crystallographic
calculations (but not for elasticity calculations). In the rest of this chapter, we let
remain undistorted across the facet junction.
The TP is a particular case of the colored symmetry group where the complex
phase multiplier,takes the value3 1 instead of2 1 for DPs. Thus, there are three
non-geometric qualities instead of two (p=3 in the language of Shubnikov et al. [1974]).
We color the third imaginary lattice as red, denoting itfrom
by kokkinos, in the same
spirit that was used in DPs. Thus the disclination at the facet junction converts the
white lattice to the red lattice. The three-colored TP may be visualized as composed
of three di erent DPs by removing one of the lattices at a time. Removing
we obtain
the original DP. Likewise, removing
, we obtain the DP on the other side of the facet
to
junction. When removing , a di erent sort of DP emerges. The relation from
is simply the disclination s rotation. This produces a Frank vector associated with
any lattice vector in. Therefore, the Frank vector of a disclination calculated in
[Hirth et al., 2006, Barrett and El Kadiri, 2014d] can be swiftly recovered by assuming
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the simple case of dislocation formed from non-partial dislocations in both lattices
and with step vectors equal to the facet length vector
l which lies normal to the GB
tilt axis, and where
R relates and

crystals:

f (l) = Rl
Since and

l

(6.2)

form a valid DP, relation 6.2 may be recovered by using Equation

6.1.Substituting with , and

with , and assuming the coordinate frame of,

and applying the appropriate symmetry operations, gives:
[R 0][I l ][R 0] 1 [I l ] 1 = [I R l

l ]

(6.3)

Thus, the Frank vector is obtained upon requiring
l = l . Barrett and El Kadiri
[2014d] demonstrated that deformation facets form from disconnection pile-up relaxing
into a low-energy boundary, but with an energy trade-o from creating a disclination
dipole. The process is schematically illustrated in Figure 6.1. For a pile-up of two
disconnections with Burgers vectors givenbby= T

T

each, the white

step vectors are rotated to their red counterparts through Frank vectors given by
Equation 6.2:f (T

) = RT

T

which are absorbed by the nucleating

disclination dipole. Thus, the nal Burgers vector content of the disconnection is
given by bf = 2 RT

2T

.

RT

and T

must both lie on the plane

of the new facet, and a disclination dipole emerges mediating
s rotation to with
a total dislocation content given by Equation 6.2. The remaining Burgers vector is
de ned in the - DP.
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Figure 6.1:Schematic illustrating the conversion of disconnection pile-up to a new
facet with a disclination dipole.
b must satisfy the material ux conditions
on the interface to glide [Hirth and Pond, 1996].

6.5

Disconnection transformation across disclinations
Once a new facet has nucleated, gliding interfacial disconnections collide with the

bounding disclination. Penetration cannot occur conservatively without a change in
the disconnection character. The disconnection transformation across an interfacial
disclination is schematically illustrated in Figure 6.2. Assuming a trichromatic event,
aT

T

Burgers vector disconnection entering the facet junction will translate

the disclination and facet junctionTby . This alters the dislocation content of the
(T
disclination dipole fby

), thus changing the Burgers vector of the disconnection

to:
bn = RT
Fig. 6.2 illustrates
T

and T

T

(6.4)

both rotating as usually occurs. However,

the nature of the new disconnection is unchanged by the partitioning of rotations.
The new disconnection is valid on the new facet and is de ned with the
- DP. In
summary, when converting disconnections across two di erent DPs, a TP captures
the corresponding transformation. Any disconnection on- a DP can be converted
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Figure 6.2:Schematic illustrating the transformation of a disconnection through a
disclination onto a new facet.

to a disconnection on a- DP by rotating

in the - DP to become

in the -

DP. Relating the two positions in a- DP enables expression of the vector s change
as a disconnection. This disconnection transforms disconnections from
- the
DP to
those of - DP.
Connections to the language of Hirth et al. [2012] are useful. The TP may be
regarded a superposition of the natural DP (NDP), and the rotated DP (RDP),
except that for simplicity we have rotated
by
by

rather than rotating both lattices

2. Since the BP formed via facet nucleation is coherent, it has a coherency

strain de ned using its NDP, shown in Figure 6.3. However, if we studied
1012
nucleation from the BP, we would need to use its commensurate DP (CDP) to de ne
the disconnections which produce the twin facet. Then, the NDP should be used to
obtain the rotation to the twin plane.

6.6

Trichromatics of 1 0 1 2 -BP faceting
The TP for faceting between BP and 1 0 1 2 is shown in Figure 6.3. Forward

of2
faceting where a 1 0 1 2 twin nucleates from pile-up b
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2

disconnections has

b e e n a n al y z e d r e c e ntl y [ B arr ett a n d El K a diri, 2 0 1 4 d].

H er e, w e will a d dr ess t h e

b a c k w ar d pr o c ess of a B P b o u n d ar y s e g m e nt n u cl e ati n g fr o m pil e- u p of { 1 0 1 2 }
t wi n ni n g dis c o n n e cti o ns, b t .

Fi g ur e 6. 3: Tri c hr o m ati c p att er n f or t h e { 1 0 1 2 } t wi n - { 0 0 0 1 }|| { 1 0 1 0 } d ef or m ati o n
f a c et e d b o u n d ari es.

We assi g n a c o or di n at e s yst e m,

x =[ 1 2 1 0] i n all l atti c es, y =[ 1 0 1 1] µ , a n d z = x × y .

I n Fi g ur e 6. 3, x p oi nts o ut of t h e p a g e, y t o t h e ri g ht, a n d z u p w ar d. O ur c o or di n at e
s yst e m is ali g n e d wit h t h e t wi n pl a n e, l yi n g wit h a n a n gl e of at a n( γ /

√

3) ≈

43◦

c o u nt er cl o c k wis e of t h e bl a c k l atti c e b as al pl a n e ( a b o ut x ), γ b ei n g t h e c / a r ati o. T h e
l atti c e p ar a m et er, a , is s c al e d t o u nit y. T h e r e d l atti c e is r ot at e d 9 0◦ c o u nt er cl o c k wis e
fr o m t h e bl a c k l atti c e.

T h e { 1 0 1 2 } t wi n dis c o n n e cti o n B ur g ers v e ct or c a n b e

c o m p os e d of l atti c e v e ct ors ω

µ

= [ 1 0 1 0] µ a n d ω
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λ

= [ 0 0 0 1]

λ

w hi c h r es p e cti v el y li e

on the BP plane, and

4 away from it. When both lattice vectors are converted to

our coordinate system, the resulting disconnection must be:
0
bt =

2

3
3+

2

3

h=

1

2

+3

(6.5)

0
The disconnection may be converted to a disclination dipole which rotates
by
4 to become
f(

in the BP plane. The dipole s length and Burgers vector areand

), respectively. The dipole nucleation leaves behind a disconnection,
b0 0 in the

BP plane, given as:
0
b0

0

= bt + f (

)=

3
2

+3

3

h=0

(6.6)

This calculation is re ected in inset B of Figs. 6.3-6.4. The disconnection has a
burgers vector of 3

along [1 0 1 0] and thus has no component normal to the facet.

The in nite relaxed BP boundary is semicoherent, forcing a match between the smallest
spacings of (2200) and (0 0 0 2) planes. To accommodate this local coherency during
facet nucleation, the
b0

0

is eliminated. In other words, its core spreads over the

entire facet transforming it to a coherency strain. No mis t dislocations accompany
this process, and so the facet thus formed is fully coherent and strained.
The BP facet may be formed from several bt disconnections, forming a facet
several times as long as given above. Alternately, additional
bt disconnections may
intersect a facet junction and be eliminated in favor of lengthening the facet.
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Disconnection transformation onto the BP facet is possible in two ways. The rst
method is equivalent to the calculations for facet nucleation. If the facet is already
present, then nucleation of a new disclination dipole over the disconnection is equivalent
to moving the preexisting disclination by the vector
T
. Thus the disconnection is
eliminated by lengthening the facet, and the remaining dislocation again is converted
to coherency strain. The second method of disconnection transformation is obtained by
= [0 0 0 1]
introducing a new set of lattice vectors which produce the TD. De ning
and

= [1 0 1 0] , we again obtainbt . However, the disconnection transformation

process is di erent, as the disclination now rotates
to become

, rather than

rotating .
This gives the resulting disconnection:
0
b2

2

= bt + f (

)=

3
2

h=

+3

(6.7)

3
This calculation is re ected in inset A of Fig. 6.3. The disconnection has a
Burgers vector of 3

along [0 0 0 1]. Because of the coherency of the strained

BP boundary, this disconnection is glissile, even though its Burgers vector lies normal
to the interface.
It is useful to construct the TP as three DPs which meet at the boundary facets.
This is illustrated in the reduced TP of Figure 6.4 for the BP facet. On the parent-twin
facet, the black and white lattices coexist only at the boundary. For the BP facet,
the pristine black lattice exists below the boundary, while both red and white lattice
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ar e d e pi ct e d a b o v e t h e b o u n d ar y. T his r e d u c e d c o n ﬁ g ur ati o n e n a bl es c a pt uri n g t h e
Fr a n k v e ct or, t h e T D, a n d t h e tr a nsf or m e d T D, at t h e si n g ul ar l o c ati o n, t h e f a c et
�
j u n cti o n. T h e T P h as a t hr e e- di m e nsi o n al B el o v gr o u p of 2 ( 2 ) m

( 2) ( 3)

= 2

( 3)

m

( 3)

.

A w a y fr o m t h e b o u n d ar y, t h e w hit e a n d r e d l atti c e p ositi o ns di v er g e, a n d t h er ef or e
t h e l o n g r a n g e at o mi c p ositi o ns ar e dist ort e d b et w e e n t h e m a n d ar e n ot w ell r e pr es e nt e d
i n a T P. T h e T P gi v es at o m p ositi o ns a c c ur at e o nl y o n t h e b o u n d ar y, e x c e pt f or f a c ets
of i n ﬁ nit e l e n gt h. T h us it r et ai ns us ef ul n ess f or d et er mi ni n g i nt erf a ci al r e a cti o ns. T h e
str ai n ﬁ el d f ar a w a y fr o m a dis cli n ati o n di p ol e is e q u al t o t h at of a disl o c ati o n.

Fi g ur e 6. 4: R e d u c e d tri c hr o m ati c p att er n f or a { 1 0 1 2 } t wi n - { 0 0 0 1 }|| { 1 0 1 0 }
d ef or m ati o n f a c et e d b o u n d ar y.

6. 7

C o n cl u si o n s
I n c o n cl usi o n, t his w or k pr es e nts a n e w m et h o d ol o g y f or a n al ysis of f a c et e d tilt

b o u n d ari es c o nt ai ni n g w e d g e dis cli n ati o ns at t h e f a c et j u n cti o ns.
s u m m ari z e d as f oll o ws:
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K e y p oi nts ar e

1. TPs fully describe the topology of neighboring facets. TPs are described by
point groups of color symmetry where the non-geometrical permutation number
is three,
2. Wedge interfacial disclinations join facets with slight misorientation di erences,
3. TPs illustrate facet nucleation from disconnection pile-up, and depict remaining
defects on the new facet. They are also useful to rapidly visualize disconnection
transformation from one facet to its neighbor,
4. Applying TP theory to BP- 1 0 1 2 faceting indicates that TDs pile-up and
nucleate BP interfaces. The TB facets, avoiding disconnection pile-up that
might cause a loss of coherency and end twin propagation. Since TDs transform
b2
to glissile

2

disconnections on the BP facet, the faceted twin-BP boundary is

mobile. Furthermore, the BP facet can vanish by emitting TDs from the facet
junction as demonstrated in Barrett and El Kadiri [2014d],
0 1 2 twinning largely
5. The availability of low energy faceting mechanisms 1for
explain its remarkable mobility; allowing extremely rapid propagation, easy
detwinning under stress reversal, and the absorption of low energy defects such
as glissile lattice dislocations.
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CHAPTER 7
ANALYSIS OF THE MATERIAL FLUX OF DISCONNECTIONS UNDERGOING
CROSS-FACETING

7.1

Summary
Faceted twin boundaries in hexagonal close-packed metals have a crucial impact

on the propagation of those boundaries. Many of the asymmetric tilt facet which
form have a strained coherent character with active disconnections with Burgers
vector components not in the plane of glide. As recently documented by Barrett and
El Kadiri [2014d], some of these disconnections are still glissile due to the conservation
of the material during their movement. The object of this work is to derive general
conditions for the conservation of material on faceted asymmetric tilt boundaries with
coherency strains with a character equivalent to that predicted for a facet nucleation
process similar to that in Barrett and El Kadiri [2014d].

7.2

Introduction
Recent studies of hexagonal close-packed (hcp) twinning nucleation and- prop

agation have illustrated the importance of faceting [Wang et al., 2013a, Barrett
and El Kadiri, 2014d, Xu et al., 2013]. In particular, the most predominant hcp
1010
twin mode, the 1 0 1 2 twin, facets readily onto the
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0 0 0 1 (PB) and

0001

1 0 1 0 boundaries. It has been demonstrated that the
1 0 1 2 may nu-

cleate from a pre-existing BP boundary [Barrett and El Kadiri, 2014d], and that it
may form a new BP boundary from the twin plane boundary [Barrett and El Kadiri,
2014a]. Faceting is not limited 1to0 1 2 twinning, and the close relation between the
1 0 1 1 and 1 0 1 3 twins and the 1 0 1 1

0 0 0 1 (PyB) and

0001

1011

boundaries has recently been elucidated [Barrett and El Kadiri, 2014a]. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has demonstrated the existence of these boundaries
[Weatherly et al., 1999], as well as faceted
1 0 1 2 twin boundaries [Wang et al.,
2013a].
Molecular dynamics studies of the BP boundary have demonstrated that the
disconnections on it are mobile and readily form from twinning disconnections on the
1 0 1 2 boundary [Barrett and El Kadiri, 2014d]. This mobility is unusual because
it requires a strained coherent boundary, and the action of a Burgers vector which
does not lie in the plane of glide. The conditions for glide of such an interfacial
defect have been elaborated by Hirth and Pond [1996, 2011]. Examination of the
relaxed BP boundary showed that it is semi-coherent; having regions which are fully
coherent delimited by mis t disconnection and mis t dislocations. The disconnections,
therefore, have limited mobility in it, as they pile-up onto the mis t dislocations and
are unable to glide past them. A BP boundary nucleated from a1 0 1 2 boundary,
however, does not have this limitation, because it is fully coherent and strained
[Barrett and El Kadiri, 2014a]. This strained boundary presents no hindrance to
disconnection mobility, but becomes unstable as its length is increased.
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The BPy boundary is very similar in character to the BP boundary. Its relaxed
state is semi-coherent with mis t dislocations separating fully coherent regions. These
regions also have disconnection which may be glissile. Recognizing the similarity
between the relationship of the BPy boundary with the
1 0 1 1 twin, and the BP
boundary with the 1 0 1 2 twin, it is natural to look for a similar ful llment of the
material ux conditions. In fact, there is a close relationship between the conditions
for facet nucleation, and the conditions for glide of a disconnection which arises via
the cross-faceting mechanism. In other words, disconnections which are glissile on
a twin boundary and can nucleate a new facet, are also able to transform and glide
on that facet. The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate that this statement
is a general mathematical rule which follows naturally from the equations for the
conservation of material due to glide of a disconnection. We begin by relating the
material ux to the deformation gradient due to complete passage of disconnections
through a reference volume.

7.3

Relating the material

ux and the deformation gradient

The material ux equation was derived in Hirth and Pond [1996] and is given by
the following expression:
I = Lv l

iX

l

iX

(7.1)

For conservative glide of a disconnection,
I = 0. To determine whether this requirement
is ful lled, we must know how the atoms per unit volume,
X, changes fromX to
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X due to the action of the disconnection passing through. For our analysis, we will
adopt the following de nitions for the atoms per unit volume:
X =

Na
V

X =

Na
V

=

Na
aw d

=

Na
aw d

(7.2)

In this de nition,
X and X are two atomic densities which are de ned for the
same number of atoms with a di erent unit cell size and shape. By using this
de nition,Na toms cancels out of the material ux and we can concentrate on how the
disconnection will change the shape and size of the unit cell. It is assumed that the
directiona lies in the plane of the interface, so it is undeformed by the disconnection.
The vectorsw , w , d , and d are normal toa and span the deformed area. The
material ux equation is now given by:
l

i a w

d = (l

i)a w

d

(7.3)

If the disconnection Burgers vector lies in the interface, the equation is automatically
l i that
is
satis ed, as previously noted. For the rest of this section, we will assume
not zero. If it is zero, then
l i must be zero as well, or the equation is not satis ed.
To proceed further, we must consider the deformation acting on the vectors
w
and d which maps them to w and d . The deformation due to a disconnection in
an interface has been derived by Hirth and Pond [2011]. Hirth and Pond [2011] gives
an expression for the engineering strain in their Equation 5:
0
D
m

=

y
dD

by
bz
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0 0 nz

(7.4)

where b is the Burgers vector and
nz is the interface normal.
y is the distance along
the interface and 1dD is the defects per unit length. This is actually the displacement
gradient tensor times unit volume. Thus, to derive the deformation gradient from it,
we de ne:
D
m

F= I+

(7.5)

yhL

Here the depth,L is assumed to be unity, and for our case,
h= l

i. We will also

assume there is only one disconnection so that
dD = 1. For the time being, we will
neglect the e ect of the coherency strain. This will be added into our analysis later.
It is worth noting that our statement,
h = l i is correct for our analysis regardless
of whether or notl

i>l

i. This is because we are not switching the sign X
of

l ) i changes as Hirth and Pond [1996, 2011] do.

when the sign of l(

Substituting the deformation gradient into our material ux equation naturally
causes it to automatically be satis ed because the deformation gradient de nition
was derived from the material ux:
l
l

l

iaw

i a w

d = (l

d = (l
D
m

i)a

yhL

i)a Fw
D
m

w

yhL

d + w

Fd

(7.6)

D
m

yhL

d +

D
m

yhL

w

d
(7.7)

l

l

iaw

d = (l

i)a

b
l

n
w
i

b
l

n
d + w
i

b
l

n
b
d +
i
l

n
w
i

d
(7.8)

l
a

l

l

iw

l

l

l

d =

ia w

id + w

l

l

id + l

l

iw

d
(7.9)
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l
a (i w ) l

l

l

l

(i d ) + w

l

d =

ia w
l

l

(i d ) + (iw ) l

l

d
(7.10)

l

l
l
a

ia w
l

d = a

ia w

(w (i d )

w

l

d = a

l

(i d )

(w (i d )

(i w )d )

l

(iw )d

(i w )d )

l

l

l

l
l

iw

l

(7.12)

l
d

(7.11)

=0

(7.13)

Here we will use a four-vector identity:
a (b

c d)

b (a

c d) + c (a

b d)

d (a

b c) = 0

(7.14)

Contracting this expression with
i and making substitutions, we have:
a= w
i (a (b
i
i

c d)
w

b= d

b (a

d
l + l

c= l

c d) + c (a

l
(w

l

d= a

(7.15)

b d)

d (a

w

l

l

a

a) + a w

d

l

l

a
d

l

d

b c)) = 0
=

(7.16)
(7.17)

Sincea i = 0, this expression is equivalent to that above, and thus the material
ux is automatically satis ed. The deformation gradient when simpli ed, takes the
form:
F= I+

7.4

b

i
h

(7.18)

Change in volume by disconnections on a faceted tilt boundary
For the disconnections considered here, glissile movement occurs when the total

change in unit cell volume is null. However, the following derivations do not require
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such a stringent condition. It is usually su cient condition for gissile movement if the
change in volume on the new facet is equal to the change in volume on the old facet.
Using the material ux equation, the change in volume on the original interface is:
V
l
=
V
l

i
i

(7.19)

If a disclination is de ned by the rotation
R, then the residual disconnection in
a new facet is given byRl

l . We will assume that this residual disconnection is

converted to a coherency strain. This changes the volume of the unit cell spanning
the new facet by:
V new
Rl g
=
old
l g
V

(7.20)

Here g is a vector in the interface normal to the tilt axis.
Then the total material ux from to
Rd

under the action of some disconnection

d is:
V
V V new
Rl g Rd f
=
=
old
V
V V
l g d f

(7.21)

Here f is normal to the new interface. We will de ne a constraint that the disconnection
nucleating the facet is the same disconnection which is gliding in the new facet, thus:
l

l = d

d . For this disconnection to be glissile in the new facet, we will require

that the change in volume is equal to the change in volume on the original interface:
V
V
=
V
V

l
l

i
Rl g Rd f
=
i
l g d f
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(7.22)

Recall that for facet nucleation, it is required
l and
thatRl to lie in the new facet
interface. Without loss of generality, de
l =nelg + la and Rl = Rlg + la where
the components ofl and Rl are along theg and a, the tilt axis:
l
l

lg i
i
Rl g Rd f
=
=
=
i
l g d f
lg i

Rlg g Rd f
lg Rd f
=
lg g d f
lg d f

(7.23)

Rearranging, we have:
lg lg id
De ne unit vectors:l =

lg
lg

, and l =
l

Now since d

f = lg lg iRd

id

lg
lg

f

(7.24)

.

f= l

iRd

f

(7.25)

d de nes the same disconnection as
l

l , d and d may be

generally de ned as:
d = l + m

d = l + m

m i=0

(7.26)

Furthermore, if
m is decomposed into components:ma + mg + mf , the componentma
is eliminated in the dot products, so we will make the substitution:
m = m f + mg =
m (ig

if ). The material ux equation is now reduced to:
l

Noting thatl

i (l + m) f = l

f = 0 and Rl

iR l + m

f

(7.27)

f = 0, we have:
l

i (m) f = l
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iRm f

(7.28)

To proceed further, we need to clarify
R. R is fully de ned as a rotation about axis
a such thatRl

f = 0. For any vectorn, the rotation gives:
Rn =

n l g +

n a f

l

(7.29)

When applied to l , this evidently produces the correct result, and it may easily be
veri ed that it is a rotation about
a. (Here we have assumed that (a g f ) is right
handed order.)
Applying this expression to
Rm gives:
l
We will assume m = (ig

im f = l

i l

m a

(7.30)

if ) as the potential negative sign cancels out on either side

of the equation.
l

i (ig

if ) f = l

i l

i ( if ) f = l

l
l

i l

i ( if ) f = l
l i
l i

=

(ig

if ) a

(if ) a

i ( if f )

(7.31)

(if f )
( if ) f

1= 1

7.5

Conclusions
Summing up, we have proven that the material ux equation is automatically

satis ed on a new facet when the following assumptions are made:
1. The disconnections gliding on the new facet are of the same character (Burgers
vector and step height) as those from which the facet might be created. The
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component of the residual dislocation from that creation process which is normal
to the tilt axis is equal to the coherency strain in the facet.
2. The disclination rotation is about an axis which is normal to both facets.
3. The disconnection in the original boundary is glissile.
4. The disconnection in the new boundary is glissile if it produces a shape change
and volume change which di er from the old disconnection by rotation. Thus, if
the original disconnection was volume conserving, the transformed disconnection
will be as well. Likewise, if the old disconnection sheared the lattice on a certain
plane, the same shear will be applied by the transformed disconnection.
Many disconnections on tilt boundaries ful ll these assumptions, and thus are
glissile on the coherent boundaries associated with them. If the long range coherency
strains in those boundaries are relieved by mis t dislocations, such dislocations will
act as pins and restrict the glide of disconnections.
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CHAPTER 8
1 0 1 2 , 1 0 1 1 , AND

IMPACT OF DEFORMATION FACETING ON

1013

EMBRYONIC TWIN NUCLEATION IN HEXAGONAL CLOSE-PACKED
METALS

8.1

Summary
A crystal boundary under stress may develop pile-ups of disconnections. The

augmented distortion eld around the pile-up may relax by forming a low energy
boundary, but one which does not require a signi cant change in misorientation. In
deformation faceting, the change in misorientation is mediated by an interfacial wedge
disclination dipole, while disconnection content persists if the new facet preserves
incompatibility of the disconnection steps. Any disconnection gliding on one facet
may enter and glide along the adjacent facet (cross facet), provided it transforms
across the disclination barrier into a mobile defect.
1 0 1 2 and 1 0 1 1 are special
twin boundaries in hexagonal-close packed metals that can convert slip dislocations
into disconnections which tend to pile-up and relax via facet nucleation. Thus, these
twins may facet into other mobile boundaries which enable cross faceting as a way
to absorb and overcome slip barriers without sacri cing much of their mobility. In
this chapter, we provide a detailed characterization of the low energy boundaries,
disclinations, and disconnection transformations that may separately intervene in
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1 0 1 2 and 1 0 1 1 twin faceting, with extensions to
1 0 1 3 twinning. We further
show that this faceting promotes formation of bulk twin embryos and facilitates their
maturity into large dimensions appropriate for lenticular twin propagation. We apply
the trichromatic pattern concept, which we recently introduced1 for
0 1 2 twin
faceting.

8.2

Introduction
Recent endeavors pointed out that1 0 1 2 twins in hexagonal close-packed metals

(HCP) may preferentially nucleate from low angle grain boundaries (GBs) [Capolungo
and Beyerlein, 2008, Beyerlein and Tome, 2010, Wang et al., 2010a, Kadiri et al.,
2013, El Kadiri et al., 2013c] or from arti cially introduced
1 0 1 2 stacking faults
in molecular dynamics (MD) simulation schemes. Nucleation from a defect free
environment inside a single crystal, though possible, requires exorbitant stresses
[Barrett et al., 2012a]. Using density-functional theory, Wang et al. [2009b] showed
that a 1 0 1 2 stable nucleus triggered by 1a0 1 2 stacking fault requires at least
six twinning disconnections (TDs) to strike simultaneously. Conversely, these authors
suggested a pragmatic process whereby a twin embryo can nucleate at a symmetric tilt
wall, but provided a pile-up of lattice dislocations is applied to the boundary Wang
et al. [2013b]. This process was not described as dissociation of lattice dislocations into
twinning dislocations. Rather, the lattice dislocations acted as stress concentrators
motivating nucleation through a pure shu e mechanism.
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In contrast, using interfacial defect theory [Pond and Hirth, 1994, Hirth and Pond,
1996, Hirth et al., 2012], the present authors have demonstrated [Barrett and El Kadiri,
2014d] that a twin facet can readily nucleate at a high-angle
1010

0 0 0 1 basal-

prismatic (BP) boundary through a mechanism which only implicated intrinsic
- in
terfacial dislocations and actually transformed one of the pre-existing grains into a
twin. The twin boundary (TB) was shown to nucleate from a pile-up of
b2

2

type

disconnections as a relaxation process of the attendant distortion eld. In the language
of Hirth et al. [2012], the relaxation proceeds by rotational equi-partitioning of strain
on either side of the BP boundary, because the
1 0 1 2 low energy boundary exists
at close proximity, only at2 = 2 . Thus the BP boundary prefers to create a low
energy disclination dipole, which communicates with another boundary, than to bear
the high distortion eld of the pile-up.
Importantly, it was found that the action of the BP
1 0 1 2 disclination on any
glissile disconnection on one facet did not a ect the ability of the transformed defect
to cross-glide along the adjacent facet Barrett and El Kadiri [2014d]. Consequently,
the faceted boundary remains highly mobile. Serra et al. [2002] showed 1that
012
and 1 0 1 1 have unique TBs in HCP metals in that they are able to convert slip
dislocations of the matrix or twins to TDs or other disconnections. So one may expect
a rapid build-up of these disconnections in the TB and, thus, their possible relaxation
into BP boundaries. This chapter is partly concerned with investigating the possibility
of this process, as it would o er a formal explanation of1why
0 1 2 high mobility
is indi erent to concurrent or prior slip in the matrix [El Kadiri and Oppedal, 2010,
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Oppedal et al., 2012, Ma et al., 2012]. We extend all these notions to faceting of
1 0 1 1 , which is another important twin mode observed in nearly all commercial
HCP metals, including Mg, Zr, and Ti, and was evaluated as critical for damage in Mg.
We identify all the boundaries that can practically form as deformation facets from this
mode, and characterize the attendant disclinations and disconnection transformation.
Finally, we are particularly interested in the possibility of mutual faceting between
di erent 1 0 1 2 systems and BP systems. We show that this multi-faceted process
facilitates embryonic twin nucleation.

8.3

Atomistic simulation Methodology
The routine of MD simulations can be found expounded in detail [Barrett and

El Kadiri, 2014d]. Using LAMMPS [Plimpton, 1995], with an embedded atom method
potential for magnesium, ([Liu et al., 1996]), we examine faceting and twin nucleation
under di erent stress states and texture conditions, as shown in Figure 8.1.

We

start with a BP boundary type bicrystal slab subjected to uniaxial tension along the
c -axis of one of the crystals. We then replace the BP boundary by1 a0 1 2 TB,
but the bicrystal is deformed under shear parallel to the TB. To better appreciate the
identi ed mechanisms, we remove the boundary, but introduced anm
3 void at the
center of the single-crystal block to prevent nucleation at the external surfaces. We
use relatively large-scale MD simulations to avoid inaccuracies associated with surface
e ects which may produce undesirable e ects associated with image forces. We found
that this method is more accurate than the classical periodic boundary conditions
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Figure 8.1: Loading conditions of the three types of atomistic simulations
This shows (a) a BP boundary type bicrystal subjected to uniaxial tension normal to
the boundary, (b) a 1 0 1 2 twin boundary subjected to shear on the boundary in
the twinning direction, and (c) a single crystal block with a central void subjected to
uniaxial tension.

(PBC). PBC potentially cause the stress elds to wrap back into the simulation and
introduce arti cial interactions, which lead to pathological mechanisms of slip and
7
twin nucleations. We used about 10
and 10 8 atoms for the simulations of deformation

in the bicrystals and single crystals, respectively.
We used Ovito, [Stukowski, 2010], for overall visualization with the virial stress
[Thompson et al., 2009] and the basal plane vector methods [Barrett et al., 2012b] for
analysis. However, the Crystal Analysis code developed by Stukowski et al. [2012],
Stukowski [2012], Stukowski and Arsenlis [2012] proved most useful in facilitating
identi cation of atomic interface structures and extraction of data related to the line
of disconnections.
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8. 4

S y n o p si s of t h e T h e o r y
W hil e n u cl e ati o n of d ef or m ati o n f a c ets o c c urs as a b o u n d ar y c o n v erts dis c o n-

n e cti o n arr a ys t o dis cli n ati o n di p ol es, t h eir m o bilit y is di ct at e d b y h o w dis cli n ati o n
di p ol es tr a nsf or m glissil e dis c o n n e cti o ns. T h us, a d et ail e d st u d y is n e e d e d t o d es cri b e
i nt er a cti o ns b et w e e n i nt erf a ci al dis cli n ati o n a n d dis c o n n e cti o ns.

Fi g ur e 8. 2: S c h e m ati c ill ustr ati n g a n i nt erf a ci al w e d g e dis cli n ati o n di p ol e i n a V olt err a
s oli d.
T w o dis cli n ati o ns of o p p osit e si g n ar e e q ui v al e nt t o a n e d g e disl o c ati o n, as m a y b e
s e e n b y s u p eri m p osi n g a V olt err a s oli d f or a n e d g e disl o c ati o n o utsi d e of t h e o n e f or a
w e d g e dis cli n ati o n.

A dis c o n n e cti o n is d e ﬁ n e d as t h e br o k e n s y m m etr y g e n er at e d b y c o n n e cti n g t w o
i n c o m p ati bl e st e p v e ct ors fr o m e a c h l atti c e of t h e bi- cr yst al, o n e d e n ot e d bl a c k (µ )
a n d t h e ot h er o n e w hit e ( λ ).

W h e n a dis c o n n e cti o n gli d es t hr o u g h a n i nt erf a c e, t h e

r ef er e n c e p oi nt of s y m m etr y o n t h e i nt erf a c e is tr a nsl at e d b y t h e dis c o n n e cti o n m o vi n g
t hr o u g h it. T h e tr a nsl ati o n di ﬀ ers fr o m o n e l atti c e t o t h e ot h er a n d is gi v e n i n e a c h
of t h e m b y t h e r es p e cti v e cr yst all o gr a p hi c v e ct ors d es cri bi n g t h e dis c o n n e cti o n. A
dis cli n ati o n m a y e xist i n o n e or b ot h l atti c es. O n o n e h a n d, f or t h e dis c o n n e cti o n t o
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move through the interface containing a disclination, the disclination must-be trans
lated by the appropriate step vector. On the other hand, translating a disclination is
equivalent to introducing a disclination dipole with start and end points corresponding
to the nal and initial positions of the same disclination. A disclination dipole has
dislocation character like a disconnection, and so dipole formation can be viewed as
simply accomplished by removing part of the dislocation from the disconnection and
applying it to the dipole. The remaining disconnection now may or may not be able to
glide on the other side of the disclination, depending on the topology of both defects.
To expound our theory, we focus on the case of1 0 1 2 TBs, which have a relatively
low energy [Wang and Beyerlein, 2012]. This is however done in a way that does not
handicap applicability of the methodology to other classes of boundaries, as long as
the change in misorientation is kept reasonably small.
1 0 1 2 twinning shows unique
features, which make it worth as the primary showcase. In fact, a glissile
1012
TD is geometrically able to undergo dislocation transformation in ve di erent ways,
enabling four types of facets all on low energy boundaries. The rst is the namesake
twin boundary: 1 0 1 2
0001

1 0 1 2 (TB1). The rest are 1 0 1 2

1 0 1 0 (BP), and 1 0 1 0

1 0 1 2 (TB2),

0 0 0 1 (PB). The misorientations of these last

three boundaries di er from the original one by
7 , 4 , and 4 , respectively. Each
of these facets is able to nucleate any of the others while disconnection transformation
remains possible between any neighboring pair. We argue that these easily achievable
1 0 1of2 twinning.
interactions constitute a primary cause for the supreme mobility
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We rst enumerate the requirements for a facet to nucleate from a at boundary
and formulate therein a topological criterion. We found trichromatic patterns useful
to derive the dislocation content of a facet (e.g., Figures 8.5 and 8.6). The method
will rst be elucidated for nucleation of BP, PB, and TB2 facets from the TB1 parent
boundary. We then move to formulate a generalized framework for disconnection
transformation across a facet junction. The phenomenon was found to greatly impact
nucleation of twin embryos from GBs when all facet variants are involved.

8.5

Disconnection disclination interactions
Consider nucleation of a new facet from an initially at reference boundary. The

attendant increase in surface energy may not be possible unless it compensates a higher
energy con guration. Moreover, a facet involves a disclination dipole characterized
by a distortional eld energy that varies quadratically with the rotation and size
of the bicrystal. Thus, the barrier for facet nucleation further increases. One may
then imagine that the total rotation behind the attendant rotational dichromatic
commensurate pattern (RCDP) from the CDP must be small enough to permit a
nucleation event. This is readily possible for facet interfaces which have similar
misorientations to that of the parent interface. The long-range displacement eld of
the disclination dipole is comparable to that of an edge dislocation [Eshelby, 1956].
Following Hirth et al. [2006], Barrett and El Kadiri [2014d], the dislocation character
of the facet disclination dipole writes as (Figure 8.2):
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f = Rl

l

(8.1)

The facet vectorl connects the poles, and
R represents the characteristic rotation
of the disclination [Barrett and El Kadiri, 2014d]. The meaning of Equation 8.1 is
now expanded from its original usage [Barrett and El Kadiri, 2014b]. This equation
is equivalent to the description of a disconnection between two lattices, which deviate
R, which arises from the step vector symmetry
from one to the other by the quantity
operation of in each lattice,
l. This interpretation is of useful practice in our analysis.
The facet vectorl and rotation matrixR may be determined by the following
considerations. To the bicrystal, prescribe a coordinate system. Let )black (
and white ( ) interpenetrating crystal lattices represent the upper and lower lattices,
respectively, and add a red)(lattice to conveniently depict the relative atom positions
of the white lattice as rotated between the poles of the disclination (Figure 8.5). This
trichromatic pattern (TP) serves to illustrate and interrelate valid disconnections in
the initial and faceted boundaries.
As noted in [Barrett and El Kadiri, 2014b], the TP is a particular case of the Belov
colored symmetry group, [Shubnikov et al., 1974], where the complex phases multiplier,
, is equal to3 1 instead of2 1 for dichromatics. Thus there are three non-geometric
quantities corresponding to the three lattices, with a symmetry operation cyclic group
of order three.
The nomenclature used throughout the rest of this chapter deserves some clari
- ca
tion. The three lattices will be named as above,
, , and . Here the disconnection
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glides in the positive sense when converting
to if it has a positive step height. The
disclination always convertsto . In all the TPs, the three lattices are illustrated
using solid black shapes, white shapes with black outlines, and solid red shapes,
respectively. Lattice vectors in their lattice coordinate systems will be represented
. e.g.
The
by lowercase Greek letters with superscripts indicating the lattice,
lattice coordinates when expressed in matrix form are in the directions
x = [1 2 1 0],
y = [1 0 1 0], andz = [0 0 0 1]. Miller-Bravais vectors are superscripted with the lattice
1 0]
they belong to, e.g., [1
0 . The three lattices are converted to a common bicrystal
coordinate system for analysis. This coordinate system lies along the initial interface,
such thatx is unchanged,y is in the interface plane, zandis normal to the interface.
The rotation from one coordinate system to another and other linear transformations
are expressed as a bold capital letter, T,
e.g.,
orR. Bold Latin lowercase letters
represent vectors expressed in the bicrystal coordinate system,
l = e.g.,
T . Often
the Latin letters are named according to the lattice they are associated with, e.g.,
l = T

, but these di er in name only, not in usage, from those with no superscript.

Burgers vectors of disconnections are named according to their step heights
bfi acet
j as
where the superscript represents the interface they are de ned
i ison,
the number of
planes of the step height in thelattice, and
j is the number of planes of the step
height in the or

lattices. This nomenclature is used for all disconnection Burgers

vectors except twin disconnections which are labeled
btwinplane
for distinction. An
a
t
or b is appended to the disconnection subscript to denote that the disconnection has
a positive or negative
x axis shift, respectively, with a magnitude equal2a.
to a1
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denotes the basal lattice parameter, and
= c a is the ratio of the lattice parameters.
In this analysis, Burgers and lattice vectors will be scaled
a = 1 to
for simplicity.
Vectors with an asterisk, e.g.,
b are given in the coordinate system of the new facet
they lie in, rather than the coordinate system aligned to the original facet, i.e., for bold
Latin lowercase letters with an asterisk,
x = [1 2 1 0],y is along the new facet plane,
and z is normal to the new facet plane. In all cases considered here, the disclination
rotation axis is along the tilt axis, and the tiltx axis
in every
is coordinate system so
that all the problems become essentially two-dimensional.
In TPs of this chapter, we exclusively associate the black crystal to the parent
lattice and the white crystal represent to the twin lattice. the red lattice, however,
is associated to the relative atom positions of the white lattice as rotated between
the poles of the disclination (Figure 8.5) such that the new facet plane
is aligned
of
with the new facet plane of. This TP serves to illustrate and interrelate valid
disconnections in both the initial interface and the new one. The DP for the initial
boundary is obtained by removing , and thus valid non-partial disconnections in that
interface connect black and white points. The DP for the new boundary is obtained
by removing , so non-partial defects in the that boundary connect black and red
points. The pattern obtained by removing contains the Frank vector defects of
l = T
the disclination for the white lattice vector
l = RT
RT

and the red lattice vector

. Valid Frank vectors in this DP have the restriction T
that and

are related by the rotation of the disclination. Therefore,
=
and thus

l = Rl .
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For a deformation facet to nucleate, a disconnection pile-up shall build up in the
parent facet with a total step height equal to the component of the new facet vector
along the normal of boundary in the CDP. In simpler terms, assign lthe l vector
quantity to the total disconnection. It is assumed that the individual disconnections of
a given pile-up have all of the same character. Upon facet nucleation, the two lattices
will rotate together to reduce the distance between
l and l to the minimal value
attainable by lattice rotation. Then the residual dislocation content in the new facet
is the di erence in the two vectors magnitudes. To compute this, the disclination
Burgers vector content is added to the total disconnection Burgers vector content,
and l

l becomes:

l

l

R l + l + R l

l = R l

R l

(8.2)

A criterion for facet nucleation is governed by the energy balance between the elastic
strain eld of the disconnections, and that of the disclination dipole superimposed
on the increase in facet surface tension and the decrease of the interfacial bonding
energy.
To simplify calculations, the black lattice is considered to be undistorted by the
disclination while the white lattice is not, so the white lattice bears
Rl lattice
all of
rotation. If the rotation was considered to be allocated between the two lattices,
then rather than the single lattice
, two additional lattices would intervene. The
four lattice system would be equivalent to superimposing a DP and a RCDP in
the language of Hirth et al. [2012]. Then the disclination dipole would need to be
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dissociated into a composite disclination dipole spread over both lattices. This would
produce a Burgers vector for the dipole given by:

b= R l

l

(R l

l)

R= R R

1

(8.3)

In Equation 8.3, we have not canceled out the positive and negative
l. In fact,
imagine the composite disclination reacting with a disconnection gliding along the
b1 = l
parent interface and de ned by

l . To produce a new disconnection, the

discontinuity of the disconnection comes into play, causing the two pieces of the
composite disclination to shift by di erent amounts. Thus we recover the results of
Equation 8.2:

b2 = R l

l

(R l

l ) + b1 = R l

R l

(8.4)

In Hirth et al. [2012], the partitioning of rotations between the two lattices is
assumed to be equal, which translates to:

R

1

= R

(8.5)

1
However the rotations are partitioned, Equation 8.4 contracted
R by
yields

R = I, but with the exception that
b2 becomes
an equation equivalent to setting
R

1

b2 . Thus, for the derivation of Burgers vectors, the simpli cation that the

lattice is not rotated by the disclination results in burgers vectors which di er from
the correct value only by the actual rotation of the
lattice. For this reason, we will
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use the TP here. For elasticity calculations, the resulting residual Burgers vectors
will need to be rotated along with thelattice to their actual deformed positions.
The simpli ed three lattice approximation will not a ect the topological analyses.
However, use of this assumption is invalid for derivation of the elastic energy attendant
to the faceting process. In this chapter, we will focus on geometry, to prepare a solid
ground for energy considerations in future work.
The vectors

,

, and

which are expressed in their respective lattice coordinate

frames may be converted to the bicrystal frame or the other color frame by the following
expressions:

l = T

l = T

l = RT

(8.6)

in this expression,
T represents the rotation matrix fromcrystal frame to
the bicrystal frame, and
T denotes the rotation matrix from lattice frame to the
bicrystal frame.
The vector l in Equation 8.1 must be speci ed based on the disconnection s
symmetry operation step vector in the white lattice, as the red lattice is de ned by
rotation of the white lattice. If the rotation were shared out, contributions
b from to
both rotated lattices would have to be considered as illustrated in Equation 8.4.
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8.6

Facet nucleation
A deformation facet which nucleates from a disconnection pile-up must meet

several conditions. The disconnection will be described in our bicrystal frame by the
expressions (Figure 8.3):

binitial = T
T

f =0
b0new
0 = RT

T
RT

f =0

(8.7)

T

where the vectorf is normal to the new facet. The disconnection step height is
given by the smallest of the
T

and T

projections onto the interface normal, and

bnew
0 0 is the residual dislocation content left behind following the nucleation process.
In general, there may be multiple choices ofand

which satisfy the rst

expression of Equation 8.7 and produce the same disconnection. To ascertain the
correct vectors for a new facet to nucleate, the following must be true for the pair,
and

.

1. The black lattice vector,, lies on the black lattice plane of the new facet.
2. The white lattice vector, , lies on the white lattice plane of the new facet.
3. The white and black lattice vectors lie entirely inside the disconnection core.
4. The angle between the white and black lattice vectors in the bicrystal frame is
fairly small, e.g.,
< 10 .
The rst two conditions bear pure topological features, while the two others stem
from energy con gurations. Also, for a pile-up of disconnections, nucleation may
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Fi g ur e 8. 3: S c h e m ati c ill ustr ati n g a pil e- u p of t w o dis c o n n e cti o ns tr a nsf or mi n g i nt o a
n e w f a c et.
T h e c h ar a ct eristi c l atti c e v e ct ors i n t h e w hit e a n d bl a c k cr yst als w hi c h d e ﬁ n e t h e
dis c o n n e cti o n r ot at e t o g et h er o nt o t h e n e w f a c et pl a n e l e a vi n g a r esi d u al disl o c ati o n
w hi c h is t h e di ﬀ er e n c e i n t h eir l e n gt hs. A dis cli n ati o n di p ol e r es ults at t h e e n d p oi nts
of t h e n e w f a c et a c c o m m o d ati n g t h e mis ori e nt ati o n di ﬀ er e n c e.

b e p ossi bl e b y d e ﬁ ni n g ω

µ

λ

and ω

as t h e s u m of t h e c o ntri b uti o ns fr o m i n di vi d u al

dis c o n n e cti o ns w hi c h ar e a d d e d t o g et h er. T his is oft e n di ct at e d b y e n er g y mi ni mi z ati o n
crit eri a e v e n w h e n t h e i n di vi d u al dis c o n n e cti o ns m e et all t h e f o ur c o n diti o ns.
O n c e t h e c orr e ct s et of ω µ , ω

λ

ar e f o u n d, t h e n l a n d R ar e si m pl y t h e v e ct or ω

i n t h e bi cr yst al fr a m e, a n d t h e r ot ati o n fr o m t h at v e ct or t o ω

µ

λ

i n t h e bi cr yst al fr a m e.

T h e n ass u mi n g t h at t h e tilt a xis li es al o n g x , w e h a v e:

l= T λω λ,

c os θ =

λ

λ

µ

µ

T ω ·T ω
,
|ω µ ||ω λ |
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R =  0


0


0
c os θ
� si n θ

0




si n θ 


c os θ

( 8. 8)

The sign of is de ned such that the rotation from the direction
T of to the
direction of
T

is positive.

Generally, if a facet nucleation is favored, its elimination is also possible in case
the local stress is reversed. This process is governed by the same equations and may
be understood by doing the following three mathematical operations: (i) reversing
R to R
the sign ofl in Equation 8.1, (ii) changing

1

= RT , and (iii) swapping the

roles ofbinitial and bnew
0 0 . The major di erence between facet nucleation and facet
elimination may be understood as the di erence between converting a disconnection
to a dislocation and converting a dislocation to a disconnection.
Figure 8.4 depicts results of MD simulations demonstrating the possibility of BP
and PB facet nucleations from an initially at TB1. Both nucleation events were
motivated by the resistance of the external surfaces to the glide of
1 0edge
1 2 TDs.
As a result, a disconnection pile-up built up and then partitioned the strain led
between the crystals, naturally leading to a disclination dipole. While one pole clung
on the external surface, the other extended in the lattice to form a bulk junction. The
energy balance between the states of post and prior to the nucleation event led to
the dislocation content of the disclination. Any sound theory must be able to predict
this dislocation content. In the following treatment, we analyze the nucleation of BP,
PB, and TB2 facets from a TB1 boundary, and derive their characteristic dislocation
contents.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.4:Results of molecular dynamic simulations showing nucleation of BP and
PB facet from a parent TB1 interface.
(a) a shear plane view cross section revealing disconnections in the TB1 and BP
boundaries, and (b) a parent interfacial view revealing three screw disconnection lines
extracted by the Crystal Analysis Method (CAM) Stukowski et al. [2012], Stukowski
[2012], Stukowski and Arsenlis [2012].
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8.6.1

Nucleation of BP facet

The nucleation of a BP facet has been recently demonstrated by Barrett and
El Kadiri [2014b], but more elaborate detail are given in Appendix A. Figure 8.5
shows the TP characteristic of the TB1 faceting into BP. The TP may be understood
as follows.
To the bicrystal, prescribe a coordinate system suchxthat
is the [1
2 1 0] shear
plane normal,y is the [1 10 1] direction in the parent lattice, which is the twinning
direction,1 , for 1 0 1 2 twins, andz is theK1 normal,x

y. The prismatic planes

. This TP enables easy identi cation of valid
of are aligned with the basal planes of
disconnections in the TB1 and BP boundaries. The DP for the1 0 1 2 boundary is
obtained by removing , and the DP for the BP boundary is obtained by removing .
The

1 0 1 2 twinning disconnection is given by:

btT B1 = bT2 B1
2 = [1 0 1 0]

[0 0 0 1]

bt = [0 0 0 1]

0
bTt B1 =

2

[1 0 1 0]

(8.9)
3

2 +3

0
Equation 8.9 indicates the existence of two possible lattice vector combinations for
de ning the TDs, but only one set can lie on the basal planes of
and the prismatic
planes of . The BP boundary forms from pile-up of 1 0 1 2 TDs. The detailed
analysis of the nucleation process and the derivation of the residual disconnection
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Fi g ur e 8. 5: T h e tri c hr o m ati c p att er n f or T B 1 f a c eti n g i nt o B P a n d P B b o u n d ari es
ass u mi n g a bl a c k r ef er e n c e l atti c e, a w hit e t wi n n e d l atti c e, a n d a r e d
r ot at e d l atti c e.
T h e br o k e n tr a nsl ati o n s y m m etri es c orr es p o n di n g t o t h e disl o c ati o n c h ar a ct er of e a c h
dis cli n ati o n ar e hi g hli g ht e d i n m a g ni ﬁ e d b o x es fr o m e a c h c orr es p o n di n g l a b el e d r e gi o n
of t h e tri c hr o m ati c p att er n. T h e c al c ul ati o n of t h e disl o c ati o n c o nt e nt i n v ol v es t h e
t wi n ni n g dis c o n n e cti o n, a n d t h e dis c o n n e cti o ns o n t h e B P or P B f a c ets, r es p e cti v el y.
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obtained from facet nucleation is given in Barrett and El Kadiri [2014b] and derived
in Appendix A:

0
bBP
0 0 =

3(

3)
2 +3

(

(8.10)

3)
2 +3

This disconnection in the BP facet has a Burgers vector component of
3
along the facet in the [1
1 0]
0 direction and no component normal to the facet, with
a zero step height. This interfacial dislocation is thus glissile in the BP facet. As
bBP
can be viewed in Figure 8.5,
0 0 lies in the plane of the BP facet and is similar in
magnitude to bTt B 1 .
The above calculations can be extended to the case of multiple TDs by simply
multiplying each of the facet length, the Frank vector, and the residual dislocation by
an integer equal to the number of TDs eliminated by the facet nucleation. Although
a single TD may give birth to a BP facet, a pile-up of more than a single TD is more
able to do so for obvious thermodynamic reasons. However, there is a critical number
of TDs which may not relax into a BP facet, which would be too long to maintain a
pure coherent atomic con guration. In fact, the BP achieves semi-coherency [Barrett
and El Kadiri, 2014d] by terraces bonding the basal and prismatic planes:

[1 01 0] = [0 0 0 1]
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(8.11)

This requires a coherency strain of:
BP
c

=

2( [0 0 01]
[1 01 0] )
2(
=
[0 0 0 1] + [1 0 1 0]
+

3)
3

(8.12)

Half of this compressive coherency strain is appliedand
to an opposite tensile strain
is applied to to achieve exact matching of the lattice parameters.
Thus, the long-range elastic eld created by the coherency strains is periodically
relieved by mis t dislocations, and also disconnection dipoles if the facet length
exceeds a certain threshold [Barrett and El Kadiri, 2014d].
bBP
0 0 can be visualized as
the sum of the in nitesimal Burgers vectors at each coherent pair of the black and
white planes at the interface, and it must be compensated by a mis t array added to
the interface as the facet grows. Both residual and absorbed dislocation contents can
be extracted from the TP as illustrated in Figure 8.5.

8.6.2

Nucleation of PB facet

The PB and BP boundaries exhibit identical misorientation and atomic structure,
so derivation of the nucleation equations for the PB boundary proceeds in the same
fashion. This calculation is expanded in Appendix A, giving the resulting residual
dislocation:

0
(

bP0 B0 =

3)
2 +3

3(

3)
2 +3
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(8.13)

Similarly, both dislocations can be readily extracted from the TP as illustrated in
B
Figure 8.5. The illustrationbP0of
0 in Figure 8.5 readily shows that it lies in the PB

plane and is normal tobBP
0 0 , as the two planes are mutually orthogonal. These two
disconnections have the same character since the BP and PB boundaries do, di ering
only in orientation.

8.6.3

Nucleation of a TB2 facet

The TB2 facet nucleation process is analyzed in the same spirit of constructing
the appropriate TP (Figure 8.6). The misorientation angle for the twin boundary is
=

2 arctan

3

. Thus the white lattice is rotated by the disclination dipole to

approximately 7. This rotation exactly corresponds to twice the amount for that of
the BP and PB boundaries.
It is not completely possible for a single TD to satisfy the four aforementioned
criteria for facet nucleation. This can be understood directly from TP (Figure 8.6).
However, a pile-up of an even number of TDs would do. In contrast to BP and PB,
TB2 facet nucleation leaves no residual dislocation behind, that is; the disclination
dipole s Frank vector eliminates completely the disconnection. Thus,
1 0the
12
boundary created in this process is pristine, free from defects. These characteristics
of the attendant disclination dipole clearly suggests1 0that
1 2 twinning would
easily form three-dimensional embryos in the case where multi-faceting can operate on
multiple variants. In fact, upon uniaxial tension applied to a single crystal containing
a small void at the center, several
1 0 1 2 twin embryos formed close 1 0 1 1 type
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Fi g ur e 8. 6: T h e tri c hr o m ati c p att er n f or T B 1 f a c eti n g i nt o T B 2 b o u n d ar y ass u mi n g
a bl a c k r ef er e n c e l atti c e, a w hit e T B 1 t wi n n e d l atti c e, a n d a r e d r ot at e d
T B 2 t wi n n e d l atti c e.
T h e br o k e n tr a nsl ati o n s y m m etri es c orr es p o n di n g t o t h e disl o c ati o n c h ar a ct er of e a c h
dis cli n ati o n ar e hi g hli g ht e d i n m a g ni ﬁ e d b o x es fr o m e a c h c orr es p o n di n g l a b el e d r e gi o n
of t h e tri c hr o m ati c p att er n. T h e c al c ul ati o n of t h e disl o c ati o n c o nt e nt i n v ol v es T B 1
a n d T B 2 t wi n ni n g dis c o n n e cti o n.
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stackingfaults (Figure 8.7a
). The complete mechanism being treated in a di erent
paper, we content here on analyzing the topology of the twin embryo.
Cross sections of all twin embryos revealed a nucleation mechanism through
faceting from TB1 to TB2 and further faceting and segmentation involving BP-TB1,
TB1-PB, PB-TB2, and TB2-BP facets. The combined multi-faceting resulted in
a octagon diamond-shaped morphology (Figure 8.7c).
Furthermore, the embryos
grew rapidly in the matrix suggesting that the TDs crossed smoothly through the
disclinations between neighboring facets, and thus warranted the maturity of the
nucleating embryos. The next section is dedicated to the analyses of cross-faceting
and disconnection transformation by interfacial disclinations.

8.7

Cross-faceting and embryonic 1 0 1 2 twins
Consider now a glissile disconnection on a given facet reaching a bounding discli-

nation. We use the term disconnection transformation to denote the disclination
action process through which the disconnection becomes mobile on the new facet
(Figure 8.8. Otherwise, we use disconnection transmutation . Upon crossing the
disclination, the facet junctions must shift. To understand, one may imagine an
analogous process, whereupon a disclination dipole is inserted in a fashion such that
one pole annihilates the original disclination and the other pole occupies the new
location of the facet junction. The process requires a change in the Burgers vector
content given by Equation 8.1. The remaining disconnection satis es the condition to
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8.7: Results of single crystal molecular dynamic simulations
These show (a) a three-dimensional view of twin embryos, highlighted in red, undergoing glide of multiple twinning disconnection lines running along their boundaries, but
also mutual TB1-TB2 faceting as delineated in black dashed lines where, if you follow
arrows, the same disconnection lines extend in both facets, (b) a higher magni cation
depiction of (a) with the TB1, TB2, shear plane, twinning directions, and tilt axis
illustrated schematically, and (c) a cross cut on the shear plane of the embryos showing
a variety facets of types BP-TB1, TB1-PB, PB-TB2, TB2-BP, and TB1-TB2, with
disconnections readily gliding through their characteristic disclinations.
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b e a d ef e ct o n t h e n e w f a c et. H o w e v er, t w o a d diti o n al c o n diti o ns m a y b e r e q uir e d t o
s atisf y dis c o n n e cti o n tr a nsf or m ati o n.

Fi g ur e 8. 8: S c h e m ati c ill ustr ati n g a dis c o n n e cti o n cr oss f a c eti n g t hr o u g h a n i nt erf a ci al
dis cli n ati o n
T his c a us es c h a n g es i n t h e B ur g ers v e ct or a n d st e p h ei g ht. T h e l atti c e v e ct ors r et ai n
t h eir l e n gt hs i n t h e pr o c ess, b ut r ot at e t o w ar d or a w a y fr o m e a c h ot h er b y t h e c h a n g e
i n mis ori e nt ati o n, r es ulti n g i n a n e w dis c o n n e cti o n.

1. I n t h e c as e of n o n-s y m m or p hi c cr yst als, s u c h as H C P m et als, t h e d ef e ct m a y n ot
al w a ys b e a dis c o n n e cti o n, s o f urt h er s p e ci ﬁ c ati o ns ar e n e e d e d f or a dis c o n n e cti o n
tr a nsf or m ati o n t o t a k e pl a c e:

T µW
I n E q u ati o n 8. 1 4, W

µ

µ

T

and W

µ� 1

λ

R T λW

λ� 1

T

λ� 1

R

� 1

= I

( 8. 1 4)

ar e p oi nt gr o u p s y m m etr y o p er ati o ns i n t h e

bl a c k a n d w hit e l atti c es, r es p e cti v el y. T h e m atri x R r e ﬂ e cts t h e r ot ati o n d u e
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to the disclination, and
T and T relate the black and white lattices to the
bicrystal frame in the reference con guration. For operations that are symmetry
conserving,W = W = I, and Equation 8.14 is always true. For other cases,
the expression may be further simpli ed by requiring that the original defect is
also a disconnection:

1

T W T

T W

1

T

1

= I

(8.15)

If we de ne new operations which formulate the symmetry operations in the
bicrystal frame, the conditions of disconnection transformations can be simpli ed
to the following expressions:

T W T

1

M RM

= M
1

R

T W T
1

M = M

1

= I= M M

= M
1

(8.16)

M R = RM

Thus the disconnection transformation requirement reduces to the cases where
rotation and point group symmetry operations are commutative. This requires
the two attendant matrices to be simultaneously diagonalizable. Matrix- diago
nalizability along with the other conditions in this case are together equivalent
to requiringM and M to be equal rotations about the same axisR.
as
2. For a possible transformation across the facet disclination, the disconnection
must conservatively move along the new facet. The condition is not always
satis ed for Burgers vectors not lying in the glide direction, so the material ux,
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I, accompanying the possible movement must vanish as well. This condition
was previously derived by Hirth and Pond [1996] to be, for instance, in the case
the disconnection transformsto

I = Lv h X + bn X

and :

=0

for no ux:h X =

bn X

(8.17)

The scalarL is the defect line length,
v is the defect velocity,
h is the step height
of the disconnection,X is the change in atoms per unit cell volume, and
bn
is the normal component of the Burgers vector, and
X

is the nal number

of atoms per unit cell volume in case
bn and h have the same sign or opposite
signs, respectively.
These expressions may be cast into a more convenient form by de ning an
i, which points into the white crystal, and the
interface normal unit vector,
Burgers vector,b = l

l . Thus,h = min(abs(l

i)), andbn = l

i

l

i.

Observe that the condition of
bn and h having the same sign is equivalent to
the settingh = l

i. This allows us to collapse the material ux to a single

expression:

I = Lv l
I = Lv l

i(X
i(X

X ) + (l
X ) + (l

i

l )X
l

i)X

= Lv

l

= Lv l

iX + l X
iX

l

iX
(8.18)

Equation 8.18 is equivalent to Equation 20 of Hirth and Pond [1996]. The
conservation of material for each of the transformation processes described
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herein is satis ed if the residual dislocation component normal to the tilt
axis becomes a coherency strain. This may be understood conceptually by
considering that the material ux is satis ed on the new facet if the deformation
accomplished by disconnections on the new facet di ers from the twinning
deformation only by rotation. This requirement is equivalent to the coherency
strain requirement stated above, as will be proven in a future work [Barrett and
El Kadiri, 2014c].
For the disconnection described by the di erence between crystallographic vectors
in the black and white crystals T
as
new facet will be given by
RT

T
T

, the transformed disconnection on the

. The step height of the new disconnection

will now be obtained by the smallest of the
T

and RT

projections onto the

new interface normal. In the process of the disconnection transforming through the
disclination, the facet junction will be translated
T by
, causing, according to
Equation 8.1, aRT

T

Frank vector to be absorbed by the disclination. This

quantity must be added to the initial disconnection to produce the nal disconnection:

binitial = T

T

binitial + RT

T

= RT

T

= bf inal (8.19)

Thus,the Burgers vector content on the boundary is conserved as the sum of the
initial disconnection Burgers vector and the Frank vector is equal to the nal Burgers
vector of the disconnection.
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If the old or new facet has a strain-induced coherency, the coherency will a ect
the disconnection transformation process. As noted by Hirth et al. [2012], the Burgers
vectors must both be de ned in an RCDP. However, during facet nucleation and
transformation, coherency strains on the old facet are removed and coherency strains
on the new facet are imposed. Thus, when coherency is present, the analysis proceeds
as follows:
1. Identify disconnections in the RCDP of the initial interface. Also identify the
corresponding lattice vectors in the black and white lattices.
2. Obtain the corresponding disconnection in the NDP from the same lattice
vectors.
3. Rotate the white lattice to obtain the new facet misorientation. Compute the
new disconnection Burgers vector using the natural TP (NTP).
4. Impose coherency strain on the new facet, which is given by the mis t of the
black and red lattice vectors lying on the new facet in the NTP.
5. Recompute the transformed Burgers vector including the new coherency strain.
The nal Burgers vector is de ned in the RCDP of the new facet.
The TPs given herein may all be referred to as NTPs. Another type of TP which
includes the coherency strains on both the old and new facets is also practical, though
more di cult to use, and we will refer to it as a coherent TP (CTP).
Reverse disconnection transformation is geometrically valid for every case where
disconnection transformation is valid. It may occur when a disconnection on the
new facet intersecting the disclination from the opposite side, is rotated the opposite
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way, and thus becomes a new disconnection on the original facet. We will focus
on transformation processes to the BP and PB boundaries, and later on processes
whereby 1 0 1 1 TDs transform to other boundaries. Each of these processes may
occur in reverse to produce the TDs.
Disconnection transformations onto the BP and PB boundaries are possible via
two di erent mechanisms (Figure 8.9). The twinning disconnection will be converted
into either a disconnection with a step heightc ,
ofor a dislocation with no step
character. The stresses accommodated by either disconnection would dictate the
operational transformation. Disconnection transformation is very similar to cross
slip. The only major di erence is the e ect of moving the disclination pole as the
disconnection passes through. This changes the dislocation content, and thus the
Burgers vector of the proceeding disconnection.

8.7.1

Disconnection Transformation from TB1 to BP facets

Focus on transformation from TB1 onto BP. As we have observed for facet
nucleation, two primary ways exist to de ne the TD (Equation 8.9).
Both of these descriptions produce entirely equivalent Burgers vectors and step
heights in the 1 0 1 2 TB. However, in the process of disconnection transforma
tion, the white lattice vector is rotated to become the red lattice vector, and thus
the two de nitions of the Burgers vector produce unique results in disconnection
transformation.
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Figure 8.9:A schematics illustrating the two possible destinies of a disconnection upon
its transformation through an interfacial disclination, either a dislocation
with no step character or a full disconnection.

We describe collision of the disconnection into a facet junction as follows. The
disclination resides in the white lattice, so the incident disconnection moves the
disclination by one of the two white lattice vectors described in Equation 8.9. The
resulting change in dislocation content is naturally given by Equation 8.1. This yields
the disconnection on the BP facet, which is equal to the vector connecting the red
lattice position to the black lattice position (Figure 8.5). The choice of the lattice
vector describing the disconnection is dictated by energy minimization criteria, and
there is no geometrical rule for it.
When the two sets of lattice vectors are transformed according to the principles
above, the resulting disconnections are:
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0
bBP
2 2 =

2

3

(8.20)

2 +3

3(

3)
2 +3

and,

0
bBP
0 0 =

3(

3)
2 +3

(

(8.21)

3)
2 +3

These calculations are elaborated in Appendix B, but they can be readily -under
stood from the TP of Figure 8.5. It is evident that the directions are perpendicular,
as bBP
b2BP2 is normal to it. Although
bBP
0 0 lies in the BP plane, and
2 2 is normal to
the BP plane, it meets the material ux equations and is mobile. Also, since the
attendant lattice vectors it is de ned from are normal to the BP plane, it has the
same Burgers vector in the BP CDP and the BP NDP.

8.7.2

Disconnection transformation from TB1 to PB facets

For the case of transformation onto the PB boundary, the disclination rotation
remains the same, and thus the two disconnection Burgers vectors can be similarly
derived. However, there are signi cances di erences.b2BP
The
bP0 B0 ,
2 is equivalent to
and bBP
b2P B2 . So what was a dislocation with zero step height on one
0 0 is equivalent to
boundary becomes a disconnection with a step height of
c on the other boundary,
and vice versa. Cross-slip is also possible from one boundary onto the other, BP to
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PB or PB to BP, as long as they can meet. No disconnection transformation occurs
at the junction since its disclination character vanishes.
In sum, the disconnection mechanism for transformation on the BP (or PB)
boundary results in a Burgers vector,
bBP
2 2 , lying normal to the plane of glide. This
disconnection is mobile because the BP boundary is fully coherent. It is important to
remember that bBP
2 2 satis es Equation 8.17 because of these coherency strains. In a
relaxed BP boundary, mis t dislocations are added along with disconnection dipoles
which eliminate long range stresses caused by it. These mis t dislocations will pin
bBP
2 2 disconnections. One may imagine a GB or a vacancy attracting a mis t to free
the way for the disconnections. A BP boundary nucleated from TDs, however, has
no mis t dislocations causing the whole boundary to be strained. Thus, such a BP
boundary becomes quickly unstable beyond a critical length, and disconnections either
facet back onto the TB1 or facet onto the TB2.

8.8

Disconnection transformation onto a TB2 facet
The treatment of disconnection transformation onto the TB2 proceeds in a similar

fashion.
For the case of

= [1 0 1 0] , if the coordinate system is rotated such ythat
lies

along TB2 and z is normal to it,
bTt B 2 is given by:
0
bTt B2 = bT2 B2
=
2

2

3
2 +3

0
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(8.22)

This is the glissile TD on the TB2 facet, so the TB1-TB2 disclination transforms
TB1 disconnection exactly into the TB2 disconnection.
For the second case of = [0 0 0 1] :
bT B2
2

2

bTt B2

=

(8.23)

This time, however, transformation leads to the negative sense of the same disconnection. This disconnection also possesses the corresponding negative step height.
B1
This illustrates a geometric limitation a ecting the fatebTtof
the
disconnection.

When bTt B 1 lies on the side of a facet with a concave crossing front, the transformation
yieldsbTt B2 , otherwisebT B2
2

2

is produced. The requirements may be given more

formally as:

b1

x

b2

x =

x sign ()

(8.24)

In this equation,
b1 is the original disconnection,
b2 is the transformed discon
nection,x represents the boundary line between the facets, and
is the disclination
angle, with the direction of the line integral taken as the positive angular direction.
In other words, a positive sense disconnection on the TB1 always transforms into
a positive sense disconnection on the TB2, and the line sense is preserved, whereas
a negative sense disconnection on the TB1 always transforms into a negative sense
disconnection on the TB2 and again the line sense is preserved. In this treatment, a
positive sense disconnection is considered to be a disconnection which converts the
lattice atoms to or

lattice atoms during cross-glide through the facet junction.
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Importantly, for a twin embryo bounded by several1 0 1 2 and 1 0 1 2 type facets,
the positive sense disconnection line front is always convex, and the twin can grow.

8.8.1

Impact on embryonic twin nucleation

The processes of facet nucleation and disconnection transformation involved in the
diamond-like shaped twin embryo of Figure 8.7c are similar to those identi ed in the
TB1-BP interactions. It is evident that for a small twin embryo, TB2 facet formation
allows signi cantly reduced energies over the traditionally imagined lenticular twin
embryos, which must involve disconnection pile-up at the edges. However, there must
be a mechanism that mediates the transition between the nanoscopic and macroscopic
observed shapes.
The symmetries between facets of the four types involved 1in
0 1 2 twinning
open the possibility of a variety of shear-plane cross-sectional shapes. A twin embryo
involving all four facets might take the form of an octagon similar to the shape shown in
Figure 8.7c. By combining the results of the various facet relationships, a disconnection
loop may naturally transform from facet to facet around such an embryo, eventually
making a complete circuit in the shear plane causing self-annihilation. In such a
process, the disconnection would be eliminated, but the migration of the boundary
is guaranteed, i.e., by traversing all the way around the embryo, the disconnection
has grown the embryo in all directions by two interplanar spacings. This process
greatly reduces the barrier for twin growth, and might be the operational mechanism
that raises a very small twin to the size from which a macroscopic twin can maturely
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propagate with the observed lenticular morphology that involves disconnection glide
on one lattice plane.
Many variations of the octagonal model exist as one may imagine to exclude some
of the four facet types. Some of these variations have been previously studied by Wang
et al. [2009b], Xu et al. [2013], but the mechanism through which disconnections glide
from one facet to another was not elaborated, and actually misunderstood. In fact,
Wang et al. [2013b] incorrectly stated that the TDs glide along TB1 to a BP facet,
then climbs down, and continues gliding along another TB1. Wang et al. [2013b]
failed to account for the disclination dipole, and thereby neglected the conservation
of material in this process. Our analyses points out that no climb is needed. The
disconnection glides along TB1, then transforms and glides along BP, transforms back,
and continues gliding along TB1.

8.9

The 1 0 1 1 faceted boundary
The

1 0 1 2 twin mode is not the only twin mode in HCP structures capable

of faceting. Using high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), Li
et al. [2010] reported a faceted compression twin
1 0 1(1 , CT) with an interface on
1010

1 0 1 3 . Figure 8.10 shows the DP for this boundary. The TP illustrates

that the change in misorientation from the CT boundary is very small:
2 . The
geometry of faceting mechanics shall be then analogous to that1 0of1 2 . We have
not simulated the mobility of these boundaries using MD. However, the principles
obtained from interfacial defect theory and veri ed using MD with
1 0 1 2 twin
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faceting also apply to1 0 1 1 twinning, and may be used to accurately predict
mobility for experimentally observed facets.
In this chapter, we will use a coordinate system oriented with1 0the
1 1 boundary,
such thatx = [1 2 1 0],y = [1 0 1 2] (
The TD for

1 ),z

= x

y.

1 0 1 1 twinning is:

= [3 0 3 2]
bCT
t

[0 0 0 4] = [0 0 0 4]

[3 0 3 2]

0
(8.25)
bCT
t

=

bCT
4 4

=

2

4
4

9
2 +3

0
The most expected deformation facets in1 0 1 1 TBs are the 1 0 1 0
(Prismatic-Third Pyramidal, P3Py),1 0 1 3
3PyP), 0 0 0 1

1 01 3

1 0 1 0 (Third Pyramidal-Prismatic,

1 0 1 1 (Basal-Pyramidal, BPy), 1 0 1 1

0 0 0 1 (Pyramidal-

Basal, PyB), and 1 0 1 3 twin (Compression Twin 2, CT2) facets. Each of these will
be discussed in detail and may be understood based on their respective TPs.
8.9.1

1010

1 0 1 3 (P3Py) facet nucleation

The P3Py interface was observed by Li et al. [2010] in a faceted
1 0 1 1 boundary.
This interface has a misorientation of
= arctan(2 3 3) + , while the 1 0 1 1
twin boundary has a misorientation of1 = 2 arctan(2

3), so the di erence is only

2.
The deformation facet nucleation process is elaborated in more detail in Appendix C.
It must leave behind a glissile residual dislocation in the P3Py boundary, and because
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Fi g ur e 8. 1 0: N at ur al di c hr o m ati c p att er n of t h e { 1 0 1 0 }|| { 1 0 1 3 } i nt erf a c e.
Bl u e a n d gr e e n d as h e d p ar all el o gr a ms d e pi ct t h e i niti al a n d ﬁ n al p ositi o ns of a
u nit c ell tr a nsf or mi n g c o ns er v ati v el y fr o m t h e bl a c k l atti c e t o t h e w hit e l atti c e
if t h e b P0 /30P y is c o n v ert e d t o c o h er e n c y str ai n. T h e ≈ 2 ◦ mis ori e nt ati o n fr o m t h e
{ 1 0 1 1 } t wi n b o u n d ar y is s h o w n, a n d gr e e n a n d or a n g e arr o ws m ar k t h e b P0 /30P y a n d
b P1 /31P y dis c o n n e cti o ns, r es p e cti v el y. T h e u nit c ell d ef or m ati o n ill ustr at e d m a y b e
s e e n t o b e pr e cis el y e q ui v al e nt t o t h e d ef or m ati o n d u e t o { 1 0 1 1 } t wi n ni n g pl us ≈ 2 ◦
mis ori e nt ati o n. T h e b P4 /34P y dis c o n n e cti o n is u n a ﬀ e ct e d b y t h e tr a nsiti o n fr o m a n at ur al
u nstr ai n e d b o u n d ar y ( P 3 P y) t o a c o h er e nt str ai n e d b o u n d ar y ( c- P 3 P y) a n d s o is us e d
t o ill ustr at e t h e d ef or m ati o n. I n t h e c o h er e nt di c hr o m ati c p att er n, b P4 /34P y = 4 b c1 �/ 1P 3 P y .
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.11: 1 0 1 1 twin P3Py and 1 0 1 1

twin 3PyP trichromatic pattern

(a)The trichromatic pattern for
1 0 1 1 twin, P3Py, and 3PyP facets assuming a black
reference lattice, a white
1 0 1 1 twinned lattice, and a red rotated lattice, and (b)
the broken translation symmetries corresponding to the dislocation character of each
disclination highlighted in magni ed boxes from each corresponding labeled region
of the trichromatic pattern. The calculation of the dislocation content involves the
twinning disconnection, and the disconnections on the appropriate facets, respectively.
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the boundary is semi-coherent, the mis t dislocations are annihilated. We have
not studied the atomic structure of this asymmetric tilt boundary yet, but the
[0 0 0 4]=[3 0 3 2] bonding is favorable, which then is expected to generate a semicoherent interface. Any variant of the P3Py boundary which nucleates from
1011
TDs would be fully coherent, and as such, would encompass a long-range strain eld.
As has been recently discussed by Wang et al. [2012], the
1 0 1 1 TD often
dissociates into two disconnections having half the step height of the full TD. These
disconnections must be also able to nucleate deformation facets on the P3Py boundary.
Deformation facet nucleation from these disconnections leave residual dislocations
containing both coherency strain components, which are identical to the full TD,
and a x direction component. These may dissociate into a coherency strain and a
mis t dislocation. Mis t dislocations from a-type and b-type disconnections can then
annihilate. All of these possibilities can be visualized in the TP of Figure 8.11.

8.9.2

1013

1 0 1 0 (3PyP) facet nucleation

For every assymetric tilt boundary formed by adjoining two planes of their respective crystals, an additional boundary exists with the same misorientation, but
having a di erent interface angle formed by adjoining the converse planes of the
respective crystals. This principle is similar to the correspondence between the BP
and PB boundaries. Disconnections on these boundaries can cross slip onto the
converse boundary. Like the BP and PB boundaries, the P3Py interface shares its
misorientation with another interface of type 3PyP. The nucleation of this type of
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deformation facet proceeds similarly to the rst case. The speci c reactions are
quanti ed in Appendix C and illustrated in the TP of Figure 8.11.

8.9.3

0001

1 0 1 1 (BPy) and 1 0 1 1

0 0 0 1 (PyB) facet nucleation

The BPy facet may nucleate in the same manner . This boundary has been
associated with 1 0 1 1 twinning in TEM observations [Weatherly et al., 1999].
According to MD simulations using the EAM potential by [Liu et al., 1996], the
relaxed atomic structure shows a notably low excess potential energy of about 160
mJm

2

. The nucleation cases are calculated in detail in Appendix C and illustrated

in the TP of Figure 8.12.
This boundary eliminates mis t disconnections to become fully coherent when
nucleated from disconnection pile-up following similar aforementioned scenarios.

8.9.4

1 0 1 3 twin (CT2) nucleation

Importantly, the 1 0 1 1 twin may transform into the 1 0 1 3 twin via defor
mation facet nucleation. This process is representative of the general case whereby
twinning on K1 may nucleate a facet onK2 . K2 planes are generally favorable for
K2ofto K2 , i.e. disclination angle, is
facet nucleation in cases when the rotation
small. The attendant rotation is8 . Similarly to the1 0 1 2 to 1 0 1 2 faceting,
the Frank vector of the disclination dipole completely eliminates the disconnections
which give rise to the new facet, so a pristine coherent
1 0 1 3 TB is generated.
However, unlike the 1 0 1 2 to 1 0 1 2 faceting, this nucleation process is available
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Fi g ur e 8. 1 2: T h e tri c hr o m ati c p att er n f or { 1 0 1 1 } t wi n, P y B, a n d B P y f a c ets ass u mi n g a bl a c k r ef er e n c e l atti c e, a w hit e { 1 0 1 1 } t wi n n e d l atti c e, a n d a r e d
r ot at e d l atti c e.
T h e br o k e n tr a nsl ati o n s y m m etri es c orr es p o n di n g t o t h e disl o c ati o n c h ar a ct er of e a c h
dis cli n ati o n ar e hi g hli g ht e d i n m a g ni ﬁ e d b o x es fr o m e a c h c orr es p o n di n g l a b el e d r e gi o n
of t h e tri c hr o m ati c p att er n. T h e c al c ul ati o n of t h e disl o c ati o n c o nt e nt i n v ol v es t h e
t wi n ni n g dis c o n n e cti o n, a n d t h e dis c o n n e cti o ns o n t h e a p pr o pri at e f a c ets, r es p e cti v el y.
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to an odd or an even number of pile-up disconnections, as can be realized from the
corresponding TP of Figure 8.13.
The

1 0 1 3 facet nucleation from1 0 1 1 TD pile-up is elaborated in detail in

Appendix C and summarized in the TP of Figure 8.13.

8.9.5

Disconnection transformation onto the 1 0 1 0
facets.

1 0 1 3 and 1 0 1 3

1010

For the disconnection transformation to occur from the
1 0 1 1 twin onto the
P3Py and 3PyP facets, many geometrically processes are admissible. They correspond
to disconnections with step heights of two, three, four, etc. interplanar spacings. For
example, the residual dislocation on the 3PyP boundary is a valid disconnection on
the P3Py boundary as well, with a step height of six interplanar spacings. The most
energetically favorable transformation processes are those with the lowest step heights.
Appendix D provides a detail treatments of these transformations, but they can be
all visualized in the TP of Figure 8.11. All of the reported disconnections are mobile
because the residual dislocation from facet nucleation is converted to coherency strain.
There is another disconnection transformation with a single interplanar spacing step
height not shown in the TP. In fact, this event would only be valid for very high
energy facet nucleation where the interfaces form an acute angle. In this chapter, we
focused on only low energy transformation mechanisms.
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Fi g ur e 8. 1 3: T h e tri c hr o m ati c p att er n f or { 1 0 1 1 } t wi n a n d { 1 0 1 3 } t wi n f a c ets
ass u mi n g a bl a c k r ef er e n c e l atti c e, a w hit e { 1 0 1 1 } t wi n n e d l atti c e, a n d
a r e d r ot at e d l atti c e.
T h e br o k e n tr a nsl ati o n s y m m etri es c orr es p o n di n g t o t h e disl o c ati o n c h ar a ct er of e a c h
dis cli n ati o n ar e hi g hli g ht e d i n m a g ni ﬁ e d b o x es fr o m e a c h c orr es p o n di n g l a b el e d r e gi o n
of t h e tri c hr o m ati c p att er n. T h e c al c ul ati o n of t h e disl o c ati o n c o nt e nt i n v ol v es t h e
t wi n ni n g dis c o n n e cti o n, a n d t h e dis c o n n e cti o ns o n t h e a p pr o pri at e f a c ets, r es p e cti v el y.
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8.9.6

0001

1 0 1 1 and 1 0 1 1

0 0 0 1 disconnection transformation

These types of transformation generate disconnections which are mobile, as the
y
P yB
boundary has coherency corresponding to the
bBP
0 0 and b0 0 disconnections becoming

coherency strains. Disconnection transformation onto the BPy and PyB boundaries
2
is particularly important because of their low energy state
mJm
(160
by EAM).

Thus, they may play an important role in1 0 1 1 twin nucleation, which is similar
to that of the BP and PB boundaries in 1 0 1 2 twinning. Appendix D treats all
likely transformations, which can be all visualized in the TP of Figure 8.12.

8.9.7

1 0 1 3 twin disconnection transformation

Disconnection transformation onto the
1 0 1 3 twin boundary closely resembles
the case of 1 0 1 2 faceting onto1 0 1 2 . Possible disconnection transformation must
satisfy the relations between line direction and Burgers vector. There are two possible
cases as can be veri ed in in Appendix D and visualized in the TP of Figure 8.13.
The TD for

1 0 1 3 twinning is given by:

0
2
2
= bCT
=
bCT
t
4 4

4
4

2

9

(8.26)

2 +27

0

8.10
The

The 1 0 1 3 twin boundary
1 0 1 3 TB because merely facets onto the same boundaries onto which

1 0 1 1 TB facets, and we have not simulated them using MD. So it will be redundant
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to treat them again. Thus, there is no di erence in terms of the dislocations, Frank
vector, and disconnections involved in nucleation and transformation. However, we
do illustrate the corresponding TPs in Figure 8.14, so that their properties may be
easily appreciated.

8.11

Conclusions

Faceted boundary mechanics are of vital importance to the understanding of
nucleation of twin embryos and mobility of twin boundaries vis-a-vis existing or
concomitant defects which restrict their glide. By faceting, the twin may grow on
boundaries other than the twin plane boundary and overcome obstacles or lower
interface energy. These processes change the twin morphology to enhance the predominance of twinning in plastic deformation. The realization of the elaborate and
signi cant mechanisms present during twin growth on
1 1 2 0 axis tilt boundaries
signi es that more comprehensive investigations of active faceting mechanisms on
other types of grain boundaries should be undertaken. In particular,
1 0the
1 0 axis
boundaries on which the rest of hcp twins lie should be studied for faceting behavior.
Furthermore, implementation of these concepts will be critical for constructing a more
accurate higher-scale plasticity model for hexagonal close-packed materials.
Particular applications to the twin modes with1 a2 1 0 tilt axis have been
elaborated here. Speci c concluding remarks are as follows:
1. 1 0 1 2 twins may convert twinning disconnection pile-up into new facets on
the BP, PB, or 1 0 1 2 twin boundaries.
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( a)

( b)

Fi g ur e 8. 1 4: Tri c hr o m ati c p att er ns f or { 1 0 1 3 } t wi n f a c ets.
T h e { 1 0 1 3 } t wi n f a c ets o nt o t h e s a m e as y m m etri c tilt b o u n d ari es as t h e { 1 0 1 1 }
t wi n b e c a us e t h e y h a v e n e arl y i d e nti c al mis ori e nt ati o ns.
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2. BP and PB boundaries thus created are fully coherent, and thus contain longrange strains proportional to their length, making them unstable except over
short distances.
3. Disconnections can transform from any of the BP, PB,1 0 1 2 , and 1 0 1 2
facets onto any other of these facets. Disconnections transformed onto the
BP and PB facets will continue to glide on these facets if the they are free of
mis t dislocations, i.e., if they are equivalent to such facets formed via the facet
nucleation process from1 0 1 2 or 1 0 1 2 .
4. The

1 0 1 1 twin boundary may facet similarly to the1 0 1 2 twin boundary.

Boundary types available for this faceting 1are
010
0001

1 01 1 , 1 0 1 1

1013 , 1013

1010 ,

0 0 0 1 , and 1 0 1 3 twin facets.

5. All of the 1 0 1 1 type facets may nucleate from disconnections piled-up on
any other of the facets, and facets formed by such a nucleation process allow
mobile disconnection transformation if the residual dislocation is converted to
coherency strain.
1 0 1 1 twinning
6. The 1 0 1 3 twin boundary may form directly from pile-up of
disconnections. Such disconnections may then transform into mobile
1013
twinning disconnections. This process is an example of the general faceting
rule which convertsK2 on one facet toK1 on the other. The characteristic
shear on the initial
K2 must be eliminated by the rotation, which creates a new
characteristic shear on the initial
K1 , which becomes the new K2 .
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7. Twin embryos may create a fully closed grain boundary around themselves in
the shear plane. This allows them to take on a roughly ellipsoidal shape rather
than a lenticular shape. The transition is to be explored, but the lower energy
associated with less disconnection pile-up in this process dramatically enhances
twin nucleation. As the embryo grows, overwhelming lengthening in the
1
becomes more favorable than isotropic growth because of the quadratic relation
of disclination dipole energy to facet length.
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CHAPTER 9
1 1 0] AXIS TILT INTERFACES IN

DISLOCATION INTERACTIONS WITH [2

PURE MAGNESIUM

9.1

Summary
Dislocation grain boundary interactions are a major motivator of work hardening

during deformation of hexagonal close packed materials. Despite their importance,
few speci c interactions have been studied in detail. Dislocations may enter a grain
boundary, dissociate into glissile disconnections and sessile components, or pass
through to become a glissile or sessile dislocation inside the other grain. This work
studies several symmetric and asymmetric tilt boundaries, identifying the interactions
processes using interfacial defect theory. Results indicated that boundary geometry in
combination with interfacial structure and energy may provide predictive capability
into what kinds of interactions are most likely. Interactions may promote grain
boundary migration, particularly for twin boundaries, restrict grain boundary motion,
or cause dislocation barriers in the opposite grain leading to work hardening.

9.2

Introduction
Interactions between dislocations and twins in hexagonal close-packed (HCP) are

a signi cant source of hardening in these materials [El Kadiri and Oppedal, 2010,
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Bhattacharyya et al., 2009]. The nature of slip twin interactions in HCPs is still
underdeveloped, and it is unclear in general how to predict the e ect of a dislocation
colliding with a twin boundary [Niewczas, 2010]. Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) studies have observed glissile dislocations resulting from twin propagation in
face-centered cubics (FCCs) [Mahajan and Williams, 1973, Remy, 1981] via dislocation
dissociation which may violate Frank s rule into a small sessile component at the
interface and a glissile dislocation in the twin [El Kadiri and Oppedal, 2010]. In
contrast, transmutation of the entire dislocation into a sessile dislocation in the twin
has been observed in HCP by Bhattacharyya et al. [2009] and in FCC by Niewczas
[2007]. The transmutation of dislocations into corresponding sessile dislocations in
the twin is based on the correspondence matrix theory by Basinski et al. [1997]. A
third type of slip twin interactions has been derived by Serra and Bacon [1996] for
1 0 1 2 twins in magnesium using molecular dynamics. In this reaction, the glissile
basal lattice dislocation is transformed into up to ve twinning disconnections plus a
small sessile component in the interface. This behavior was also observed
1 0 1for
1
twins [Serra et al., 2002] but did not promote twin propagation to the same extent as
the 1 0 1 2 twin reaction.
Characterization of slip twin interactions has a prominent in uence in twin
- hard
ening theories and many models have attempted recently to incorporate transmutation
in order to improve predictions of the relationship between hardening and twin growth
[Oppedal et al., 2012, Gra et al., 2007, Capolungo et al., 2009]. Twinning-dynami
cally reorients the parent lattice, [El Kadiri and Oppedal, 2010, Barrett et al., 2012a],
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actively rotating slip directions and planes to new directions [Christian and Mahajan,
1995]. This rotation is accomplished by means of a simple shear deformation along
the twin plane, accompanied by shu es which adjust the atomic positions to match
the new lattice sites [Bilby and Crocker, 1965, El Kadiri et al., 2013a].1 0When
12
twinning is profuse, an increased hardening rate mechanism known as Regime II
activates [Reed-Hill, 1973, Kelley and Hosford, 1968b, Wonsiewicz and Backofen, 1967].
Strain path anisotropy also has a dominant e ect on yield behavior in signi cantly
textured samples, [Tome et al., 2001, Barrett et al., 2012a], as compression normal to
c axis grains readily activates
1 0 1 2 twinning, while compression along the
c
axis activates generally
1 0 1 1 twinning instead.
The general consensus of the literature indicates that the following slip modes are
active in hcp systems [Partridge, 1967, Lavrentev and Vladimirova, 1970, Lavrentev
and Pokhil, 1975b,a, Lavrentev, 1980, Yoo, 1981, Capolungo and Beyerlein, 2008,
Oppedal et al., 2012]. Basal
a slip (0 0 0 1

1
3

1 2 1 0 ) is the easiest slip mode in many

hcp systems such as Mg. In others, such as Ti, prismatic
a slip (1 0 1 0
is more dominant. Also present is pyramidal
a ( 1011
2nd order pyramidal c + a ( 1 1 2 1

1
3

1
3

1
3

1210 )

1 2 1 0 ) slip. Finally,

1 1 2 3 ) is by far the most di cult mode to

activate. Occassionally, 1st order pyramidal
c + a ( 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 ) slip has also
been reported [Gilman, 1955, Sandlobes et al., 2013].
The most prominent twin mode in all hcp systems is1 0 1 2 1 0 1 1 which is
active under c axis tension [Christian and Mahajan, 1995]. Other common twin
modes are 1 0 1 1 and 1 0 1 3 twinning with a 1 2 1 0 shear plane, and 1 1 2 1 ,
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1 1 2 2 , 1 1 2 3 and 1 1 2 4 twinning with a 1 1 0 0 shear plane [Christian and
Mahajan, 1995, Capolungo and Beyerlein, 2008]. Recent studies1of
0 1 2 twinning
demonstrate its remarkable ability to facet onto assymetric tilt planes, particularly
the 0 0 0 1

1 0 1 0 (BP) and

1010

0 0 0 1 (PB) boundaries [Wang et al.,

2013a, Xu et al., 2013, Tu et al., 2013a, Zhang et al., 2012, Barrett and El Kadiri,
2014d,a]. This remarkable behavior extends the crucially needed studies of dislocation
interactions to also include general tilt boundaries. In addition to interacting with
twins, low misorientation angle tilt boundaries are also an important site for twin
nucleation [Beyerlein and Tome, 2008, Wang et al., 2013b]. Faceting behavior has been
reported for1 0 1 1 twinning as well, [Weatherly et al., 1999], extending the number of
assymetric boundaries in need of analysis. Of particular importance are the questions
of whether lattice dislocations intersecting such boundaries may actually encourage
twin mobility by dissociating into glissile disconnections as they
1 0do
1 2ontwin
plane boundaries [Serra et al., 2002], restrict boundary motion by remaining in the
boundary as a sessile defect, or transmute through the boundary becoming either
a glissile lattice dislocation again or a sessile dislocation which contributes to twin
hardening [Niewczas, 2010]. The focus of this chapter is to examine several symmetric
and assymetric boundaries about the1 2[ 1 0] tilt axis in order to characterize the
e ects of dislocation interactions on an general tilt boundary. Using the interfacial
defect theory [Pond, 1984, Pond and Bastaweesy, 1985, Pond and Hirth, 1994, Hirth
and Pond, 1996, 2011, Hirth et al., 2012] developed for faceted interfaces [Barrett and
El Kadiri, 2014d,a,b], these results may be applied in general to faceted tilt boundaries
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in order to develop a more comprehensive picture of twin hardening and slip twin
interactions.

9.3

Methodology
Using LAMMPS [Plimpton, 1995] with an embedded-atom method potential by

Liu et al. [1996], We rst examined a wide range of asymmetric and symmetric
tilt boundaries which join close-packed planes and have
1 2 a1 0 tilt axis. These
boundaries were characterized in terms of their energy and misorientations. The
results of this examination are shown in Figure 9.1.

Figure 9.1:Energies of the1 2 1 0 tilt axis symmetric and asymmetric boundaries
joining close-packed planes.
Energies are graphed with respect to the angle between the basal planes of the
upper and lower grains, and the interface plane. A blue line indicates the symmetric
tilt boundaries. Total misorientation is constant along lines perpendicular to the
symmetric tilt line. Energies are
mJm
in 2 .
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Using the grain boundary energies and misorientations as a guide, we selected
eight boundaries of particular interest for further study using dislocation interactions.
we simulated dislocation interactions with these eight symmetric and assymetric tilt
boundaries using a methodology similar to that previously used by [Wang et al., 2012,
2013b]. The boundary types are summarized in Table 9.1.

Table 9.1: Boundary types studied for dislocation interactions
Boundary

Relaxed Energy

1012

1012

125mJm

1011

1011

75mJm

1013

1013

103mJm

2021

2021

1010
1011

2

1

2

43.11

43.11

61.91

61.91

2

31.99

31.99

125mJm

2

75.06

75.06

0001
1010

164mJm
257mJm

2

90
75.06

0
90

1011

0001

160mJm

2

61.91

0

1013

0001

325mJm

2

31.99

0

2

2

Reaction Type
Twin propagation
Twin propagation
Twin propagation
Twin propagation
Absorption
Glissile transmu
tation
Sessile transmu
tation
Absorption

The boundary was rst relaxed with periodic boundary conditions in the two
dimensions spanned by the boundary and free surfaces on the dimension normal to
1
1four
the boundary. After relaxation, a dislocation pile-up composed of
210
3

basal mixed dislocations was introduced into one crystal using the anisotropic elastic
solution for a bicrystal [Barnett and Lothe, 1974]. The boundary was again relaxed
and equilibrated before applying a shear strain along the boundary such that the
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dislocations were driven into it, as shown in Figure 9.2.

The shear strain was

increased in small increments until the shear strain on the basal plane reached
100150MPa. The cell was then held at a constant stress as the dislocations migrated slowly
toward the boundary. The system was analyzed using the virial stress [Thompson
et al., 2009], common neighbor analysis [Kelchner et al., 1998], the per-atom excess
potential energy, and the basal plane vector [Barrett et al., 2012b]. In some cases the
applied shear stress was insu cient to induce dislocation boundary interactions in
which cases the stress was increased by 50MPa. For some reactions, further reactions
at higher stresses were also obtained.

9.4

Results

9.4.1
The

The 1 0 1 2

1 0 1 2 boundary

1 0 1 2 twin boundary has been previously studied with dislocation -inter

actions by [Serra and Bacon, 1996] who found that dislocations intersecting the
boundary dissociated into twinning disconnections and a small sessile component
which remained at the point of intersection. we have reproduced similar results using
the more accurate EAM potential, and found that at an applied stress of 110MPa, the
dislocation glides into the boundary and gradually emits ve twinning disconnection
from a single mixed basal dislocation. This process is depicted in Figure 9.3.
The very small Burgers vector of the twinning disconnection makes this process
possible. This generation process for twinning disconnections is considered to be
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Figure 9.2: Methodology for dislocation interaction simulations.
After relaxation of the boundary, dislocations are introduced on the basal plane of
the upper lattice and the bicrystal is sheared. The shear is held at constant stress
while the dislocations move into the boundary. Partially xed surfaces are maintained
in thex and y dimensions while thez dimension is periodic.
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(a) Initial interface

(b) Emmission of rst two disconnections

(c) Emmission of third disconnection

(d) Emmission of fourth disconnection

(e) Emmission of fth disconnection

Figure 9.3: Dislocation interaction with 1the
0 1 2 twin boundary.
(a) The initial at boundary. (b) Upon entering the twin boundary, the dislocation
immediately dissociates, emitting two twinning disconnections. (b-d) Three more
disconnections are gradually emitted as the dislocation relaxes onto a BP boundary
facet with a mis t dislocation accommodating the coherency strain.
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a signi cant source of the
1 0 1 2 twin s mobility. According to Serra and Bacon
[1996] s analysis, the residual Burgers vector in this process is given by:
1
2

br = b m

5bt =

0
2 +3

2

2

+5

3

3
2

0

2 +3

(9.1)
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3

2

br

0 1319
0 5923

3
2

3
2 +3

2 +3

The coordinate system is such that
x and y are along the boundary, withy being the
twinning direction, with the ratio of the lattice parameters given
and as
a scaled to
unity.
As seen in Figure 9.3, as the boundary dissociates the lattice dislocation into
twinning disconnections, it builds a BP boundary segment. Recent developments
1 2 -BP
in the understanding of faceted boundary segments, in particular,1 0the
boundary segments [Wang et al., 2013a, Barrett and El Kadiri, 2014d,a] allow us to
develop a more elegant description of the process of boundary motion including the
residual dislocation and the new facet it lies on. Figure 9.4 depicts the process of
boundary movement under the in uence of an incoming twinning disconnection. The
BP facet is accommodated by a disclination dipole which accounts for the di erence
in misorientation between the lattices along it, and along the twin boundary.
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(a) Disconnection entering BP facet

(b) Extended BP facet

(c)Disconnection emmitted from BP facet

Figure 9.4: Disconnection glide through the BP facet.
(a) A disconnection approaching the facet. (b) The facet is extended by absorbing the
disconnection. (c) Another disconnection is emitted from the other end of the facet.
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The addition of the disclination dipole into the system requires the introduction
of a Frank vector, given by:
0
f=

5

(

3)

(9.2)

2 +3

5

(

3)
2 +3

When this is added to the residual dislocation, the result is:
1
2

b

nal

=

10
2

(10
2

3

27
2 +3

9

(9.3)

3)

2 +3

This entire reaction process is summarized using a trichromatic pattern Barrett and
El Kadiri [2014b] in Figure 9.5.
This dislocation vector lies entirely along the BP facet, and thus is glissile in it.
As a result, when twinning disconnections traveling along the twin boundary as shown
in Figure 9.4 intersect the BP facet they are converted to a new facet segment as
described in Barrett and El Kadiri [2014a]. But the BP facet is only stable at a length
equivalent to ve twinning disconnection steps. Since this process increases its length
to six steps, it emits a new twinning disconnection from the bottom. Thenb the
nal
dislocation glides along the BP boundary as it shifts upward. In facet,
b nalthe
dislocation increases the boundary stability because it partially accommodates the
coherency strain imposed by the BP facet nucleation process. This entire process is
illustrated in Figure 9.4, and is very similar to the process described in Serra and Bacon
[1996], but has the important distinction that the whole process is accomplished by
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Figure 9.5: The natural trichromatic pattern for the dislocation interaction and BP
formation process.
As indicated, the dislocation vector, bm , is greatly reduced by rst emitting ve
twinning disconnections, 5bt , then producing a Frank vector, f , which rotates the
defect onto a BP facet, leaving behind the small mis t dislocation, bfinal . The mis t
dislocation is actually signi cantly larger than indicated in the natural trichromatic
pattern because the BP facet is semicoherent. The natural trichromatic pattern here
indicates the amount of mis t which is not eliminated by the coherency strain.
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dislocation glide without invoking climb on the boundary. Furthermore, the formation
process for the BP boundary depicted in Figure 9.3b and 9.3c shows that negative
and positive sense disconnections are generated in order to expand the forming BP
boundary to a stable length. The positive sense disconnections glide away to the left
and the negative sense ones are eliminated as the BP boundary moves upward forming
new positive sense disconnections. However, if the applied stress were reversed, the BP
boundary would simply move the other direction during the dislocation interaction,
shrinking the twin instead of growing it. The facet formation works equally well
2
under opposite applied stresses. In summary, dislocations intersecting
1 0 1the
boundary cause generation of up to ve twinning dislocations and do not even pin the
boundary by a sessile dislocation, but remain glissile, gliding to stay in the boundary
as it migrates during propagation.

9.4.2
The

The 1 0 1 1
1011

1 0 1 1 boundary

1 0 1 1 boundary reactions have been previously studied by Wang

et al. [2012]. They report that a mixed basal lattice dislocation running into the
boundary dissociates into a single twinning disconnection and a residual partial which
remains at the boundary. Using the same boundary and applied stress conditions as
Wang et al. [2012], we were unable to reproduce this dissociation. When we applied a
pile-up of four dislocations instead of just one as they used, we still saw no reaction.
Instead, the dislocation merely approached and remained at the boundary. This is
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depicted in Figure 9.6. At high stress, the dislocation passed entirely through the
boundary onto the rst order pyramidal plane of the lower grain.

(a) Initial interface

(b) Entering dislocation

Figure 9.6: The 1 0 1 1 twin boundary dislocation interactions.
This boundary did not absorb the twin.

9.4.3
The

The 1 0 1 3
1013

1 0 1 3 boundary

1 0 1 3 boundary reactions have were also studied by Wang et al.

[2012]. They report that a mixed basal lattice dislocation running into the boundary
dissociates into a partial twinning disconnection and a residual partial which remains
at the boundary. Our analysis veri ed these results exactly, so we will not depict
them here. Figure 9.7 shows the dichromatic pattern for the
1 0 1 3 twin.

The

dissociation reaction is depicted with arrows. In contrast to the analysis of Wang
et al. [2012], our analysis shows the residual part of the dislocation remains at the
b3 2 . It is not on the basal plane of the twin
boundary as a sessile disconnection:
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Figure 9.7: Dichromatic pattern for the
1 0 1 3 twin.

This pattern depicts the dissociation reaction of1 0the
1 3 twin and dislocation.
The dislocation Burgers vector is reduced by emitting a single twinning disconnection,
but the resulting partial disconnection is sessile in the boundary.
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and thus cannot glide in either lattice. In general, a twin boundary cannot transmute
a basal dislocation in the parent into a basal dislocation in the twin by emission of
one or more twinning disconnections unless the
K2 plane is 0 0 0 1 .

9.4.4

The 2 0 2 1

The

2021

2 0 2 1 boundary

2 0 2 1 is a low energy symmetric tilt boundary which is fully

coherent [Wang and Beyerlein, 2012]. Structurally, it has all the characteristics of
a twin boundary with a 0 0 0 1 K2 plane, but has not been observed as a twin
experimentally. Unlike the other low-energy symmetric tilt boundaries, it emitted a
1
[21 1 0]
3

dislocation into the lower grain in its reaction with the incoming dislocation.

The reaction also produced a twinning disconnection which was glissile on the boundary.
This reaction is depicted in Figure 9.8.
for this boundary.

Figure 9.9 shows the dichromatic pattern

As indicated in Figure 9.9, 2the
021

2 0 2 1 boundary

dissociates an incoming lattice dislocation into a lattice dislocation in the lower grain,
plus two glissile disconnections which readily glide in the boundary, as seen in Figure
9.8.

9.4.5
The

The 1 0 1 0
1010

0 0 0 1 boundary

0 0 0 1 (PB) boundary has been previously analyzed in detail by

Barrett and El Kadiri [2014d]. It is semi-coherent with a network of disconnections
and dislocations which accommodate the coherency strain. The reader is referred to
Barrett and El Kadiri [2014d] for a detailed discussion of this structure.
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(a) Initial interface

(b) Entering dislocation

(c)Emission of disconnection and disloca(d) Emission of second disconnection and
tion
dislocation

Figure 9.8: The 2 0 2 1 twin boundary dislocation interactions.
The incoming dislocation dissociates into two twinning disconnections and a lattice
dislocation in the lower grain. This dissociation violates Frank s rule, but occurs
anyway due to the favorable stresses and boundary energetics.
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Figure 9.9: Dichromatic pattern for the
2 0 2 1 twin boundary.
The dissociation of the incoming dislocation (blue) into two twinning disconnections
(red) and a lattice dislocation in the lower grain (green) is indicated.
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The PB boundary pinned the rst dislocation, repelling the remaining piled-up
dislocations, as depicted in Figure 9.10.

(a) Initial interface

No other activity occurred under low stress.

(b) Entering dislocation

Figure 9.10: The PB boundary dislocation interactions.
The PB boundary pinned the dislocation at the boundary. It did not dissociate but
merely remained in the boundary.

Dislocations remaining in this boundary cause it to resist grain boundary migration
via theb2

2

disconnection. The PB boundary is closely related to the
1 0 1 2 twin

which it facets with [Barrett and El Kadiri, 2014d,a]. It is likely that the PB boundary
will climb past the defect eventually is the applied stress is favorable, leaving it as a
sessile defect in the twinning material which contributes to hardening.

9.4.6
The

The 1 0 1 1
1011

1 0 1 0 boundary

1 0 1 0 (PyP) boundary is an asymmetric semi-coherent boundary

with mis t dislocations canceling the strain due to locally imposed coherency between
the lattice vectors
1 0 [1 2] =[0 0 0 2] . (Here
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refers to the rst or upper lattice,

and

refers to the lower or second lattice.) The mis t dislocation obtained from a

natural dichromatic pattern (NDP) for this boundary [Hirth et al., 2012] is given by
the following:
05
bmis

t

=

4

2 +3+2

(9.4)

2

0
This vector is given such that
x and y lie along the boundary with
x being the tilt axis.
Both the 1 0 1 1

and the 1 0 1 0

planes are serrated. This serration causes the

mis t dislocations to have a rather narrow core of about
a, so
2 that the portion of the
boundary where the serrations match together is maximized. The mis t dislocations
are spaced at about 13
a intervals in the boundary.
The PyP boundary reacted with the incoming dislocation rapidly, dissociating it
into a boundary disconnection component and a second mixed13 [21 1 0] on the other
side of the boundary, as depicted in Figure 9.11.

This transmuted dislocation was

glissile and rapidly glided away from the boundary. The disconnection component
remained at the boundary, repelling the mis t dislocation on the left side. The
dichromatic patterns for the PyP boundary are shown in Figure 9.12.
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The analysis

(a) Initial interface

(b) Final interface

Figure 9.11: The PyP boundary dislocation interactions.
The PyP boundary dissociated the dislocation into a glissile disconnection which was
pinned by mis t dislocations, and a lattice dislocation in the lower grain which moved
away.

(a) Natural dichromatic pattern

(b) Coherent dichromatic pattern

Figure 9.12: The natural and coherent dichromatic patterns for the PyP boundary.
These show the incoming lattice dislocation (blue), and its dissociation into an emitted
dislocation (green) and a disconnection (red). In the coherent dichromatic pattern,
the disconnection is glissile. In a, the lattice mismatch is shown in brown, and in b,
the mis t dislocation is shown in brown.
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of the disconnection remaining at the boundary showed it has a Burgers vector given
by:
0
bPyP
1 1 =

3
4 2 +3
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in the natural and coherent dichromatic patterns. Analysis of the material ux [Hirth
and Pond, 1996, 2011] indicates that this disconnection is glissile in the coherent PyP
boundary. However, it is repelled by the mis t dislocations and therefore does not
move in our simulations.

9.4.7
The

The 1 0 1 1
1011

0 0 0 1 boundary

0 0 0 1 (PyB) boundary is semi-coherent with mis t dislocations

given by:
05
bmis

t

=

2 3+ 4 +3
2

(9.6)

0
The PyB boundary rapidly transmuted the rst dislocation into a partial dislocation
on the rst order pyramidal plane, as depicted in Figure 9.13.

The basal plane

of the top lattice aligns exactly with 1the
0 1 1 plane of the lower lattice. Locally,
however, this alignment does not hold because of the coherency strain imposed along
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(a) Initial interface

(b) Entering dislocation

(c) Transmuted dislocation

Figure 9.13: The PyB boundary dislocation interactions.
The PyB boundary transmuted the dislocation onto the pyramidal plane of the lower
grain. This left a small residual partial disconnection in the boundary. Neither the
disconnection nor the transmuted dislocation were glissile.
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the boundary. As seen in Figure 9.13, the core of the dislocation did not fully cross the
boundary but rather split into two partials, one of which lay in the lower lattice, and
the other remained at the boundary. Due to the small misalignment in the
0001
plane of the upper lattice and the
1 0 1 1 plane of the lower lattice, the partial in the
boundary also contains a small vector component normal to the basal plane. It was
not possible to obtain an exact expression for the Burgers vectors of this dissociation
since they do not obey the laws of interfacial defect theory for symmetric conserving
defects, but the magnitude and direction of each partial were approximately equal
and half of the original dislocation.
The transmuted partial dislocation was sessile until a very high shear stress
( 400MPa) was applied. It is likely that dislocations of this type which are very hard
to move contribute to twin hardening. As has been noted by Weatherly et al. [1999]
and Barrett and El Kadiri [2014a], the PyB boundary is closely related to1 the
011
boundary which it facets with. Since dislocations are able to transmute easily through
this boundary, yet resist gliding on the opposite side, grain boundary mobility is not
signi cantly hindered by the dislocations, but the twin contains many hard defects,
increasing its work hardening capacity.

9.4.8
The

The 1 0 1 3
1013

0 0 0 1 boundary

0 0 0 1 boundary has a highly disordered structure and a high

energy. Although the atomic positions near the boundary are distorted by local
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interatomic forces, there is no clear evidence of any dislocations existing in the relaxed
boundary, or any coherency strain. It is therefore incommensurate.
The dislocation running into the
1013

0 0 0 1 boundary was pinned at the

boundary and remained there. This is likely partially due to the low incidence angle
of the incoming dislocation, the disordered structure of the boundary, and the absence
of a close packed plane in the lower lattice with a similar angle to the basal plane of
the upper lattice. Figure 9.14 shows the relaxed boundary, and the boundary with
the pinned dislocation.

(a) Initial interface

Figure 9.14: The 1 0 1 3

(b) Interface with dislocation

0 0 0 1 boundary dislocation interactions.

The 1 0 1 3
0 0 0 1 boundary, like the PB boundary, pinned the dislocation and it
remained there.

9.5

Discussion
The boundaries studied herein may be categorized according to the results of

their interactions with dislocations, as in Table 9.1. The twin boundaries showed
the important distinction that incoming dislocations dissociated into glissile twinning
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disconnections. The remaining portion of the dislocation was converted in the case of
1 0 1 2 into a Frank vector plus a glissile mis t dislocation. In the case
1 0 1 3of
twins, it remained sessile in the boundary, and in the case
2 0 of
2 1 twinning, it was
2 boundary interaction
emitted as a glissile lattice dislocation in the twin.
1 0 1The
produced ve twinning disconnections per incoming lattice dislocation,
2 0 the
21
twin produced two. The 1 0 1 3 boundary only produced one. Since1 0 1 2 and
2 0 2 1 boundaries remained free to propagate without climb after the reaction,
unlike 1 0 1 3 , these boundaries may be expected to grow very easily as a result
of high dislocation densities in the parent.1The
0 1 3 boundary does not bene t
nearly so much from dislocation interactions since their boundaries are pinned by
part of the dislocation, and only one disconnection is produced in the process. Since
the dislocation process which has been previously reported1 0for
1 1 is identical to
that observed for1 0 1 3 , it would be expected to have similar properties.
The asymmetric tilt boundaries varied more in their reactions to incoming
- dislo
cations. The 1 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 boundary pinned the dislocation and no dissociation

or transmutation was observed at all. It is likely that transmutation into a sessile
high energy defect would eventually occur if boundary migration was favorable. The
1011

1 0 1 0 boundary transmuted the incoming dislocation into a glissile lattice

dislocation in the lower boundary. The remaining defect was a valid glissile
- discon
nection in the coherent1 0 1 1

1 0 1 0 boundary, but was pinned from gliding by

the mis t dislocations. Boundary migration for this sort of arrangement is likely
to be easy if the disconnection is able to overcome the restriction of these mis t
231

dislocations. The1 0 1 1

0 0 0 1 boundary dissociated the incoming dislocation,

transmuting part of it into a sessile defect in the lower grain, and leaving the rest of it
in the boundary. This type of arrangement is likely to not restrict boundary motion
signi cantly, but will leave a sessile defect in the lower grain which contributes to
hardening. Finally, the
1013

0 0 0 1 boundary pinned the dislocation, like the

1010

0 0 0 1 boundary, leaving the boundary with a higher energy. Since the

1013

0 0 0 1 boundary has a low misorientation, it is possible that dislocation

pile-up would eventually lead to twin embryo formation, similar to what has been
previously reported for symmetric low misorientation high energy tilt boundaries
[Wang et al., 2013b].
The theory of dislocation transmutation based on the twinning shear which
was been derived for HCP twins and lattice dislocations by Niewczas [2010] is not
substantiated in most cases by MD simulations. Using a variety of asymmetric
and symmetric tilt boundaries Ihave determined that transmutation is generally
accompanied by complex forms of dissociation which may not obey Frank s rule that
the nal two dislocation vectors dissociating from a single vector much have an angle
relative to each other greater than or equal to
. Also,
90
dissociation is not limited to
full lattice or partial dislocations in the two grains. Grain boundary dislocations, or
disconnections play a vital role in the dislocation interaction process. In general, there
is a valid, symmetric conserving disconnection which is able to connect any full lattice
dislocation in the parent grain to any full lattice dislocation in the twin grain. Many
boundaries, such as the1 0 1 1

1 0 1 0 and 2 0 2 1
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2 0 2 1 boundaries, make

use of this principle to transform the glissile incoming dislocation into a glissile lattice
dislocation in the twin plus one or multiple glissile disconnection in the boundary.
In some cases, such as the predominant1 0 1 2 twin, the reaction is even more
complex as the incoming dislocation motivates formation of a new boundary facet
with a disclination dipole mediating its new misorientation, and resulting, again, in
a fully glissile arrangement of the boundary. On the other hand, in a few cases, it
is likely that the transmutation directly through the boundary into a high energy
1 0 1of
1
sessile defect does occur, as for example, in the cases

0 0 0 1 . In this

case, the resulting dislocation lay on a close-packed plane, but was not glissile. In
other cases, where the defect never completely passed through the boundary, such as
1013

0 0 0 1 and 1 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 , it is likely that this type of transmutation

will eventually occur, leading to a lower grain which is much harder than the upper
grain which the glissile dislocations came from.

9.6

Conclusions
The types of interactions we observed are summarized as follows:

1. The dislocations dissociated producing glissile disconnections in the boundary
and a new facet with a disclination dipole and a glissile dislocation on the facet.
2. The dislocations dissociated producing glissile disconnections in the boundary
and a sessile dislocation which remained at the boundary.
3. The dislocations dissociated producing glissile disconnection in the boundary
and a glissile dislocation in the other grain.
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4. The dislocations passed completely through the boundary, transmuting into a
sessile dislocation on the other side.
mi
5. The dislocations remained entirely in the boundary, restricting boundary
gration, and probably eventually transmuting into the other grain as a sessile
dislocation.
The variety and complexity of these reactions call for more extensive -investi
gations of dislocation grain boundary interactions in HCP materials. Without a
more comprehensive understanding of these boundary reactions, a predictive model
cannot be accurately developed, and estimates of grain hardening due to dislocation
grain boundary interactions will be inaccurate. In particular, studies which compare
di erent how the dislocation line angle a ects transmutation, and how the sign of
the Burgers vector changes reactions will be important. Of paramount importance,
however, is studying a wide enough range of interface dislocation interactions that a
comprehensive understanding of the relationship between boundary structure/energy
and dislocation transmutation may be appreciated. Only with this accomplished can
a predictive model for dislocation grain boundary interactions be developed.
Some early indications of this relationship between grain boundary structure/energy
and dislocation transmutation may be noted based on the reactions studied here.
The tilt boundaries where the angle of the Burgers vector relative to the boundary
was large, '
( 60 ) were more likely to transmute the dislocation, into either a sessile
or glissile dislocation on the other side. The transmuted dislocation tended to lie
on a close packed plane which was less than 30 from the incident plane of the
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dislocation. The dislocation did not transmute onto a high index plane in the lower
grain in any case. Instead, it dissociated into some partial vector which remained in the
boundary, and a larger vector lying on a close packed plane. In some situations where
the dissociation produced a full lattice dislocation in the lower grain, the boundary
defect remaining from the dissociation was also glissile. This is unlikely if the basal
dislocation in the upper grain cannot transmute into a basal dislocation in the lower
grain, and therefore is a feature mostly restricted to low misorientation boundaries
where the basal plane is a large angle from the boundary plane. In boundaries where
the basal plane is a smaller angle from the boundary plane
/ 60( ), transmutation
into the lower grain was not observed. Instead, the dislocation remained at the
boundary. In some boundaries, particularly twin boundaries, it was able to dissociate
and promote twin propagation. In other cases, it merely restricts boundary migration
until the boundary can migrate past it by climb.
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CHAPTER 10
COMPREHENSIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
WORK

10.1
10.1.1

Recapitulation of main points
Motivation

This work was motivated by the need to better understand slip twin, twin twin,
and slip grain boundary interactions in hexagonal close packed materials. This
need is driven both by the scienti c quest for knowledge of all material things and
by the requirements of engineering for a better vehicular body material which is
simultaneously economical and as strong and lighter than the steel and aluminum
alloys currently in use. Identi cation of material candidates ful lling such quali cations
have indicated titanium and magnesium show signi cant promise in these regards, if
their formability at cost e ective temperatures can be improved without destroying
their strength. The scienti c problem of how to increase their formability raises
more questions than answers, as the basic plastic behavior of HCPs is not thoroughly
understood.
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10.1.2

Research Aim I

For this work, we identi ed four areas of primary importance to elucidate. Then,
using molecular dynamics and interfacial defect theory, with magnesium as a prototype
material, we have undertaken an in depth study of each one. First, we recognized
that there is a great deal of ambiguity regarding the criteria for nucleation of various
mechanisms in single crystals, so we simulated perfect single crystals and single
crystals with a void and loaded them in uniaxial tension in various directions in
order to characterize the results based on applied stress and the resulting deformation
mechanism. These results indicated that a simple Schmid s law approach to HCP
nucleation is inaccurate at the small scale, and only becomes accurate, on average, in
the presence of a large material with many defects and stress concentration. As part
of this work, we also developed a new means of characterizing twins based solely o
of the local atomic lattice positions. This method novelly allows computation of twin
growth and twin volume fraction data from molecular dynamics results.

10.1.3

Research Aim II

The second area of study we undertook led us to consider how1 0 1 2 and
1 0 1 1 twins relate to asymmetric tilt grain boundaries with similar misorientations.
This work was motivated by observations of unexplained faceting behavior for both of
these twin modes along with the question of what is the character of the boundary
completely enclosing a twin embryo. Classically, it has been assumed that boundaries
deviating from the twin plane were a result of disconnection pile up, but observation
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of faceted boundaries contradicts this view, as well as the fact that some twins have
been observed to predominantly have boundaries which deviate signi cantly from
the twin plane, yet not to have a corresponding instability from the high energy
of disconnection pile-up. Our analysis of this problem led us to determine that
certain low energy asymmetric tilt boundaries have a very close relationship with
twin boundaries; during twin propagation, these boundaries can from purely from
disconnection glide and pile up on the twin plane, also, they can nucleate twin plane
boundaries when stress is applied. Finally, disconnections are capable of passing
through a facet junction from the twin plane boundary onto the asymmetric tilt
boundary without losing the ability to glide in the boundary. These abilities give
twinning a large advantage similar to the ability of slip dislocations to cross slip onto
another plane to defeat an obstacle or accommodate applied stress.

10.1.4

Research Aim III

Building o of these revelations, for our third area of study we undertook a
2 1 0 tilt
comprehensive and rigorous examination of the observed twins for 1the
axis along with all viable asymmetric tilt boundaries. We developed tools based on
interfacial defect theory, such as the trichromatic pattern, which show clearly how
to analyze faceting mechanics and dynamics. We found relationships between many
asymmetric tilt boundaries and the three twins:
1 0 1 2 , 1 0 1 1 , and 1 0 1 3 , and
rigorously obtained their reactions with facets. Using molecular dynamics we veri ed
several of the cases predicted by interfacial defect theory and illustrated cross faceting
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of disconnection lines and the remarkable exibility they gave the twin embryo to
grow.

10.1.5

Research Aim IV

Finally, for our last investigation, we studied the e ects of driving lattice
dislo
cations into twin and asymmetric tilt boundaries. The question of how dislocation
density in a parent grain is related to dislocation density in a twin grain, and what
proportions of each are glissile and sessile, is critical for determining formability and
work hardening rates during the twinning process. The results of this study indicated
that the answer to this question is quite complex because there are actual a variety of
di erent types of possible dislocation twin or dislocation grain boundary interactions
which depend on the local geometry and energetics. For the
1 0 1 2 twin, incoming
lattice dislocations were completely absorbed at the boundary and transferred into
twinning disconnections and a glissile new facet with a mis t dislocation on it. For the
1 0 1 3 twin however, incoming lattice dislocations were still completely absorbed at
the boundary, but the resulting dissociating left a sessile component in the
- bound
ary. On the other hand, some boundaries with low misorientation produced glissile
disconnections plus a glissile dislocation in the daughter grain. Finally, there were
dislocations which either passed directly through the boundary according to classical
transmutation theory [Basinski et al., 1997], and usually became sessile, and there
were dislocation which were absorbed into the boundary but did not dissociate and
remained sessile there.
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10.2

Recommendations for future work

While this work signi cantly increased our understanding of hcp plasticity- mecha
nisms, many things still need to be done in order to complete the over arching goal
of cost e ective and practical magnesium or titanium components. Some recommen
dations are given below:

10.2.1

Twin nucleation

Our rst area of study indicated that predicting twin nucleation based on critical
resolved shear stress is not accurate except on average. This on average approach is
not accurate enough to predict the e ects of twinning, though it may work well enough
for slip. Unlike slip, twinning actively recreates the crystal lattice in a new orientation,
completely altering the e ects of plasticity in the grain around it. A rigorous means
of predicting twin nucleation is needed. Substantial progress has been made recently
by observing that twins nucleate generally from low angle grain boundaries and thus
nucleation can be correlated to the frequency of these boundaries [Beyerlein and Tome,
2008]. However, more work is needed to determine the relationships between low
angle grain boundary structure, lattice dislocation interactions, and applied stress
necessary to produce a twin embryo.

10.2.2

Faceting for other twin modes

The discovery of faceting dynamics for
1 0 1 2 , 1 0 1 3 , and 1 0 1 1 twins
greatly enhances understanding of nucleation and growth mechanisms for twinning.
However, no work has yet been done to discover whether the1 0 1 0 axis twins also
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facet. The 1 0 1 0 twins for hcp are 1 2 1 1 , 1 2 1 2 , 1 2 1 3 , and 1 2 1 4 . While
these are less common in most hcps than 1 0 1 2 and 1 0 1 1 , their behavior is also
important.

10.2.3

Characterization of more transmutation reactions

In Chapter 10, speci c transmutation events are studied for eight grain boundaries.
These were all tilt boundaries on the
1 2 1 0 axis. While the results were revealing
and important, this is far too small a subset of the entire range of grain boundary
reactions to formulate general transmutation rules. In order to understand HCP
transmutation, a wide variety of di erent types of grain boundaries should be simulated
and characterized based on their geometry and interfacial character. Di erent types of
dislocations should also be compared. Edge and screw dislocations can have di erent
e ects [Serra et al., 2002]. Di erent sense of dislocations and stresses can also change
results.

10.2.4

Implementation of faceting and transmutation into higher scale
models

All of the advances made in this dissertation are at the atomistic scale. This level
of detail is essential in order to accurate characterize the mechanisms and reactions
observed at higher scales. The insights gained by this work are substantial. However,
without dissemination of these insights to dislocation dynamics and crystal plasticity
scales, little progress will be achieved for macroscale characterization of hexagonal
close-packed plasticity.
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Perform nearest neighbor analysis for closest 6 neighbors

Find average radius Ri of 6 nearest atoms for atom i
Find all atoms NN within 1.45Ri
Within NN, find all bond vectors and bond angles

For each atom:

Find the number of angles X between 161° and 180° and corresponding normalized vectors V1 and V2

1<X<4

X>3

V3 = V1-V2

V3 = V1-V2

V4 = cross product of all
combinations of two V3 vectors

Find all the combinations of two values of V 3

V4 = cross product of all combinations of two V 3

D = the dot products of all
combinations of two V4 vectors

Find all the cross products V4 corresponding to all
the combinations two V3 vectors.

V5 (1,2) = the combination of
V4 for which abs(D) is
maximum

V5 = abs( V4)

X<2

V3 = all normalized bond vectors

BPV = mean(V5) x sgn(mean(V4))
BPV = mean(abs(V5)) x sgn(mean(V5)

x denotes element by element multiplication
abs denotes element by element absolute value

V5 = all combinations of three V4 vectors

D(V5) = sum of the absolute values of the three
dot products of each pair (1,2;2,3;1,3) from the
three vectors in each combination in V5

V6 = the combination of three vectors from V5
corresponding to the maximum value of D

BPV = mean(abs(V6)) x sgn(mean(V6)
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The material ux equation for glide of a disconnection is given by Hirth and Pond
[1996]:

I = Lv h X + bn X

(B.1)

Here,X is the amount of atoms per unit volume of the right lattice unit cell, and
X is the change in atoms per unit volume accomplished by the disconnection glide
along one unit cell,
h is the step height of the burgers vector band
n is the component
of the burgers vector normal to the interface. For the case
b1 1ofglide, because is
locally coherent, the prismatic interplanar distance is compressed to a distance
c.
of
X and

X are given by:

X =

N
ac

X=

3
a
2

N
ac

3
a
2

N
2N
c =
ac 2
ac

1
3a

1
c

(B.2)

Putting these values into Equation 8.17 gives:
I = Lv

N
a

1
3a

1
c

+ N

3a c
ac 3a

=0

(B.3)

The disconnection glides conservatively because the material ux required to move
it is null.
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APPENDIX C
DISLOCATION CONTENT OF A DISPIRATION DIPOLE
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The ux of dislocation content in a boundary containing a dispiration dipole as
either core moves can be calculated. Consider the initial and nal step character in
each of the white and black lattices:

F0 = [R

0

] F1 = [R

1

] F0 = [R

0

] F1 = [R

1

]

(C.1)

Here, we had to obviously assume that the disclination character of the dispirations
did not change along the boundary. Now, we may de ne the change in step character
as the di erence between the two dispirations:

F1 F 1

1

F0 F0

1

1

[R T R

=

[R T R
That is, if
R= R T R

F 1 F1

1

F 0 F0

1

1

T
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R

1

F0 F0

F1 F1

1

T

1

1

1

T

1

R T R
R T R
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0

1

+
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(C.2)

]

, then:

R T R

1

1
1

+

1

+ R T R

= [0RT (

0

1

)+

= T (

1

0

)

1

0

1
0

]

0

]

(C.3)

(C.4)

Now we de ne:

r=

1

0

(C.5)

Note that this de nition asserts that the junction moves by the same distance in
both lattices.
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F 1 F1

1

F 0 F0

1

= [0

Rr + r]

(C.6)

Thus we have that the change in interfacial defect content from moving a disclina
tion core by a vector
r is equal to the frank vector:

f= r
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Rr

(C.7)

APPENDIX D
CONSERVATIVE DISCONNECTION TRANSFORMATION THROUGH A FACET
JUNCTION
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The requirements for a disconnection to transform across a facet junction- conser
vatively may be derived as follows. De ne the disconnection in the original facet:

[W w ][T 0][W w ] 1 [T

1

0]

(D.1)

We will de ne the new facet by rotating the white lattice, so that the black lattice
remains in the bicrystal coordinates.

[W w ][D 0][T 0][W w ] 1 [T

1

0][D

1

0]

(D.2)

W D T W

1

w ]

(D.3)

Simplifying this, we obtain:

[W D T W T

1

D

1

w

Since we are relating disconnections on each facet, the nal defect must be
translational; this translates to the following requirement:

W D T W T

1

D

1

= I

(D.4)

It is evident at this stage that the disconnections of
b1type
1 cannot undergo
disconnection transformation because Equation D.4 is not satis ed. However,
b2 2 may
be derived from translation symmetry operations in each lattice, and all such defects
have a corresponding defect in the second facet, as Equation D.4 is automatically
satis ed whenW = I and W = I. Let us focus here on DSC defects (defects formed
from displacements which are symmetry-conserving):
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[I w

W D T W

1

w ] = [I w

D T w ]

(D.5)

Now we derive the change in the Burgers vector of the disconnection by subtracting
Equation D.1 from Equation D.5.

= w

D T w

w + T w =

D T w + T w

(D.6)

Now, we recall that the action of the disconnection moves the disclination core by
a vector r. We postulate the value of this vector as:

r= T w

f= r

D r

(D.7)

This expression for the change in dislocation content from moving the disclination
core is identical to Equation D.6, and therefore the process is conservative.
It should be noted that the process of disconnection transformation is a function
of w and T w , unlike the individual disconnections which are functions
w of
T w . For this reason, there is not always a one-to-one correspondence between
translation symmetry based disconnections on di erent facets. For example, the
twinning disconnection
bt may be derived in multiple ways:

0
bt =

c
0

0
T86

0

0
=

0
3a
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0
3a

T86

c
0

(D.8)

These translation vector sets both produce the same twinning disconnection, but
when the disconnection is transformed onto the BP facet, they produce di erent
defects:b2

2

and b0 0 . Either of these defects may transform into the twinning

disconnection, and the twinning disconnection may transform into either of these
disconnections.
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E.1

Nucleation of a BP facet

As stated in Section 8.6.1, the bicrystal is given a coordinate system such
x isthat
the [12 1 0] shear plane normal,
y is the [1 10 1] direction in the parent lattice, which
is the twinning direction,
1 , for 1 0 1 2 twins, andz is theK1 normal,x

y. The

black and white crystal represent the parent and twin lattices, respectively, and the
red lattice depicts the relative atom positions of the white lattice as rotated between
the poles of the disclination (Figure 8.5) such that the prismatic planes
are of
aligned with the basal planes of
.
For this set of coordinate systems, the following relations hold:
1
l = TT B1

l = TTT B1

= T2T B1

TT B1 =

0

0

3

0

2 +3

2 +3

3

0

2 +3

2 +3

(E.1)
The BP facet eliminates the twinning disconnection pile-up on 1the
0 1 2 TB
whose Burgers vector and step height write as follow:
t

=

3
3+

2
2

1011

h = 2d

1012

3

=

2 +3

0
(E.2)
bT2 B1
2

=

bTt B1 =

TTT B1

t

=

2

3
2 +3

0
This Burgers vector may be derived from the lattice vector= [1 0 1 0] on the basal
plane of and the lattice vector = [0 0 0 1] on the prismatic plane of. The BP
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facet lies along these vectors and they satisfy all the conditions given above for facet
nucleation.
As the white lattice rotates counterclockwise from the black lattice, the-misorien
tation angle of the resulting TB is [El Kadiri et al., 2013b]:

= 2 arctan
The value

(E.3)

3

is the classical
c a ratio. If a 90misoriented BP facet removes the

disconnection pile-up, a disclination dipole must bound the facet, with poles at both
junctions. Actually, facet nucleation and disclination dipole nucleation are equivalent
processes. Since the twin plane is converted to basal and prismatic planes in the black
and white crystals, respectively, the resulting disclination is de ned by:

1
RBP =

0
0

0
2

3
2 +3

0
( 2 3)
(

( 2 3)
(

2

2 +3)

(E.4)

2 +3)

3
2 +3

This corresponds to a counterclockwise rotation =of

d

in the language of Hirth

et al. [2012]:

d

=

2

2 arctan

3

4

(E.5)

The [0 0 0 1] vector, from whichl is derived, is expressed in the bicrystal frame as:
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0
l = TT B1

2

=

(E.6)

2 +3

3
2 +3

Equation 1 now provides the dislocation character of the disclination dipole:

1
f0BP = RBP l

l=

0
2

0

3
2 +3

( 2 3)

0

(

2 +3)

( 2 3)
2 +3)

(
2

3
2 +3

0
f0BP =

0

0

0
2
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3
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3
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2
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3

2
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(E.7)
To promote facet nucleation,
f0BP should be nearly equal to the dislocation content
of the disconnection pile-up. Otherwise, a substantial residual dislocation would
have to be left in the BP boundary. We shall check the Burgers vector of the
residual disconnection to evaluate whether it can obstruct the movement of glissile
disconnections on the facet:

0
T B1
bBP
+ f0 =
0 0 = bt

3(

3)
2 +3

(

3)
2 +3
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(E.8)

This disconnection is glissile because it has no step height and the Burgers vector
lies in the BP plane.

E.2

Nucleation of a PB facet

As may be seen in Figure 8.5, the twinning disconnection may be de ned based on
vectors on the prismatic planes ofand the basal plane of as [1 01 0]
Thus, we de ne

[0 0 0 1].

= [1 0 1 0] on the basal plane which converts to the bicrystal

coordinates as follows:

0
= [1 0 1 0]

l = TT B1

3

=

2 +3

(E.9)

3
2 +3

Substituting in Equation 1 gives the dislocation content absorbed by the disclina
tion,f0P B and the remaining dislocation,
bP0 B0 , respectively:

0
f0P B = RBP l

l=

3(

3)

(E.10)

2 +3

3(

3)
2 +3

0
bP0 B0 = bTt B1 + f0P B =

(

3)
2 +3

3(

3)
2 +3
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(E.11)

E.3

Nucleation of a TB2 facet

The attendant rotation matrix writes as:

RT B2 =

1

0

0

24 2
( 2 +3)2
4

0

3
(

0
4

1

(

( 2 3)

( 2 3)

3

2 +3)2

24 2
( 2 +3)2

2 +3)2

= R2BP

(E.12)

1

TB2 fact nucleation requires pile-up of an even number of twinning disconnections.
For a pile-up of two twinning disconnections, the lattice vectors are given by:
= [1 0 1 1]

= [1 0 1 1]

(E.13)

De ne the white lattice vector on the TB2 facet:

0
= [1 0 1 1]

l = TT B1

l=

2

3
2 +3

2

(E.14)

3
2 +3

Substituting in Equation 1 provides the dislocation content absorbed by the
disclination dipole:
0
f0T B2 = RT B2 l

l=

2

3
2 +3

f0 + bTt B1 = 0

(E.15)

0
Thus, there is no residual dislocation because
f0T B2 and bTt B1 exactly cancel each
other.
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F.1

1 0 1 2 to BP transformations

The rst case of

= [1 0 1 0] leads to a pole vector,
l:

0
l = TT B1

=

(F.1)

3
2 +3

3
2 +3

Substituting in Equation 8.1 yields:

0
f2BP = RBP l

l=

3(

3)

(F.2)

2 +3

3(

3)
2 +3

The transformed disconnection on the BP facet adopts the following Burgers
vector,bBP
2 2:

0
T B1
bBP
+ f2BP =
2 2 = bt

2

3

(F.3)

2 +3

3(

3)
2 +3

This disconnection has no Burgers vector component along the BP plane, and a
component equal to 3

normal to it. Since this Burgers vector does not lie in

the BP plane, satisfying Equation 8.17 is binding for the disconnection to be glissile.
This Burgers vector is unchanged in the CDP for the BP boundary.
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Recall thatX possesses coherency strains that tend to contract the boundary
along the [1 01 0] direction. The conservation equation is thus satis ed,
bBP
2 and
2 is
a valid glissile disconnection on the BP plane.
The second case of

= [0 0 0 1] leads to the following expressions of the pole,

Frank, and disconnection Burgers vectors:

0
l = TT B1

2

=

2 +3

3
2 +3

0
f0BP = RBP l

l=

(F.4)

2

3

2 +3
2

3

2 +3

0
T B1
bBP
+ f0BP =
0 0 = bt

3(

3)
2 +3

(

3)
2 +3

This is a dislocation with a Burgers vector lying in the BP boundary with a value
of 3

along [1 01 0] and no step height. In the CDP for the BP boundary, it

becomes null.
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F.2

1 0 1 2 to 1 0 1 2 transformation

The rst case of

= [1 0 1 0] yields:
0
l = TT B1

=

3
2 +3

3
2 +3

0
f2T B2 = RT B2 l

6(

l=
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2

(F.5)
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2 +3) 2

(
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3
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3
2 +3) 2
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( 2 3)

bTt B2 = bTt B1 + f2T B2 =

3
2 +3) 2

(
2

( 2 3)

3

3
2 +3) 2

(

If the coordinate system is rotated such that
y lies along TB2 andz is normal to it,
then bTt B 2 is given by:
0
bTt B2 = TT2 B1 btT B2 =

2

3

(F.6)

2 +3

0
This is the glissile twinning disconnection on the TB2 facet, so the TB1-TB2
disclination transforms TB1 disconnection exactly into the TB2 disconnection.
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The second case of

= [0 0 0 1] yields:
0
l = TT B1

2

=

2 +3

3
2 +3

0
f T 2B2 = RT B2 l
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2
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(F.7)
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bTt B2 = bTt B1 + f T 2B2 =

(
2
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(
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FACET NUCLEATION FROM THE
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G.1

Nucleation of a P3Py facet

Our coordinate system is de ned based on the1 0 1 1 interface. The coordinate
directions will now be given by:
x = [1 2 1 0],y = [1 0 1 2],z = x

y. The black lattice

coordinates are generated by a rotation,
T , from the white lattice coordinates:

T2CT =

1

0

0

0

3 4 2
4 2 +3

0

4
4

4
4

(G.1)

3
2 +3

3 2
4 2 +3

3
2 +3

The misorientation of P3Py is slightly smaller than that of1the
0 1 1 TB, and
the di erence between the two is described by:

1
RP 3P y =

0
(4

2

0

(4

2 +15

2 +3)

3 (4

0

(4

2 +3)

0
)

3 (4

2 +27

4
2

4

(4

9)

2 +3)

2

2 +27

(4

(4

2 +3)

2

4

9)
2 +27

2 +15

4

(G.2)

)

2 +27

The twinning disconnection for1 0 1 1 twinning is given bybCT
= bCT
t
4 4 , which
lies along [1 0 1 2]
:

btCT = [3 0 3 2]

[0 0 0 4] = [0 0 0 4]

[3 0 3 2]

0
(G.3)
bCT
t

=

2

4
4

9
2 +3

0
The angle between the twin plane normal and the white lattice direction3 2]
[3 ,0
which lies in the1 0 1 3 plane, is 2 arctan(2
293

3). The pole vectorl then

corresponds to a lattice translation within
1 0 1 3 plane and having a component
normal to the twin plane equal to an integer multiple of the step height:

0
2 +9

4

= [3 0 3 2] l =

4

(G.4)

2 +3

4

3

4

2 +3

Therefore, the dislocation content of the disclination dipole takes the following
expression:

0
f0P 3P y = RP 3P y l

12

l=

2

q

4 2
+3
9

2

(4

2 +27

2 +3

4
2
r 4
4 2
27 +1

12
3

4

2 +27

3 +r
4

)+27

q

4 2
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(G.5)

27
4 2
27 +1
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Finally, the residual dislocation content from the interaction of the disclination
dipole and the disconnections is given by:

0
y
bP0 3P
0

=

f0P 3P y

+

bCT
t

=

2



4


3 4
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(G.6)

Rotatingy and z such thaty lies on the1 0 1 3

plane and z normal to it, the

disconnection is given by:
0
y
=
bP0 3P
0

4

2

+ 27

(G.7)

4

0
This disconnection dissociates into a coherency strain. The coherency strain from a
disconnection was given by Hirth et al. [2012]:
l )
2(l
(f
l + l

x)

(G.8)

Here l and l are the black and red lattice vectors de ning the disconnection, and
f

x is a unit vector lying along the interface normal to the tilt axis. Applying this

equation tobP0 30P y gives the coherency strain:
16

P 3P y
c

=

4

2

3 (4

2

+ 27

9

10
3

9)

(G.9)

As has been recently discussed by Wang et al. [2012], the
1 0 1 1 twinning
disconnection often dissociates into two disconnections having half the step height of
the full twinning disconnection. These disconnections are also able to nucleate facets
on the P3Py boundary. The zonal twinning disconnections are given by:
bCT
ta =

1
[5 1 4 3]
3

[0 0 0 2]

bCT
tb =

1
[4 1 5 3]
3

1
2

bCT
ta =

4
2

[0 0 0 2]

1
2
2

4

9
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bCT
tb =

0

4
2

2

4

0
CT
CT
bCT
ta + btb = bt
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Here the relevant values for and

are also given. When these undergo facet

nucleation, the resulting residual dislocations are:
1
2
y
bP0 3P
0a

=

P 3P y
f0a

+

bCT
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In a coordinate system rotated such that
y is in the plane of the facet and
z is
normal to it, the disconnections are given by:
1
2

1
2
y
bP0 3P
=
0a

4

2 +27

2

2

y
b0P 3P
=
0b

4

2 +27

2

0

2

(G.12)

0

These disconnections give the same coherency strain as above.

G.2

Nucleation of a 3PyP facet

The vectors

and

which produce the twinning disconnection and lie on this

facet boundary are given by:
= [3 0 3 2]

= [0 0 0 4] = l
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(G.13)

yP
Then b3P
is given by:
0 0

0
yP
b3P
= bCT
+ RP 3P y TCT
t
0 0

TCT
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In a coordinate system rotated such that
y is in the plane of the facet and
z is
normal to it, the disconnection is given by:
0
yP
b3P
=
0 0

4

2

+ 27

(G.15)
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The coherency strain for the 3PyP boundary is given by:
3P yP
c

=

P 3P y
c
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=
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Facet nucleation from the zonal disconnections proceeds in similar fashion. Here
the faceting parameters are given as follows:
a

=

1
[5 1 4 3]
3

b
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1
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3
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0 0b = btb + RP 3P y TCT
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In a coordinate system rotated such that
y is in the plane of the facet and
z is
normal to it, the disconnections are given by:
1
2
yP
b3P
=
0 0a

4

1
2

2 +27

yP
=
b3P
0 0b

2

2

2 +27

4

0
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(G.18)
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BPy and PyB facet nucleation

The disclination rotation to the BPy boundary from the CT boundary is described
by:
1
RBP y =

0
0

0
3 (4
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0
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3
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The angle is 6 .
Taking

= [2 0 2 0] and

= [1 0 1 2] :
0

0
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This disconnection produces a coherency strain:
BP y
c

2 2 3
=

4
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There are also nucleation possibilities for the partial twinning disconnections:
1
2
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y
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This is obtained from the lattice vectors
= [1 0 1 0] and

=

a

1
[1 12 3]
3

For the PyB boundary, the lattice vectors = [1 0 1 2] and

.

= [2 0 2 0] give

the transformed disconnection:
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bP0 yB
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=
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The coherency strain is:
P yB
c

8

12

=
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(G.24)

The partial twinning disconnection is obtained from the lattice vectors
a =
1
[2 1 1 3]
3

and

= [1 0 1 0] .
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G.4

1 0 1 3 facet nucleation

The relevant lattice vectors for
1 0 1 3 twin nucleation area =
a

=

1
[4 15 3]
3

1
[5 1 4 3]
3

and

. The rotation matrix for the rotation which brings these vectors into

coincidence is:
1
RCT 2 =

0
0

0
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16 3 (4
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2 +27)

1

This is equivalent to a rotation of
8.
Then, the Frank vector for the disclination dipole eliminates the disconnection,
leaving no residual dislocation and no coherency strain:
RCT 2 TCT

TCT
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=0
+ bCT
t

(G.27)

APPENDIX H
1 0 1 1 TRANSFORMATION
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H.1

Disconnection transformation onto the P3Py and 3PyP facets

Disconnection transformation onto the P3Py boundary shall proceed as follows.
Multiple relevant ways exist to de ne the twinning disconnection, which yield to
several transformations onto the P3Py boundary. We examine in what follows the
cases of
For the

= [3 0 3 2] , and
=

1
[81 7 3]
3

=

1
[81 7 3] .
3

case, we have:

1
2

l = TCT
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(H.1)
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p
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In a coordinate system rotated such that
y is in the plane of the facet and
z is
normal to it, the disconnection is given by:
0
y
b1P 3P
=
1

2 +45

4
2

4

2 +27

2

3

4

2 +27
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3
3
2

(H.2)

The interface is coherent, so the material ux equation is satis ed and the
- discon
nection is glissile. However, in the CDP, the Burgers vector is di erent from that in
the NDP. The relationship between the two may be given by:
c

bCDP = bN DP

2

(l + l ) f

x

(H.3)

It may be seen that disconnections which are transformed into disconnections by
Equation G.8 and lie in the direction
f x are completely eliminated in the CDP.
Then the coherent Burgers vector is given as:
0
bc1

For the

P 3P y
1

=

2
3

3
2

3

4

2 +27

8

2

4
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(H.4)

3
2

= [3 0 3 2] case, the calculation proceeds as above for facet nucleation.

This disconnection, in e ect, makes the new facet longer and is transformed into a
y
dislocation,
bP0 3P
0 , on the facet in the process. This dislocation with no step character

is necessarily glissile, and is likely transformed into a coherency strain.
P 3P y
In sum, if the P3Py boundary develops coherent terraces, bthe
disconnection
1 1
P 3P y
will be glissile, and bthe
will become a strain. The CT twinning disconnection
0 0
y
y
will transform into either
bP1 3P
or b0P 3P
conservatively.
1
0
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Disconnection transformation from the partial twinning disconnections
bCT
ta and
bCT
tb is also possible. For = [1 0 1 0] , the transformed disconnection is given by:
1
2
y
bP1 3P
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In a coordinate system rotated such that
y is in the plane of the facet and
z is
normal to it, the disconnections are given by:
1
2
y
=
bP1 3P
1a
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In the CDP, this disconnection is given by:
1
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P 3P y
1ab
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For the 3PyP boundary, as may be expected, there are similar disconnection
transformation mechanisms available. The twinning disconnection formed from
vectors

=

1
[8 1 7 3]
3

and

1
[1 12 9]
3

=

transforms onto the 3PyP boundary as:
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As for the P3Py boundary, if the residual dislocation found above in the facet
yP
nucleation section,
b3P
becomes a coherency strain, then
bc1
0 0

3P yP
1

will be glissile in

the 3PyP boundary, since the material ux calculations are identical to those for the
yP
b3P
disconnection in the P3Py boundary. Thebc1
1 1

3P yP
1

disconnection is given by:

0
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3P yP
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2
3
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2 +27
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2 +27

(H.9)

yP
The b3P
dislocation may also be formed by disconnection transformation, length
0 0

ening the 3PyP boundary as discussed above for the P3Py boundary. Likewise, the
partial twinning disconnections may transform in such a way that the boundary is
yP
lengthened and they become coherency strains, or form
b3P
0 0ab disconnections on the

boundary, as discussed in Appendix C. These vectors are obtained from=
and

= [0 0 0 2] .
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1
[5 1 4 3]
3

The other most likely candidate transformation for partial twinning disconnections
onto the 3PyP boundary has a step height of one plane:
1
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(

4 2 +3
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1 1ab
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These vectors are obtained from = [1 0 1 0] and

=

1
[21 1 3]
3

or 13 [1 12 3] .

The coherent form of these disconnections are:
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Once again, all of these vectors which have a burgers vector component normal
to the plane of glide are glissile only if the boundary has coherency imposed by the
yP
b3P
dislocations becoming strains.
0 0

H.2

BPy and PyB disconnection transformation

For both BPy and PyB boundaries, the same disconnection transformation reaction
is the most likely candidate for disconnection transformation that does not simply
lengthen the boundary. This disconnection possesses a step height of two planes
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for both boundaries. It is obtained from the lattice vectors
= 13 [5 1 4 3] and
1
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= [4 1 5 3] :
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y
Here bBP
is the disconnection in coordinates such ythat
is on the plane of the BPy
2 2

interface, and
z is normal to it. Likewise,
bP2 yB
is oriented with respect to the PyB
2
interface.
The coherent form of the disconnection is given by:
0
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BP y
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H.3

1 0 1 3 twin disconnection transformation

For the negative sense disconnection with line direction coming out of the plane of
Figure 8.13, we have lattice vectors= [1 0 1 2] and

= [2 0 2 0] . These produce

the negative 1 0 1 3 twinning disconnection:
0
bCT4 2
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=
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bCT
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Likewise, for a positive sense disconnection with line direction coming out the the
plane of Figure 8.13, the lattice vectors are given=by[2 0 2 0] and

= [1 0 1 2] .

The corresponding burgers vector is:
0
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Like the 1 0 1 1 twinning disconnections,1 0 1 3 disconnections may dissociate
into partials with a step height of two planes. Transformation equations for these also
1
exist. For the negative sense disconnection, the lattice vectors
= are
[2 1 1 3]
3

and

= [1 0 1 0]. Then the transformation gives:
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Likewise, for the positive sense partial disconnection
= [1 0 1 0] and
1
[2 1 1 3],
3

=

which leads to:
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